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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation addresses the problem of writing portable programs for parallel com

puters, including shared memory, dIstributed, and non-uniform memory access architec

tures. The basis of our approach is to separate the expression of the algorithm from the 

machine-dependent details that are necessary to achieve good performance. The method 

begins with a statement of the algorithm in a classic, explicitly parallel, manner. This 

basic program is then annotated to specify architecture-dependent details such as schedul

ing and mapping. These ideas have been cast in terms of a programming language, Par, 

which provides flexible facilities for a range of programming styles, from shared memory 

to message passing. Par is used to specify both the algorithm and the implementation of 

the annotations. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Electronic computers were introduced into general use in the early nineteen fifties. 

These early computers were much faster than human or mechanical calculators, but they 

were not fast enough to satisfy their users. Although modern computers are many orders of 

magnitude faster than early ones, the need for even more speed persists. Large problems in 

physics, mathematics, simulation, and artificial intelligence tax even the fastest computers 

currently available. 

Traditional stored-program (von Neumann) computers are limited in their speed by a 

fundamental physical law: signals cannot propagate faster than the speed of light. Modern 

sequential computers are approaching that limit. This has led hardware designers and 

manufacturers to build parallel computers having more than one independent processing 

element. Parallel computers overcome the fundamental limit on calculation speed imposed 

by the speed of light by performing many calculations simultaneously. Currently, the 

fastest computers in the world are parallel computers. 

Unfortunately, advances in the design of software for parallel computers has not kept 

pace with advances in the hardware. Much programming of parallel computers is currently 

done at a level of abstraction not much higher than assembly language. This results in 

parallel programs that are efficient but that are difficult to write and are tailored to a 

particular parallel computer. The situation is somewhat as it was in the early days of 

sequential programming, before the advent of high-level languages. 

This dissertation addresses the problem of how to write parallel.programs that are 

simultaneously portable, efficient, and clearly written. All these aspects are essential. 

Portability is important because rewriting programs for different architectures is expensive 

and prone to error. Efficiency is important because the main reason for using parallel 

computers is speed; inefficient programs squander the expensive resources provided by 

parallel computers. Clarity is important in all programming; unclear programs are hard 

to write, hard to maintain, and are apt to be erroneous. 
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The focus in this dissertation is on an important subclass of parallel comput

ers: multiple-instruction, multiple-data (MIMD) computers. The omission of single

instruction, multiple-data (SIMD) computers is a limitation of our approach. However, 

MIMD computers are much more widely available and used than are SIMD computers. 

Also, it is possible that the techniques presented here could be extended to SIMD archi

tectures; this is a possible avenue for future work. 

The class of MIMD computers includes uniform memory access (UMA) multiproces

sors, non-uniform memory access (NUMA) multiprocessors, and multicomputers. (In 

this classification, the terms uniform and non-uniform refer to memory latency.) UMA 

multiprocessors have a single address space, and the memory latency is the same for all 

processors and all words of memory. The Sequent Symmetry is an example of a UMA 

computer. NUMA multiprocessors have a shared address space, but the memory latency 

is not uniform. Generally, the memory is partitioned among the processors; for each pro

cessor there is a portion of the address space that provides low latency and is considered 

local. The rest of the address space has a higher latency and is considered nonlocal. The 

BBN Butterfly is an example of a NUMA computer. 

Multicomputers (also called distributed-memory multiprocessors) do not have a shared 

address space; instead, the processors communicate by message passing. Multicomputers 

form a broad subclass of MIMD computers. They differ widely in number of proces

sors, interconnection topology, and message passing speed. Examples of multicomputers 

include the Intel iPSe hypercube, the NCUBE hypercube, Transputer-based multiproces

sors, token-ring networks, processor grids, and ethernet-connected workstations. 

1.1 The Problem 

This section explores the obstacles to writing portable, efficient, and clear programs for 

MIMD computers. Anyone of these objectives can easily be met. Portability and clarity 

can be achieved by writing programs in very-high-levellanguages. Unfortunately, cur

rent compilers cannot be relied upon to produce efficient object code for such programs. 

Efficiency can be achieved by writing programs in assembly language. Unfortunately, as

sembly language programs are not portable and are not as clear as programs written in 

higher-level languages. The difficulty lies in achieving all three goals simultaneously. 

The chief obstacle to writing programs that are simultaneously portable and efficient is 
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the diversity of parallel computers. Portability between sequential architectures has been 

achieved largely because sequential computers are all quite similar. Although sequential 

computers differ in details such as number of registers, addressing modes, and cache sizes, 

the differences between various sequential computers can be hidden from the programmer 

by a relatively thin layer of abstraction. For example, the C programming language [69], 

which is a very low-level language, can be implemented efficiently on almost all modern 

sequential computers. This is possible because details such as how to utilize registers 

and the choice of addressing modes are ignored by the C language and are provided 

automatically by C compilers. 

The same is not true of parallel computers, which differ in ways that cannot be dis

guised by such a thin layer of abstraction. MIMD computers differ in the number of 

processors, memory organization, interconnection topology, minimum efficient task size, 

and other aspects of their architecture. The number of processors can range over sev

eral orders of magnitude, from two to tens of thousands. The memory can be shared 

and equally accessible to all the processors, it can be shared but with non-uniform access 

times, or it can be distributed. Distributed-memory computers can have interconnection 

networks that are arranged as rings, grids, hypercubes, trees, or other configurations. 

The minimum efficient task size of parallel computers varies from one instruction to hun

dreds. In addition, some computers have hardware support for locks, semaphores, message 

passing, or other synchronization and communication primitives. These differences can 

profoundly affect the way calculations are organized for efficient execution. 

The chief obstacle to writing programs that are simultaneously clear and efficient is 

the complexity of parallel computers. Von Neumann computers have a single processor 

and a single memory module; all calculation must take place on the processor and all 

data must be stored in the memory module. Parallel computers can have many processors 

and memory modules, and the processors can be connected by complicated networks. To 

specify a parallel calculation it is necessary to specify which calculations take place on each 

processor, which data is assigned to each memory module, and how the communication 

network is utilized for communication and synchronization. 

Moreover, the way these details are specified is often important to the efficiency of 

the calculation. The assignment of tasks to processors affects processor utilization; if too 

few tasks are assigned to a processor it will be idle during part of the calculation. The 
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assignment of data to memory modules affects the speed with which processors access data 

and thus the speed of calculation. The choice of communication paths between processors 

affects the time required for communication and synchronization. 

1.2 Approaches 

Any language for parallel computation on MIMD computers must accomplish several 

things: 

• First, parallelism must be found. We call the natural units of parallelism in an 

algorithm chores. For explicitly parallel languages finding chores is trivial since 

parallelism is specified directly. For languages without explicit parallelism, finding 

chores can be a major problem. Section 6.1 discusses some of the pitfalls of deriving 

parallel code from sequential programs. 

• Second, the parallelism must be tailored to fit the target computer. Too little par

allelism will result in idle processors; too much parallelism can result in slowdown 

instead of speedup because of the multiprogramming overhead that is incurred when 

many small tasks are executed on a processor. Thus it is often necessary to combine 

small chores into larger tasks suitable for the available computer. 

• Third, the tasks must be assigned to processors. For some parallel algorithms, st(l,tic 

assignment is appropriate; for others, dynamic scheduling is needed. 

• Finally, since the tasks of a program usually are not entirely independent, a lan

guage for parallel computation must provide ways for tasks to communicate and 

synchronize. 

Languages for parallel computation differ greatly in the degree to which these steps are 

automated. At one extreme are parallelizing compilers, which attempt to do everything 

automatically. These languages offer a high degree of portability since the code does 

not address architectural details at all. However, the approach is only successful to the 

extent that the compiler and run-time system can fill in the computational details missing 

from the program. Unfortunately, this is difficult to do well. All the steps outlined in the 

previous paragraph are fundamentally difficult. Compilers cannot hope to obtain optimum 
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solutions except in trivial cases, and even approximate solutions can require a prohibitive 

amount of work. 

For example, a common problem with parallelizing compilers is that a program that 

appears as if it should be efficient executes much too slowly. This can happen, for example, 

if the compiler fails to find the parallelism inherent in the program or if it assigns a datum 

to the "wrong" memory module, resulting in many expensive references to that datum. It 

can be difficult or impossible to fix such performance bugs since it is difficult to decide what 

has gone wrong and even more difficult to modify the program so that the problem does 

not occur. The former problem arises because parallelizing compilers radically restructure 

programs, making any kind of debugging difficult. The latter problem arises because the 

model of computation does not contain the concept of parallelism or of a memory module; 

thus the language provides no way to specify parallelism directly or to force the datum 

to be stored in the right place. The difficulties encountered in parallelizing compilers are 

explored further in Sections 6.1 and 6.2. 

At the other extreme are languages tailored to particular architectures or classes of 

architectures; for example, distributed languages are tailored specifically for distributed 

computers. These languages allow highly efficient programs to be written since most 

of the details of the calculation are explicitly specified in the program. However, such 

programs are non-portable, both because they are specified in terms of the architectural 

details of a particular computer and because they cannot utilize architectural features 

of other computers. For example, programs written in distributed languages may rely 

on the availability of a fixed number of processors, and they cannot make efficient use of 

shared memory since the programming model does not allow objects to be shared between 

processors. Parallel programs written in such languages tend also to be unclear; the large 

number of details required to specify the calculation tends to obscure the meaning of the 

algorithm. 

Between the two extremes are languages that hide some details from the program

mer but expose others. For example, a language may have explicit constructs to specify 

parallelism but hide the fact that memory access is not uniform; a compiler for such a 

language would automatically assign data to memory modules. Hiding details from the 

programmer tends to make programs less efficient but clearer and more portable. Some 

languages of this type are described in Chapter 6. 
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Another approach to parallel programming, quite different from those described above, 

is the annotational approach. The idea behind the annotational approach is to begin with 

a clear statement of the algorithm and add annotations to specify details that are necessary 

for efficient execution. In principle, annotations can be added to any language. Compiler 

directives (pragmas), for example, are a primitive form of annotation. Several parallel 

programming languages that support annotations are described in Chapter 6. The Par 

approach uses annotations. 

1.3 Outline of the Par Approach 

The Par approach to parallel programming begins with a statement of the algorithm in an 

explicitly parallel, imperative language. This initial program is written in a clear, straight

forward style; at this stage messy architectural details are ignored. Explicit parallelism is 

used because parallel programs more closely mirror parallel algorithms than do sequential 

programs; thus a parallel program is a clearer expression of a parallel algorithm than is a 

sequential program. 

The program is then refined by adding scheduling and mapping annotations, which 

specialize the algorithm to the target architecture. Scheduling annotations specify how 

chores are assigned to processors; mapping annotations specify how data is stored in 

memory. The annotations are separated syntactically from the statement of the algorithm 

so that they do not obscure the algorithm and so that they can easily be changed, if 

necessary, for other target architectures. The original statement of the algorithm is not 

changed. 

The implementation of the annotations is done in the same language as the rest of 

the program. Thus the programmer is not restricted to a fixed set of annotations or to 

fixed implementations of existing annotations. Instead, the annotations can, if necessary, 

be tailored precisely to a specific program and computer architecture. However, it is 

anticipated that implementations of schedulers and mappings are good candidates for code 

reuse since they often depend more on the architecture than on the specific application. 

Adding correctly implemented annotations to a program does not affect the correctness 

of the program. This makes it easy to experiment with different scheduling and mapping 

strategies without introducing errors. Conversely, the meaning of a program does not 

depend on the way it is annotated; this makes it easier to understand a program or prove 
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it correct. 

In more detail, the Par approach consists of the following steps. 

1. Pick a parallel algorithm. 

2. Write a program that is a clean, direct statement of the algorithm, without re

gard for the target architecture. Use abstract data types in declarations. Express 

concurrency explicitly and in units natural to the algorithm (chores). 

3. Annotate concurrent sections to cluster chores into tasks (units of parallelism that 

can be efficiently implemented) and assign tasks to processors. 

4. Annotate sections of code to ensure that data references in tasks are (at least mostly) 

local to the processor to which the task has been assigned. 

5. Annotate abstract data types with concrete data types that implement the necessary 

mappings. 

6. If necessary, provide implementations of the concrete data types and schedulers that 

are used. 

After the first two steps are complete, the program can be compiled and executed. The 

other steps are needed to make the program run efficiently. The annotations of steps 3, 4, 

and 5 augment the algorithm but do not change it. 

Step 6 should be necessary only occasionally since we anticipate that schedulers and 

mappings will usually be taken from a library tailored to a specific computer. Chapters 3 

and 4 contain many examples of general-purpose schedulers and mappings. Appendix B 

contains an index to the schedulers and mappings used in this dissertation. 

1.4 An Example 

This section presents a short example of the method outlined in the previous section. 

Consider the problem of adding two vectors of real numbers and assigning the result 

to a third vector. The straightforward parallel algorithm is to add the vector elements 

in parallel. In the Par language (which is described in Chapter 2), this is expressed as 

follows: 
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i =99 
100 

Processor 13 Processor 14 Processor 15 

Figure 1.1: The effect of the scheduler block. 

program add 
n: 100 
a, b, result: Vector(Real)(l, n) 

co i := 1 to n ~ 
result [ i] .- a[ i] + b[ i] 

oc 
end add 
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The first line of the program declares n to be the constant 100. The next line declares 

three vectors of real elements, each indexed from 1 to n. The concurrent (co ... oc) 

statement specifies concurrent execution of its body. Each instance of the body is called a 

chore. The above concurrent statement specifies n chores, each consisting of an addition 

and an assignment, to be done in parallel. 

This accomplishes the first two steps in our method. The program closely mirrors 

the parallel algorithm. The parallelism is expressed explicitly and without regard for 

architectural details such as the number of processors or the network topology. The 

vectors are shared among the parallel chores without regard for the memory organization. 

The above program is complete and could be compiled and executed. 

The next step is to annotate the concurrent statement to specify the way chores are 

combined into tasks and assigned to processors. This is done for purposes of efficiency. For 

example, if p processors are available, with p < n, the n chores can be combined into tasks, 

each of which will contain approximately nip chores. Each processor will then execute 

a single task. The Par library contains a scheduler named block, which implements this 

partitioning strategy. The effect is shown schematically in Figure 1.1 for the case where 

n = 100 and p = 16. Note that since 100 is not a multiple of 16 the chores do not divide 

evenly among the processors; processor 14 will execute only 2 chores and processor 15 will 
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index: 1. .. 7, 8 .. .14, 15 ... 21 92 ... 98, 99,100 

a 

b 

result 

processor: 0 1 2 • • • 13 14 15 

Figure 1.2: The effect of the mapping block 

not execute any. However, the maximum number of chores per processor is 7, which is 

the minimum that can be achieved for any partition of the chores. 

To use the scheduler block, a scheduling annotation is added to the concurrent state

ment as follows: 

program add 
n: 100 
a, b, result: Vector(Real)(l, n) 

co i := 1 to n {scheduler block} -jo 

result[ i] .- a[ i] + b[ i] 
oc 

end add 

The way schedulers are constructed is discussed in Section 2.10.2. Notice, however, that 

to apply a scheduler such as block it is not necessary to know the details of how it is 

implemented; it suffices to know the way it partitions the chores. 

With the addition of the scheduling annotation, the program now specifies a task for 

each processor. The next step is to annotate the code to ensure that at least most of 

the data resides on the processor that will access it. Since nonlocal access to data is 

expensive on many parallel computers, programs that employ nonlocal access will not 

execute efficiently on those computers. Mapping annotations are used to specify how data 

is placed in memory. To ensure that access to the vectors is local, the mappings of the 

three vectors must mirror the scheduler block. That is, the ith element of each vector must 

map to the same processor as does the ith chore. The standard mapping block, shown in 

Figure 1.2, accomplishes this so the program can be annotated as follows: 



program add 
n: 100 
a, b, result: Vector(Real) (1, n) 

{map a, b, result: block} 
co i := 1 to {scheduler block} -l

result[i] .- a[i] + b[i] 
oc 

end add 
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Again, explanation of the way mappings are constructed is left until later; for now the 

mapping block is regarded as a specification that each processor "owns" a segment of the 

vector. Since the segment of the vector owned by a processor exactly matches what the 

processor accesses, each task is completely local and thus can be implemented efficiently. 

Finally, implementation annotations must be added to the declarations of shared data, 

in this case the three vectors result, a, and b. The type Vector specified for those variables 

is an abstract data type; a concrete implementation of that data type that supports the 

mapping block is needed. Since this is a common mapping, Par's library contains such 

a concrete data type named Block Vector. Since Block Vector uses the same partitioning 

strategy as the block scheduler, the layout of the vectors will match the layout of the 

chores. The final version of the program is as follows: 

program add 
n: 100 
a, b, result: Vector(Real)(1, n) {use Block Vector} 

{map a, b, result: block} 
co i := 1 to {scheduler block} -l

result[ i] .- a[ i] + b[ i] 
oc 

end add 

Note that the original statement of the algorithm has not been modified. The program 

can be understood by ignoring the annotations. Assuming that the implementation of the 

scheduler and the mappings is correct, the program is correct. Moreover, the scheduler 

and mappings can easily be modified to fit a different architecture without disturbing the 

basic algorithm. 
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1.5 Contributions 

This dissertation presents a method of writing parallel programs that are clear, efficient, 

and portable. The method begins with a clear statement of the algorithm and adds 

annotations to create an efficient program. We have designed the Par language to support 

this method of programming. Besides supporting scheduling and mapping annotations, 

Par provides good support for modularity and code reuse. 

The use of annotations to achieve efficiency allows Par programs to be written in a 

highly architecture-independent way while still allowing complete control over details of 

the calculation when necessary. Programs can be tested for correctness before annotations 

are added since annotations are not required for correctness. The use of annotations 

also allows programs to be tailored to various architectures without changing the basic 

(unannotated) program. This allows various strategies for scheduling and mapping to be 

tried without affecting the correctness of a program. 

The idea of using annotations to control parallelism is not original to this disserta

tion. (Section 6.9 discusses several other approaches that use annotations.) However, 

Par's annotations are considerably more powerful and flexible than those provided by 

other approaches. Arbitrary schedulers and mappings, both static and dynamic, can be 

written in Par. In contrast, most annotative approaches place restrictions on schedulers 

and mappings. For example, in some cases only predefined schedulers and mappings are 

provided; in other cases only static schedulers and mappings can be specified. We discuss 

the flexibility of various systems of annotation in Section 6.9. 

The power of Par's annotations makes it possible to express the original algorithm in 

a very natural way and still achieve good efficiency. In particular, Par's schedulers allow 

small chores to be combined into larger tasks at compile time. Except for para-functional 

programming (see Section 6.9.2), we are aware of no other approach that supports this. 

Other approaches require that the program be written from the start with a particular 

granularity in mind. 

Par's annotations are written in Par. Other approaches that use annotations either 

provide only built-in annotations or provide a restricted language in which to implement 

annotations. Since writing a scheduler or mapping is essentially an exercise in distributed 

programming, we feel that a good distributed programming language should be available 
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for that purpose. Par's facilities for distributed programming are based on those in SR [10, 

11], a highly flexible distributed programming language. 

Par provides good support for code reuse. We feel that schedulers and mappings 

are good candidates for code reuse since they are often specialized implementations of 

standard data types such as vectors, matrices, and tables. Appendix B contains an index 

of the Par resources that are presented in this dissertation. 

1.6 Dissertation Overview 

The rest of this dissertation explains our approach to architecture-independent parallel 

programming in more detail and contrasts it with other approaches. Chapter 2 contains 

an introduction to the Par language. The purpose is to familiarize the reader with enough 

of Par so that the rest of the dissertation is understandable. 

Chapters 3 and 4 present many examples of the use of our method of writing parallel 

programs. Chapter 3 explores programming regular algorithms, which have access patterns 

and chore sizes that do not depend on the input data and can thus be anticipated when the 

program is written. Chapter 4 explores programming irregular algorithms, whose access 

patterns and chore sizes cannot be predicted in advance. 

Chapter 5 discusses the implementation of Par on various kinds of MIMD computers. 

Chapter 6 compares and contrasts our approach to architecture-independent parallel pro

gramming with alternative methods. Finally, Chapter 7 presents conclusions and ideas 

for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

INTRODUCTION TO PAR 

Par is a programming language that is designed to explicate the programming method 

outlined in Chapter 1. It is an explicitly parallel language with provisions for scheduling, 

mapping, and implementation annotations. It also contains the low-level features nec

essary to implement annotations efficiently. We chose to design a new language, rather 

than adapt an existing one, because we wanted to present our programming method in 

as clear a way a possible; no existing language had the right combination of features for 

this purpose. However, many of the ideas presented here could be adapted to existing 

languages. We discuss this further in Chapter 7. 

This chapter provides only a brief overview of the Par language, concentrating on the 

novel features of the language. Chapters 3 and 4 contain many examples of Par programs 

and 

Par owes a large part of its syntax to SR [10, 11], which is a language for distributed 

programming. However, Par is quite different from SRi it is not "SR++." 

Par is an object-oriented language. The idea of separating the specification of an 

abstract data type from its implementation is essential to our approach to parallel pro

gramming. So too is the idea of extending a type by adding additional operations. Both 

these concepts fit naturally into an object-oriented language. Many languages have influ

enced the object-oriented structure of Par. The most important have been Emerald [64], 

T [107, 93], C++ [110], and Eiffel [87]. The design of the concurrent statement, which 

specifies parallel execution, owes much to various parallel dialects of Fortran, in particular 

the Force [66]. 

2.1 Sequential Programming 

A Par program consists of statements, declarations, procedures, and processes. Figure 2.1 

contains a simple, sequential Par program. Given an integer n, this program generates a 



program does_iLstop 
io: Stdio 
io.print("Number? "); 
n: Int; io.read(n) 

if n < 0 -+ n := -n fi 

k: Int := 0 
do n = 1 -+ exit 
o n mod 2 = 0 -+ n := n/2; k++ 
o else -+ n := 3 * n + 1; k++ 
od 
io.print("Terminated after ", k, "iterations\n") 

end 

Figure 2.1: A simple, sequential program. 

sequence by the following rule: 
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(2.1) 

The program stops if nk = 1 and prints the value of k. (If nk = 1 the rest of the sequence 

is uninteresting-it consists of repetitions of the cycle 4,2,1. Whether every initial value 

for n eventually results in this cycle is unknown.) 

The first line of the program creates an object named io, which is an instance of the 

resource Stdio. (We follow the convention that resource names are always capitalized.) 

Resources are the main unit of encapsulation in Par; they are discussed further in Sec

tion 2.5. The resource Stdio exports, among other things, read and print operations that 

can be used to access the standard input and output streams. After io has been created, 

the program prints the prompt "Number?," creates an integer n, and reads a value for it. 

If the value of n is less than zero its sign is reversed; this is accomplished by an alternation 

(if) statement. Then the integer k is declared and set to zero. Finally, the terms of the 

sequence described in Equation 2.1 are computed until 1 is reached and the final value of 

k is printed. 

Both the alternation (if ... fi) and iteration (do ... od) statements are built from guarded 

commands [43,57], which have the form 

guard -+ block 
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A guard is a boolean expression and a block is a sequence of statements and declarations. 

Boxes (0) are used to separate guarded commands. 

An alternation statement is executed by choosing any true guard and executing the 

associated block of code. If no guard is true-in the example of Figure 2.1, if n ;::: O-the 

alternation statement terminates with no effect. 

An iteration statement is executed by repeatedly choosing any true guard and execut

ing the associated block until either no guard is true or an exit statement is executed. The 

iteration statment of Figure 2.1 has three guards: n = 1, n mod 2 = 0, and the special 

guard else. The else guard is an abbreviation for the negation of the disjunction of the 

other guards; in this case else stands for 

-.(n = 1 V n mod 2 = 0) 

Thus the iteration statement terminates only when the exit statement, corresponding to 

the guard n = 1, is executed. 

Although the iteration statement is the only loop construct that is really needed, a 

more suggestive notation, the for-all statement, is provided for looping over arithmetic 

progressions. A for-all statement has the following form: 

fa id := start to finish by step -I- block af 

This statement is equivalent to the following block: 

begin 
id: Int := start 
do id ~ finish -I

block 
id +:= step 

od 
end 

The compound statement (begin ... end) is needed to ensure that the declaration of id 

does not interfere with any other visible declarations. 

The clause 

id := start to finish by step 
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is called the quantifier and the identifier id is called the quantifier variable. Quantifier 

variables are always integers. If "by step" is omitted, step defaults to 1. If the direction is 

downto instead of to, the sense of the comparison is reversed and the quantifier variable 

is decremented instead of incremented. 

The quantifier variable of a for-all statement can be modified in the body of the 

statement, although this is not recommended. A quantifier variable is not defined outside 

its for-all statement; if the value of a quantifier variable is needed outside the for-all 

statement, it must be assigned to another variable before the statement terminates. 

Multiple quantifiers in a for-all statement indicate loop nesting. For example, 

fa quanti, quant2 -7 block af 

is equivalent to 

fa quantl -7 

fa quant2 -7 block af 
af 

This extends to any number of quantifiers. 

2.2 Declarations and Types 

Par is a strongly typed language. Every object has a type and objects must be declared 

before they are used. Variable declarations have the general form 

which creates n instances of Type with the given names. The scope of a declaration extends 

from the point of declaration to the end of the block in which it occurs. A declaration is 

visible throughout its scope except where it is masked by a nested declaration with the 

same name. 

Constant declarations have the form 

name: expression 

The effect is that name refers to the value of expression. The value of a constant cannot 

be changed by assignment or by any other operation. 

A series of integer constant declarations 



namel: 1 
name2: 2 

nameN: N 

can be abbreviated 

enum(namel, name2, ... nameN) 
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Par's type system is designed to provide both low-level control and high-level support 

for encapsulation, extensibility, and code reuse. There are several kinds of objects in Par: 

representations, records, resource instances, references, and operations. The following 

sections describe each of these in turn. 

2.3 Representations 

Processors provide hardware support for certain data types in the form of operations that 

act on those data types. For example, most processors provide support for 8-bit characters 

and 32-bit integers. In Par, these hardware-based data types are called representations. 

Every Par implementation provides the following representations: 

o BooLrep is a single bit, 

• Char_rep is the standard eight-bit ASCII character type, 

• InLrep is the integer type, 

• ReaLrep is the floating-point type, and 

• Double..rep is the double-precision floating-point type. 

An implementation may provide additional representations. 

Par also provides built-in functions that operate on representations. These functions 

are low-level operations that are provided by the processor hardware; they generally re

quire only a few assembly-language instructions to perform. For example, the built-in 

function inLrep_sum takes as parameters two InLrep objects and returns their sum. 

Representations and built-in functions are rarely needed in user-level code because Par 

provides standard resources such as Int and Bool that are more convenient to use and just 

as efficient. These standard resources are implemented in terms of representations and 

built-in functions. 



2.4 Records 

Par records are similar to those in other programming languages. For example, 

record Employee 
name: String 
age: Int 

end 
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creates a type Employee with two fields. The fields of a record are accessed using the 

notation object.field. For example, 

boss: Employee 
boss. name := "Doe, Jane" 
boss. age := 35 

Record literals are also supported. For example, the expression 

Employee("Doe, Jane II , 35) 

has as its value a record identical to boss above. 

Record assignment is allowed between two instances of the same record type. It has 

the same effect as assigning each field separately. For example, if new_boss is an instance 

of Employee, 

boss := new_boss 

has the same effect as 

boss.name := new_boss. name 
boss. age := new_boss. age 

2.5 Resources 

The main unit of encapsulation in Par is the resource. A resource consists of a specifi

cation and an optional body. The specification contains declarations of exported objects; 

everything that is not exported is private to the body of the resource. 

Figure 2.2 contains a simple resource that implements a stack of integers. The specifi-



resource IntStack 
op push(Int) 
op popO returns Int 

body 
size: 100 
data: Vector(Int)(l, size) 
ptr: Int := 1 

proc push( item: Int) 
if ptr > size -t abort(lIstack full ll ) 
D else -t data [ptr] := itemj ptr++ 
fi 

end 

proc popO 
if ptr = 1 -t abort(lIstack emptyll) 
D else -t ptr - -j return data[ptr] 
fi 

end 
end IntStack 

Figure 2.2: A stack of integers 
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cation of IntStack declares two operations, push and pop, which form the interface between 

IntStack and its clients. The internal representation of an IntStack, as well as how the 

exported operations are implemented, is hidden from the outside world. The internal rep

resentation of IntStack consists of three objects: size is a constant with value 100, data is 

a vector of integers, and ptr is an integer which points to the next free stack location, and 

hence is initialized to 1. The operations push and pop are implemented by procedures. 

Instances of resources are usually created by declarations. For example, a program 

that uses IntStack is shown in Figure 2.3. Program reverse reads a list of numbers and 

prints them in reverse order. It accomplishes this by pushing numbers on a stack until 

io.readreturns false-which means that an end-of-file has been reached-and then printing 

them in reverse order as it pops them from the stack. 

There is no need to import resourceSj the compiler finds them automatically. The user 

can control how resources are found, but this mechanism is not part of the language. Since 

even simple objects like integers and boolean values are instances of resources, it would 

be inconvenient to have to import every resource that is used explicitly. 



# reverse the input numbers 
program reverse 

io: Stdio 
istk: IntStack 
count: Int := 0 
i: Intj 

do io.read( i) -I

istk.push( i)j count++ 
od 
do count> 0 -I

io.print(istk.popO)j count - -
od 

end 

Figure 2.3: Program demonstrating the use of IntStack. 

2.5.1 Initial and Final. 
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A resource can specify one or more initial operations. The initial operations must differ 

in number or type of formal parameters. When an instance of the resource is created, 

actual parameters to one of the initial operations are specifiedj the initial operation whose 

formal parameter specification matches the actual initial parameters is invoked. An initial 

operation can perform arbitrary computation but it usually is used to allocate space, 

initialize variables, or set up communication channels to other objects. 

Figure 2.4 contains code for a stack resource that allows programs that use the resource 

to specify a maximum stack size. This resource has several interesting features. The object 

size is a variable that is initialized to 100 instead of a constant as it was in the previous 

version. The first (parameterless) initial operation allows a stack to be created without 

specifying a sizej in that case the size defaults to 100, the same value as in the previous 

implementation. The second initial operation allows the user to specify a maximum size 

when an instance of IntStack is declared, as in 

shorLstack: IntStack(lO) 
big_stack: IntStack(10000) 

When an instance of IntStack is created, one of the initial operations allocates space for 

data dynamically with a naming statement: 



resource IntStack 
op ptlsh( Int) 
op popO returns Int 
op initialO 
op initial( maxsize: Int) 

body 
data: ref( Vector(Int» 
ptr: Int := 1 
size: Int := 100 

proc initialO 
data ~ Vector(Int)(l, size) 

end 

proc initialed: Int) 
size := d 
data ~ Vector(Int)(l, size) 

end 

proc ptlsh( item: Int) 
if ptr > size -t abort(lIstack full") 
o else -t data [ptr] := itemj ptr++ 
fi 

end 

proc popO 
if ptr = 1 -t abort(lIstack emptyll) 
o else -t ptr - -j return data[ptr] 
fi 

end 

final 
destroy( data) 

end 
end IntStack 

Figure 2.4: A variable-sized stack. 
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data ~ Vector(Int)(I, size) 

The expression on the right-hand side of the arrow creates an anonymous instance of 

Vector that has an indefinite lifetime. The object data, which is declared to be a reference 

to a vector of integers, becomes a name for the anonymous vector. References and naming 

statements are discussed in more detail in Section 2.6. 

A resource can contain a single final block, which is executed when the object is 

destroyed. Final blocks are generally used to de-allocate storage, close communication 

channels, or perform other cleanup. In Figure 2.4, the final block de-allocates the object 

referred to by data. 

2.5.2 Generic Resources 

Resources can be generic. A generic resource is parameterized by one or more types. 

The actual types are specified when an instance of the resource is created. The resource 

Vector, used in both Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.4, is a generic resourcej the generic parameter 

specifies the base type of the vector, in this case Int. 

Figure 2.5 contains an implementation of a generic stack. The reader should find this 

familiar since almost the only changes that have been made from Figure 2.4 are that most 

uses of Int have been changed to the generic parameter T. The generic resource Stack can 

be used as a template for stacks of various types. For example, 

inLstk: Stack(Int) 
reaLstk: Stack (Real) 

creates two stacks-one of integers, the other of real numbers. 

An actual generic parameter must export any operations that are applied to objects 

of the generic type in the body of the resource. In Figure 2.5, for example, the assign 

operation is applied to objects of type Tj thus any actual type specified for T must export 

an assign operation. (Both Int and Real do so.) The compiler checks this condition. This 

approach is similar to that taken in the proposed addition of generic classes to C++ [110] 

in that the compiler is responsible for determining which actual generic parameters are 

legal. It differs from languages such as Eiffel [87] that require the programmer to specify 

which operations must be exported by generic formals. It also differs from languages such 

as Ada [9] and Orca [15], which require that all operations applied to objects of a generic 

type must be additional parameters to the generic module. 



resource Stack ( T) 
op push(T) 
op popO returns T 
op initia10 
op initial( maxsize: Int) 

body 
data: ref ( Vector( T)) 
ptr: Int := 1 
size: Int := 100 

proc initialO 
data ~ Vector(T)(l,size) 

end 

proc initial( d: Int) 
size := d 
data ~ Vector(T)(l,size) 

end 

proc push( item: T) 
if ptr > size -t abort(lIstack full") 
U else -t data [ptr] := itemj ptr++ 
fi 

end 

proc popO 
if ptr = 1 -t aborte'stack empty") 
U else -t ptr - -j return data[ptr] 
fi 

end 

final 
destroy( data) 

end 
end Stack 

Figure 2.5: A generic stack 
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2.5.3 Subtypes 

A resource R is a subtype of resource S-and S is a supertype of R-if R exports all the 

operations exported by S and perhaps others. For example, suppose that Polygon has the 

specification 

resource Polygon 
op edge_listO returns Edgelist 
op areaO returns Real 

end 

and that Square has the specification 

resource Square 
op edge_listO returns Edgelist 
op areaO returns Real 
op diagonalO returns Real 

end 

Then Square is a subtype of Polygon because it exports all the operations of Polygon. Any 

type-correct use of a Polygon is also a type-correct use of a Square. 

When defining a subtype of another type, it inconvenient to repeat the entire specifi

cation of the supertypej thus Par provides an extends declaration, which has exactly the 

same effect. For example, a terser way to write the specification of Square is 

resource Square 
extends Polygon 
op diagonalO returns Real 

end 

Besides shortening the specification of Square, the extends declaration makes the subtype

supertype relationship between Polygon and Square more obvious. 

2.5.4 Standard Resources 

Par provides standard resources for the usual types: Bool, Char, Int, Real, String, etc. 

Each standard resource exports operations that perform initialization, assignment, and 

other (type-specific) operations. The implementation of standard resources is not specified. 

A processor is not object-oriented; it operates only on hardware representations. Thus 

a way is needed to obtain a representation from a resource. For example, a processor does 
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not manipulate objects of type Intj the hardware is designed for objects of type InLrep. 

Thus each of the standard resources exports an operation rep that takes no parameters 

and returns a hardware representation of the object. Generally, the representation is used 

only to define higher level operations on the resource. 

For example, the resource Int exports the following operation: 

op repO returns Int-rep 

This allows operations on objects of type Int to be defined in terms of operations on 

In Lrep. For example, the sum of two instances of Int, a and b, could be expressed as 

Int(inLrep_sum(a.repO, b.repO)) 

Recall that inLrep_sum is a built-in function that adds two objects of type InLrep. Thus 

the expression above extracts the representations of a and b, adds them, and constructs 

a new instance of Int using the sum as the initial parameter. 

2.6 References 

A reference is an object that refers to (names) another object. A reference declaration 

specifies the name of the reference and the type of object to which it will refer. For 

example, 

r: ref( Vector(Int)) 

declares r to be a reference to a vector of integers. 

A reference is affixed to an existing object by a naming statement. For example, if v 

is a vector of integers, the naming statement 

r +- v 

causes r to refer to v. Thereafter, r is an alias for v (with a few exceptions enumerated 

below). Thus if the statment 

r[3] := 9 

is executed, the expressions v[3] and r[3] will both yield 9. 

A reference can refer to any object whose type is a subtype of the reference type. For 

example, if Square is a subtype of Polygon (as in Section 2.5.3) the following fragment is 

legal: 



p: ref (Polygon) 
sq: Square 
p ~ sq 
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However, since Par is statically typed, p must be treated as a name for a Polygon even 

though it refers (temporarily, perhaps) to a Square. For example, 

p.diagonalO 

is illegal because diagonal is not exported by Polygon. 

Naming statements are often used in conjunction with dynamic allocation. For exam

ple, in the resource IntStack of Section 2.5 (Figure 2.2), data is declared to be a reference 

to a vector of integers: 

data: ref( Vector(Int)) 

The actual vector is allocated dynamically and data becomes a name for it: 

data ~ Vector(Int)(l, size) 

The expression on the right-hand side of the arrow creates an anonymous vector of integers. 

(In general, type descriptors can be used either to declare types or as allocators.) The 

name data is immediately affixed to this object. 

A few special operations are allowed on references. The reference comparison operators 

== and !== compare two references to determine whether they refer to the same object; 

for example, 

if rl == r2 -. io.print(lIr 1 and r2 refer to the same object ll ) 

o rl! == r2 -. io.print(lIr1 and r2 refer to different objectsll) 
fi 

The built-in function null returns true if and only if the reference to which it is applied 

does not yet refer to any object. 

A reference is an alias for the object to which it refers except when it used in one of 

the following ways: 

• on the left-hand side of a naming statement, 

• as an operand of == or ! ==, 



resource List( T) 
op initialO 
op to_leftO 
op rightO returns Bool 
op put(T) 
op removeO 
op valueO returns T 
op emptyO returns Bool 

end 

Figure 2.6: Specification for List 

• as the operand of the built-in function null. 
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As a practical example of the use of references, we give the implementation of a generic 

List resource. (This resource will be used later in Chapter 4.) Figure 2.6 contains the 

specification of List. This resource provides a cursor-based model of a list. In this model, a 

list consists of a sequence of items (aligned from left to right) and a cursor. A list initially 

consists of an anchor, which is a dummy item that has no value. The cursor can be "on" 

any item in the list; it is originally on the anchor. The user can move the cursor one 

element to the right by invoking right, or to its original position by invoking to_left. The 

value of the item under the cursor is returned by value. The remove operation removes 

the item under the cursor from the list and leaves the cursor pointing to the previous item. 

(It is illegal to invoke value or remove if the cursor is on the anchor.) The put operation 

inserts a new item to the right of the current item; it does not move the cursor. The empty 

operation returns true if the list is empty. 

Figure 2.7 contains the declarations of the internal representation of List, along with 

the initial procedure. Internally, a List is represented by a doubly-linked chain of objects 

of type Node. A node has three fields, value, next, and prevo The value field contains 

the value of the list element, the next field contains a reference to the next list element, 

and the prev field contains a reference to the previous list element. The initial operation 

creates the anchors and sets cursor to point to the anchor. 

Figure 2.8 contains code for the cursor-movement operations. The procedure to_left 

moves the cursor to its original position by setting cursor to anchor. The procedure right 

returns false if the cursor is on the right-most item, otherwise it moves the cursor to the 



body 
record Node 

value: T 
next: ref(Node(T» 

. prev: ref(Node(T» 
end 

anchor, cursor: ref(Node( T» 

proc initialO 
anchor _ Node 

cursor - anchor 
end 

end 

Figure 2.7: Internal representation of List 

# move cursor to left end 
proc to_leftO 

cursor - anchor 
end 

# move cursor one right if possible 
proc rightO 

if null(cursor.next) ~ return false 
o prev - cursor; cursor - cursor.next 
fi 

end 

Figure 2.8: Cursor movement operations 
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# insert item after cursor 
proc insert( item: T) 

end 

temp: ref (Node) +- Node 
temp.value := item 
temp. next +- cursor.next 
cursor. next +- temp 

# remove cursor item 
proc removeO 

if cursor == anchor -t 

abort(IIIllegal list operation: remove anchor ll ) 

U else -t 

fi 
end 

cursor.prev.next +- cursor.next 

Figure 2.9: List modification procedures 
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next item and returns true. Thus the standard way to iterate through all elements of a 

List is as follows: 

1st. to_left 0 
do Ist.rightO -t 

# use 1st. value 
od 

Figure 2.9 contains the operations to insert and remove items from the list. Procedure 

insert creates a new Node, sets the value field to the proper value, and links the node into 

the list. Procedure remove first checks to ensure that cursor does not refer to anchor; 

then it removes the node referred to by cursor. 

Finally, Figure 2.10 contains the empty and value procedures and the final block. The 

empty procedure uses the built-in function null to determine whether anchor. next refers to 

an object. The value procedure simply returns the value field of the node under the cursor 

if that node is not the anchor. The final block iterates through the list, de-allocating each 

node. 



proc emptyO 
return null( anchor.next) 

end 

proc valueO 
if cursor == anchor -+ 

abort(IIIllegal list operation: value of anchor") 
D else -+ 

fi 
end 

final 

return cursor. value 

tl, t2: ref(Node) 

t1 ~ anchor 
do not null( tl) -+ 

t2 ~ tl 

od 
end 

t1 ~ tl.next 
destroy( t2) 

Figure 2.10: The empty procedure and the final block 

2.7 Operations 

2.7.1 Invoking Operations 
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Resources communicate by invoking and servicing operations. Operation invocation has 

already been seen several times. The most obvious kinds of invocations are expressions of 

the form 

operation( argument, ... ) 

or 

object.operation( argument, ... ) 

For example, 

foo(3.0) 

invokes the operation foo, which must be declared in the current program or resource, 

while 
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stk.push( item) 

invokes the push operation exported by the object stk. 

However, invocation is even more prevalent than it might appear because Par's ex

pression syntax is just disguised invocation. For example, the stack pointer in each of 

Figures 2.2, 2.4, and 2.5 was incremented by writing 

ptr++ 

which is just shorthand for 

ptr. posLincrement() 

Similarly, ptr was initialized by writing 

ptr := 0 

which is shorthand for 

ptr. assign( 0) 

In Par, all expressions are just disguised invocations. 

Operation invocation can be synchronous or asynchronous. Synchronous invocation 

is the default. A synchronous invocation delays the invoking process until the invocation 

completes. Synchronous invocations can return results. Asynchronous invocations are 

specified by send statements; for example: 

send stk.push(3) 

Asynchronous invocation does not delay the invoker; instead both the invoking and the 

invoked operations proceed concurrently. If an operation that returns a result is invoked 

asynchronously, the result is discarded. 

Invocations can be performed locally or remotely. By default, operations that are 

serviced by procedures (Section 2.7.2.1) are executed on the invoker's processor, and 

operations that are serviced by input statements (Section 2.7.2.2) are executed on the 

processor on which the operation resides. The default can be overridden by an on clause; 

for example, 

/00(3,4) on 7 
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send barO on 7 

This has the effect of invoking both /00 and bar on processor 7. 

Par has two parameter passing mechanisms, depending on whether the type of the 

formal parameter is a resource type or a reference type. Resource parameters provide 

call-by-value semantics; reference parameters provide call-by-reference semantics. 

If a formal parameter has a resource type, the formal parameter names a new object, 

which is obtained by creating an instance of the resource. The actual parameter is used 

as the initial parameter in the creation. For example, consider the following operation 

declaration: 

op boo( k: Int) 

If the invocation 

boo(7) 

is executed, the integer k is created with initial parameter 7. It is much as if the declaration 

k: Int(7) 

were shared between the invoker and the body of the operation. The invoker supplies the 

initial parameter and the body of the operation uses it to create k. 

If the resource specified by a formal parameter exports several initial operations, the 

actual parameter can match anyone of them. For example, the resource Real provides 

the following initial operations: 

op initial( Real) 
op initial( Int) 

An operation that specifies a formal parameter of type Real can accept an actual parameter 

that matches either of these operations. For example, if sin is declared as 

op sine r: Real) returns Real 

then the invocations 

sin(3) 
sin(3.4) 
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are both legal. In the first invocation, the formal parameter is created with 3 as the initial 

parameter, which has the effect of coercing 3 to a real number. It is as if the declaration 

r: Real(3) 

were shared between the invoker and the body of sin. 

When a formal parameter is a reference type, the formal parameter becomes an alias 

for the object that results when the actual parameter is evaluated. Reference parameters 

are specified by using a reference type in the formal parameter specification; for example, 

op boo(k: ref(Int)) ... end 

When boo is serviced, k will refer to the object that is used as the actual parameter. For 

example, if boo is invoked as 

boo(3 + 4) 

it is as if the declaration 

k: ref(Int) ~ 3 + 4 

were shared between the invoker and the operation. With call by reference, the actual 

parameter must be a subtype of the formal type. 

Operations can have optional parameters that are specified by name. For example, the 

following declaration specifies two mandatory parameters and two optional parameters: 

op /oo( a, b: Real, optional c: Int(O), d: Int(3)) 

If /00 is invoked by 

/00(3.4, 4.5) 

then c and d default to 0 and 3, respectively. Non-default values are specified in the 

following way: 

/00(3.4, 4.5, d:= 12, c:= 17) 

Optional parameters can appear in any order, but they must appear after the required 

parameters. 

An operation can return more than one result. For example, 
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return (x, y) 

returns both x and y. Multiple return values must be enclosed in parenthesis. An operation 

that returns multiple results can be used only in the context of an assignment statement 

that has multiple target variables. For example, if the operation siTLantLcos returns two 

real numbers, it could be used in the following way: 

s, c := sin_and_cos(x) 

The effect is that s receives the first value returned and c the second. 

2.7.2 Servicing Operations 

2.7.2.1 Procedures 

An operation can be serviced either by a procedure or by one or more input statements. 

Some examples of procedures-e.g., push and pop in Figures 2.2, 2.4, and 2.5-have al

ready been presented. A procedure is a template for the implementation of an operation. 

When an operation is implemented by a procedure, each invocation conceptually creates 

a new process to service the invocation and transmits the actual parameters to the new 

process. (Often, however, such invocations can be compiled into standard procedure calls.) 

If the invocation is asynchronous, the invoker and the instance of the procedure execute 

concurrently. If the invocation is synchronous, the invoker waits for the process to ter

minate. When the invoked procedure terminates, the result is transmitted back to the 

invoker. 

A procedure name can be either the name of a previously declared operation or the 

name of a resource. If a procedure name is the name of an operation, the procedure 

implements that operation. If the procedure name is the name of a resource, the procedure 

is a template for the implementation of all the operations exported by that resource. Since 

the arguments of the invocation are not available to such a procedure, it can accomplish 

only a limited amount on its own. However, the procedure can delegate the invocation to 

another object. For example, Figure 2.11 contains an implementation of Square, which 

adds a diagonal operation to Polygon. The diagonal operation is implemented in Square, 

while the rest of the operations are delegated to an instance of Polygon. Note that the 

resource Square never explicitly names the operations of Polygon; thus Polygon could be 

modified without modifying Square. 



resource Square 
extends Polygon 
op diagonalO returns Real 

body 
locaLpoly: Polygon 

proc Polygon 
delegate locaLpoly 

end 

proc diagonalO 
# body 

end 
end 

Figure 2.11: Resource Square extends Polygon. 
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Par uses delegation rather than inheritance to provide code reuse. In this it follows the 

example of such languages as T [93] and Act 1 [79], and breaks with most other object

oriented languages. Delegation separates the ideas of specification reuse and code reuse, 

while inheritance combines them. We feel that code reuse is an (important) implemen

tation detail that should not affect the specification of an object. For a comparison of 

inheritance and delegation see [80]. 

2.7.2.2 Input statements. 

The second way to service invocations is by input statements. Figure 2.12 is an example of 

an input statement that services the operations push and pop: A process that executes this 

statement is delayed until an invocation of push or pop is available; then the appropriate 

block of code is executed and the process continues. This input statement could be 

substituted for the two procedures push and pop in Figure 2.5. Like a procedure, an input 

statement can name a set of operations by using a resource name instead of an operation 

name. 

An input statement can service invocations selectively. In the previous implementa

tions of stacks, an overflow or underflow aborted the computation. Another possibility 

is to delay servicing operations until they are guaranteed to complete. This can be done 

using synchronization expressions. For example: 



in push( item: T) --l-
if ptr > size --l- abort(lI stack full") 
o else --l- data [ptr] := itemj ptr++ 
fi 

o popO --l-
if ptr ~ 1 --l- abort(lIs tack emptyll) 
o else --l- ptr - -j return data[ptr] 
fi 

Figure 2.12: An input statement 

in push( item: T) and ptr ~ size --l
data [ptr] := itemj ptr++ 

o popO and ptr > 1--l
ptr - -j return data[ptr] 

nI 
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Now the process that executes the input statement delays either until an invocation of 

push is available and the stack is not full or until an invocation of pop is available and the 

stack is not empty. 

A synchronization expression can depend on the formal parameters of the operation 

being serviced. For example, a vector of semaphores can be implemented as follows: 

count: Vector{Int)(l, n) 
fa i := 1 to n --l- count[ i] .- 0 af 

do true --l-

od 

In p(i: Int) and count[i] > 0 --l- count - -j 

o v( i: Int) --l- count[ i]++ 
nI 

The vector count is initialized to zeros. The semaphore server loops forever, servicing 

invocations of p and v. Since they are serviced by the same process, invocations are 

serviced one at a time. The synchronization expression delays service to a p operation 

until the appropriate element of count is positive. 

Processes. In low-level programming, it is often convenient for an object to contain 

processes that start when the resource is created and terminate only when the resource is 



resource Semaphore 
oppO 
op vO 

body 
process sem_server 

count: Int := 0 
do true -t 

od 
end 

In pO and count > 0 -t count - -j 

U vO -t count++ 
m 

end Semaphore 

Figure 2.13: A Semaphore resource 
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destroyed. For example, a common pattern is to enclose an input statement in an infinite 

loop inside such a process. This is easy to accomplish using asynchronous invocation of 

procedures, but the pattern is so common that a special process construct is provided. 

For example, Figure 2.13 contains code for a resource that implements a semaphore. 

The process specification accomplishes three things: it implicitly declares an operation 

sem..server, it declares a procedure to implement the operation, and it arranges that the 

operation be automatically invoked when an instance of the resource is created. 

Several instances of a process can be specified by appending a quantifier to the process 

headingj for example, 

process zed( i := 1 to 10) ... end 

creates 10 instances of the process zed. Each receives a different value of i as a parameter. 

2.8 Concurrency 

The main way to get parallel execution in Par is the concurrent (co) statement. A con

current statement is syntactically similar to a for-all statement. For example, a sequential 

loop to add two vectors might be written as 

fa i := 1 to n -t a[i] := b[i] + c[i] af 

while a concurrent statement for the same purpose would be written 
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co i := 1 to n --l- a[i] := b[i] + c[i] oc 

The difference is that in the for-all statement the individual additions must be executed 

sequentially, while in the concurrent statement they can be executed concurrently. 

Each instance of the body of a concurrent statement is called a chore. Above, there 

are n chores: 

a[i] := b[i] + c[i], 

Chores represent the natural units of parallelism exhibited by an algorithm. (However, 

chores are not atomic units of parallelism; concurrent statements can be nested, so chores 

can contain sub-chores.) The way that chores are combined into tasks and assigned to 

processors is specified by scheduling annotations, which are discussed in Section 2.10.2. 

In the example above, all the chores access the vectors a, b, and c. Par supports a shared 

name space and thus allows a shared-memory style of programming. However, Par does 

not attempt to simulate uniform access shared memory. Instead, mapping annotations 

allow the programmer to control the placement of objects. Mapping annotations are 

discussed in Section 2.10.3. 

A concurrent statement can have multiple arms, each with its own quantifier. For 

example, the concurrent statement 

co i := 1 to n --l- a[i] .- b[i] + c[i] 
/ / j := 1 to n --l- d[i] := b[i] * c[i] 
/ / --l- X := y + z 
oc 

has three arms. The first specifies n chores, each of which consists of an addition and an 

assignment. The second also specifies n chores, each of which is a multiplication and an 

assignment. The third specifies a single chore. All these chores are executed in parallel. 

Chores can contain barriers. A barrier is a synchronization point; all the chores must 

reach a barrier before any can proceed past it. For example, 

co i := 1 to n --l-

oc 

# add two vectors 
c[i] := a[i] + b[i] 

barrier 

# use the result 
d[ i] .- sine c[ i]) 
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In this example, it is important that the elements of c are computed before they are used; 

thus a barrier is placed between the definition and the use. 

In general, concurrent statements with barriers can be rewritten with multiple concur

rent statements. The example above could have been written as follows: 

co i := 1 to n -+ 

oc 

# add two vectors 
c[i] := a[i] + b[i] 

co i := 1 to n -+ 

# use the result 
d[i] .- sin(c[i]) 

oc 

Using a barrier obviates the need to repeat the quantifier. 

2.9 Distributed Data Structures 

Par supports the implementation of distributed data structures; the built-in resource Id

Vector is the basis for building them. The specification of IdVector is as follows: 

resource IdVector( T} 
extends Vector( T} 
op initialO 

end 

An IdVector is a vector that is implemented so that each element of the vector resides 

on a different physical processor. The parameterless initial operation creates a vector 

indexed mi~proc to max...proc. Figure 2.14 shows the effect of the following code fragment, 

assuming a 4-processor multicomputer with miTLproc equal to zero. 

a: IdVector(Real} 
b: IdVector(ref( Vector(Real}} }(1, 3) 

Since a has no initial parameters, the range defaults to mi~proc .. . max...proc. The object 

b is an IdVector (with range 1 ... 3) of references to real-valued vectors. Thus b[l] is stored 

on processor 1, b[2] on processor 2, and b[3] on processor 3. 

As a simple illustration of the use of IdVector, we define a generic resource Private, 

which keeps, on each processor, an independent copy of an object. For example, the 

declaration 



a[O] a[1] a[2] a[3] 

b[1] b[2] b[3] 

Processor 0 Processor 1 Processor 2 Processor 3 

Figure 2.14: The physical layout of IdVector resources. 

resource Private( T} 
extends T 

body 
rep: IdVector( T} 

proc T 
delegate rep[@] 

end 

end 

Figure 2.15: The generic resource Private 

a: Private(Int} 
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will result in nUTTLprocs different integers, one per processor. Each access to a is made to 

the local integer; thus the value of a can depend on which processor uses it. 

Figure 2.15 contains the definition of Private. The internal representation of a Private 

object is an IdVector. The procedure T delegates all operations exported by the generic 

type T to the local element of the IdVector. The notation "@" is an abbreviation for 

cur_proc, the current processor number. 

For example, suppose that stk is declared as 

stk: Private(Stack(Int}} 

Then if processor 3 executes the invocation 

stk .push(7) 

then the push operation will be delegated to rep[3], which, since rep is an IdVector, is an 

instance of Stack that resides on processor 3. If the same invocation were executed by 
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processor 4, push(7) would be delegated to rep[4], an instance of Stack on processor 4. 

The effect is that each processor has a private stack of integers; hence the name Private. 

Chapters 3 and 4 contain many more examples of distributed data structures. 

2.10 Annotations 

The purpose of annotating a Par program is to tailor an architecture-independent program 

to a particular computer or class of computers. Annotations are never required; they 

affect only efficiency, not correctness. The meaning of a program can be understood by 

disregarding annotations. To emphasize this, annotations are separated syntactically from 

the rest of the program by enclosing them in braces. 

We first describe the model of computation on which Par annotations are based. Then 

we describe the annotations themselves and how each is implemented. The use of anno

tations is the main topic of Chapters 3 and 4 so the description here is brief. 

2.10.1 Model of Computation 

Par annotations are based on a simple model of MIMD computation. A computer con

sists of a collection of processors and a collection of memory modules. Each processor is 

associated with one memory module, which is termed the local memory of that processor. 

Other modules are addressable but nonlocal. Access to local memory is at least as fast as 

access to nonlocal memory. 

Processors and memory modules are numbered; a processor and its local memory mod

ule have the same number. On any particular computer these numbers are assigned in 

some systematic way. For example, on a hypercube, the processors would be numbered us

ing the standard Gray-code scheme. Thus annotations designed for a particular computer 

can use the structure implicit in the numbering scheme to provide efficient interprocessor 

communication. 

During execution, a program can obtain several parameters that describe the current 

computer. The built-in function num..procs returns the number of processors. Similarly, 

miTLproc and max....proc return the minimum and maximum processor numbers. The func

tion cur_proc, which can be abbreviated "@" ("at"), returns the current processor number. 

Par's run-time system provides remote memory access. Any processor can 
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• allocate space in any memory module, 

• store a value at a specified address in any memory module, and 

• retrieve the value at a specified address in any memory module. 

However, Par makes no attempt to conceal the cost of remote access. On NUMA com

puters and (especially) on multicomputers, the three operations mentioned above will 

execute much faster if the specified memory module is local. The implementation of these 

operations is architecture dependent and is described further in Chapter 5. 

A Par program initially consists of a single main thread executing on a single processor. 

Asynchronous invocation, processes, and concurrent statements cause new threads to be 

forked. Sequential flow-of-control statements within a thread are executed in the usual 

way. However, executing a statement my require a thread to access remote values. Remote 

access is handled automatically but, again, no attempt is made to hide its cost. 

Declarations of primitive, machine-defined types are elaborated by allocating space in 

the memory module local to the current thread. Thus, for example, the declaration 

a: Int 

allocates space for an integer on the processor cur_proc. Threads on other processors can 

access a, but access will be remote, and hence slower. A consequence of the fact that a 

is accessible from any processor is that each processor must know where a is-that is, 

in which memory module a resides and at what address in that module. How this is 

accomplished depends on the architecture and is described further in Chapter 5. 

Declarations of IdVectors are elaborated in a similar fashion except that the processor 

performing the elaboration allocates space in each specified memory module instead of 

only on its own. Again, all processors must know where each element of the IdVector 

resides. 

Declarations of resource types are elaborated by execu ting the body of the resource and 

then invoking an initial operation. Unless concurrency is explicitly specified in the body of 

the resource or in the initial operation, the declaration is elaborated on a single processor. 

Except for scoping and naming considerations, declaring a resource type is essentially 

equivalent to substituting the body of the resource at the point of the declaration. 
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Constants are evaluated once and then replicated on all processors that can access 

them; thus mapping of constants is not necessary. 

Asynchronous invocation is implemented by forking a single light-weight process and 

passing the specified parameters. The execution of the concurrent statement is described 

in Section 2.10.2. 

2.10.2 Scheduling Annotations 

Scheduling is specified in Par by adding scheduling annotations to concurrent statements. 

For example, 

co i := 1 to N {scheduler block} ~ a[i] := b[i] + c[i] oc 

specifies that the scheduler named block is responsible for executing the chores named in 

the concurrent statement. A concurrent statement with more than one arm can have a 

scheduling annotation added to each arm. 

To write schedulers it is important to know something about the way concurrent 

statements are implemented. When a concurrent statement is executed, the effect is to 

invoke the scheduler once on each processor of the computer. Thus, many copies of the 

scheduler are simultaneously invoked. The schedulers, collectively, are responsible for 

executing each chore exactly once. They can do this by statically dividing the chores 

among themselves or by cooperating with each other at run time. 

A scheduler performs a single chore by executing a chore statement. For example, one 

of the copies of the scheduler segment could execute the chore 

a[3] := b[3] + c[3] 

by executing the chore statement 

chore(3) 

Here is a simple example of a scheduler: 

scheduler odd_even(p, I, u, step: Int) 
fa i := I to u by step ~ 

af 
end 

if p = 1 and odd( i) ~ chore( i) 
o p = 2 and even( i) ~ chore( i) 
fi 
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The first parameter is the processor number on which this instance of the scheduler is 

executing. Each instance of the scheduler will have a different value for p. The integers i, 

u, and step are the lower-bound, upper-bound, and step size of the concurrent statement 

quantifier. All instances of the scheduler receive the same values for these parameters. 

This scheduler executes all odd-numbered chores on processor 1 and all even-numbered 

chores on processor 2. The processors do not need to communicate since the mapping is 

static. 

The set of processors that execute a scheduler can be restricted to a subset of the 

available processors by the use of an on clause in the scheduler annotation. For example, 

{scheduler odd_even on 1 to 10} 

executes the odd...even scheduler only on processors 1 ... 10. The annotation 

{on 7} 

executes all the chores of a concurrent statement on processor 7. 

Sometimes it is convenient to curtail parallelism completely in some concurrent state

ment. For example, a computer with only a few processors may not be able to take 

advantage of some of the parallelism in a particular algorithm. The built-in scheduler 

forall has the effect of implementing a concurrent statement as a for-all statement. That 

is, 

co i := 1 to n, j := 1 to n {scheduler forall} ~ ... oc 

is computationally equivalent to 

fa i := 1 to n, j := 1 to n ~ ... af 

The former statement is clearer because it expresses the fact that the chores could be 

computed in parallel. Also, if the program is ported to another computer that can take 

advantage of the parallelism, it will be easy to change the scheduler. 

A common use of the concurrent statement is to create one chore on each processor. 

This could be written 

co p := min_procO to max_procO {scheduler id_scheduler} ~ ... oc 

where id...scheduler is a scheduler that executes chore p on processor p. However, this case 

is so common that the following abbreviation is used: 
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Figure 2.16: Some examples of mapping vectors to processors 

co p := processors - ... oc 

The name processors is simply a macro that expands to the following: 

min_proc to max_proc {scheduler id_scheduler} 

2.10.3 Mapping Annotations 

Suppose that a vector v is declared as follows: 

v: Vector(Int)(1, 10) 
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On parallel computers, there are many ways to store such a vector. For example, Fig

ure 2.16 shows several ways that v could be stored on a three-processor parallel computer. 

Each row represents a possible mapping. Mapping ml maps all elements of the vector to 

processor OJ access to the vector is local for processor 0 and nonlocal for processors 1 and 

2. Mappings m2, m3, and m4 partition the vector in various ways. Mapping m5 is not 

a partition since elements 4 and 7 are replicated on two processors. Finally, mapping m6 

replicates all elements on all three processors. When a mapping replicates elements, the 
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definition of the mapping must use suitable protocols to ensure that copies of replicated 

elements remain consistent. 

The best mapping for a data structure depends on both the architecture of the parallel 

computer and the way that the data structure is used. Furthermore, it can be useful to 

change mappings during the course of a calculation. This can be accomplished by the use 

of mapping annotations. For example, 

v: Vector(Int}(l, 10) 

{map v: m3} 

remaps v into the mapping m3. 

Mappings are implemented as operations. The annotation above, for example, has the 

effect of invoking the operation m3 of the object v: 

v.m30 

Thus v must export the operation m3. This is a problem since v is declared to be an 

instance of Vector, which does not export m3 (or any other mapping). The solution to 

this problem is the subject of the next section. 

2.10.4 Implementation Annotations 

An implementation annotation specifies a concrete implementation for an abstract data 

type. For example, if Dist Vector is some implementation of a vector, the following anno

tation could be used: 

v: Vector(Int)(1,10) {use Dist Vector} 

The effect is that v will be an instance of resource Dist Vector rather than Vector. The most 

common use of implementation annotations is to specify a distributed implementation of 

a data structure suited to a particular computer and algorithm. 

The concrete resource that implements an abstract data type can export more op

erations than the abstract data type. Often, such extra operations implement various 

mappings of the data structure. For example, the specification of Dist Vector might be as 

follows: 



resource Dist Vector( T) 
extends Vector( T) 
op ml0, m20, m30 

end 
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The operations ml, m2, and m3 could implement the first three mappings shown in 

Figure 2.16. If v were declared as 

v: Vector(Int)(l, 10) 

then the mapping of v could be changed by using mapping annotations such as 

{map v: m2} 

Chapters 3 and 4 contain many examples of concrete resources and of the implementation 

and use of mappings. 

Any extra operations that are exported by a concrete resource can only be used in 

other annotations. This ensures that annotations can be removed without changing the 

meaning of a program. For example, the invocation 

v. m1 0 

is illegal since the operation ml is not exported by Vector. 

2.10.5 Declaration Annotations 

It is occasionally necessary to create new objects for use in other annotations. This can 

be accomplished by enclosing a declaration in braces; e.g., 

{a: Int} 

The effect is the same as the declaration 

a: Int 

except that in the first case a can only be used inside other annotations. 



CHAPTER 3 

REGULAR PROBLEMS 
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This chapter shows how regular algorithms can be programmed in a portable, efficient, 

and clear way. By a regular algorithm we mean an algorithm whose flow of control and 

patterns of access are relatively independent of the input data and thus are predictable. 

The predictability of regular algorithms allows the use of static schedulers and mappings, 

which tend to be simpler and more efficient than dynamic schedulers and mappings. 

As stated in Chapter 1, the Par method of writing architecture-independent parallel 

programs consists of the following steps: 

1. Pick a parallel algorithm. 

2. Write a program that is a clean, direct statement of the algorithm, without re

gard for the target architecture. Use abstract data types in declarations. Express 

concurrency explicitly and in units natural to the algorithm (chores). 

3. Add scheduling annotations to concurrent statements to cluster chores into tasks 

(units of parallelism that can be efficiently implemented) and assign tasks to pro-

cessors. 

4. Add mapping annotations to ensure that data references in tasks are (at least mostly) 

local to the processor to which the task has been assigned. 

5. Add implementation annotations to specify concrete resources for abstract data 

types. The concrete resource must export all the mappings that are applied to 

the object. 

6. If necessary, provide implementations of the concrete data types and schedulers that 

are used. 

The rest of this chapter contains a series of examples illustrating the Par method: 
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Matrix addition is an introductory example that demonstrates the Par method in its 

simplest form. 

Trapezoidal integration is another simple example that introduces an efficient way to 

implement reduction operations. 

Matrix multiplication introduces the idea of virtual architectures and shows how repli

cation can be used to reduce access time. 

Region labeling combines several features from earlier examples and illustrates the use 

of remapping. 

Gaussian elimination illustrates more interesting and intricate mappings and sched

ulers. 

Sorting gives a general method by which compare-exchange sorting algorithms can be 

adapted to MIMD computers. The method is illustrated with odd-even transposition 

sort and Batcher's merge-exchange sort. 

Each example is developed using the method outlined above. 

3.1 Matrix Addition 

We begin with a simple example that demonstrates the essential steps of the Par method. 

Problem: Given two n X n matrices a and b, compute their sum: 

8ij = aij + bij, 1 ~ i ~ n, 1 ~ j ~ n 

3.1.1 The Algorithm 

Figure 3.1 contains the obvious algorithm expressed in Par. The first line declares the 

three matrices. Each is a square matrix of real values. The initialization of a and b has 

been omitted since it is not of interest here. The concurrent statement closely mirrors the 

problem specification and is written in a natural parallel fashion. 

At this stage many practical considerations are ignored; the goal is to write a clean, 

understandable program. Hence, the parallelism is expressed in units natural to the al

gorithm and the three matrices are shared by the parallel chores. However, if each chore 



a, b, s: Matrix (Real)(1, n, 1, n) 

# read values for a and b 

co i := 1 to n, j := 1 to n -jo 

s[i,j] .- a[i,j] + b[i,j] 
oc 

Figure 3.1: The basic matrix addition program 
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in Figure 3.1 were implemented as a separate task (process), the program would be very 

inefficient on most MIMD computers since the multiprogramming overhead would over

whelm any advantage obtained by concurrent execution. Thus, it is important to combine 

chores into larger tasks. Moreover, many machines do not have a shared, global memory 

with uniform access time in which to store the shared objects (the matrices a, b, and 

s). For NUMA and distributed memory machines it is thus important to map the data 

into memory in a way that makes data access local. The remainder of this section shows 

how these problems can be addressed without sacrificing the simplicity and clarity of the 

original program. 

3.1.2 Adding Scheduling Annotations 

Schedulers combine chores into tasks and assign tasks to processors. Combining chores 

into tasks is essential in this case since the concurrent statement specifies a large number 

(n2 ) of small chores. Since the calculation is entirely predictable, a static scheduler is 

appropriate. 

To minimize the time required to add the two matrices, we want to balance the work 

among the available processors. This means assigning approximately the same number 

of chores to each processor. For this problem, any such partition of the chores is equally 

good. For example, we can choose to divide the array of chores into nU71Lprocs bands 

along the first dimension. Figure 3.2 illustrates the partition of an 8 x 8 matrix among 

three processors. The scheduler strip implements this partition. 

Using scheduler strip, the concurrent statement of Figure 3.1 is annotated as follows: 



· · · · · ...... : ...... ~... processor 2 

! ! 
· · · · · 

· · · · ···r····T····· 

······~······r·····~~~~~~~;·i~······r······~······ 
...... ! ...... ! ...... ! ...... ! ...... ! ...... ! ...... ! ..... . 

• • • • I • I : : : : : : : 
• I _: ---=- • • • 

· · · · · · . . . . . . ······i······T····· .. :······~····· .. :······T······i .. ····. 
: : processor 0 : : 

······i······+······i······+······!······+··· ..... ·i····· .. 
: : : : : : : 
: : : : : : : 

Figure 3.2: An example of the effect of the scheduler strip 

co i 1 to n, j := 1 to n {scheduler strip} ~ 
s[i,jj := a[i,jj + b[i,jj 

oc 
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When this annotated concurrent statement is executed, the effect is simultaneously to 

invoke the scheduler strip once on each processor. It is much as if the following had been 

written: 

co processor := low_procO to high_procO ~ 
strip(processor, 1, n, 1, 1, n, 1) 

oc 

(Recall that a scheduler's first argument is the processor number on which it is invoked 

and that the rest of the arguments are the quantifiers of the concurrent statement.) The 

instances of strip, collectively, execute chore exactly once for each combination of quantifier 

variables. 

Figure 3.3 shows how strip is implemented. Each processor first calculates lower and 

upper bounds of the rows for which it is responsible, using the standard function partition, 

which partitions an arithmetic progression into pieces. (The function partition is given in 

Appendix A.) Since the bounds are calculated from the number of rows and the number 

of available processors, the code for the scheduler strip is independent of the number of 

processors. 

To execute one chore of the concurrent statement, the scheduler executes a chore 

statement. In the example above, chore( i, j) stands for 



scheduler strip(p, 11, ul , sl, 12, u2, s2 : Int) 
my_Ib, my_ub: Int := 

partition(ll, ul , sl, num_procsO, p - min_procO) 

fa i := my_Ib to my_ub by sl, j .- 12 to u2 by s2 ~ 
chore( i,j) 

af 
end 

Figure 3.3: Scheduler Strip. 

s[i,j] := a[i,j] + b[i,j] 
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because this statement forms the body of concurrent statement. In strip, the chores within 

each task are executed sequentially using a for-all statement. 

3.1.3 Adding Mapping Annotations 

The next step is to choose mappings for shared objects. The goal is to assign data to 

processors in such a way that the data resides on the same processor as the task (or tasks) 

that use it. This is important for efficiency because NUMA computers and multicomputers 

can access local memory much faster than remote memory. 

We think of mappings as preconditions for local access. For each concurrent statement 

that uses shared data, we add mappings that make the shared objects local to the tasks 

that use them. In this problem, the best mapping for the shared matrices mirrors the 

scheduler. The essential point to note is that chore (i,j) accesses element [i,j] of each 

matrix. Thus, if the matrix elements are partitioned among the processors in exactly the 

same way as are the chores, all access will be local. To emphasize the close relationship 

between the mapping and the scheduler, we name the mapping strip also. The concurrent 

statement is annotated as follows: 

{map a, b, s: strip} 
co i := 1 to n, j := 1 to n {scheduler strip} ~ 

s[i,j] := a[i,j] + b[i,j] 
oc 

The effect is to specify that each of the matrices is to mapped using strip. The implemen

tation of the strip mapping is given later in Section 3.1.5. 
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Figure 3.4: Partitioning elements of StripMatrix 

3.1.4 Adding Implementation Annotations 
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The next step is to annotate declarations of shared abstract data types with concrete 

resource names. In this case that means picking an implementation for the matrices a, 

b, and c. For purposes of illustration, we assume that no implementation of Matrix that 

provides the strip mapping is yet available. In this case StripMatrix seems an appropriate 

name, so the matrix declaration is annotated as follows: 

a,b,s: Matrix(Real)(l,n,l,n) {use StripMatrix} 

The following section describes the implementation of StripMatrix. 

In practice, mappings and implementations are not chosen independently; a mapping 

may be chosen because it is known that an implementation is available. It is possible that 

the same mapping is provided by several different resources. For example, it is possible 

that several implementations of Matrix provide the strip mapping, in which case anyone 

of those implementations could be specified. 

3.1.5 Implementing StripMatrix 

Figure 3.4 illustrates the implementation of StripMatrix in the case of an 8 x 8 matrix and 

three processors. The original matrix is partitioned into strips along the first dimension. 

Each processor "owns" a strip of the original matrix, so access to an array element within 

the local strip is always a local operation. 



resource StripMatrix( T) 
extends Matrix (T) 
op stripO 

body 
# block is a vector of sub-matrices, one per processor. 
# Each sub-matrix represents a strip of the entire matrix 
block: IdVector(ref(Matrix ( T))) 

# Each processor keeps the bounds of the array ... 
glb1, gub1, glb2, gub2: Private(Int) 

# ... and the bounds of its own block 
Ib1, ub1 , Ib2, ub2: Private(Int) 

proc initial ... end 
proc assign ... end 
proc index ... end 
proc strip ... end 

end StripMatrix 

Figure 3.5: An outline of StripMatrix 
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Figure 3.5 contains an outline of the StripMatrix resource. The specification states 

that a.ll operations of Matrix are supported, along with the mapping operation strip. The 

internal representation of a StripMatrix consists of block, which is an instance of IdVector, 

and several instances of Private. Reca.ll that an instance of IdVector is a vector in which 

each element resides on a different processor. Each element of block will refer to a block 

of the partitioned matrix. The objects glb1, etc., are used to store the global bounds of 

the array; the objects Ib1, etc., are used to store the bounds of the block stored by each 

processor. 

Figure 3.6 contains the initial operation. Each processor calculates the size of its 

local block, a.llocates a matrix of the appropriate size, and initializes the local element of 

block. The bounds Ib1 and Ib2 are calculated using the partition function; thus the matrix 

elements are partitioned in the same way that the scheduler strip partitioned the chores. 

Figure 3.7 contains code for the index and assign operations. The operation index( i, j) 

returns element [i,j], and assign(i,j, value) sets element [i,j] to value. The implementa

tion of the two procedures is similar. Each procedure first checks to see if the indexed 

element is in the local block. If it is, the operation is performed on the local block 



proc initial( 11 , u1 , 12, u2: Int) 
co p := processors -+ 

# calculate my lb and ub 
lb1, ub1 := partition(ll, u1, 1, num_procsO, p - low_procO) 
Ib2 := 12; ub2 := u2 

# allocate storage for local block 
block ~ Matrix{T)(lb1, ub1, Ib2, ub2) 

oc 
end 

Figure 3.6: The initial operation 

proc index(i,j: Int) 
if Ib1 $ i and i $ ub1 -+ 

return block[@Hi,j] 
o else -+ 

fi 

who: Int := owner(glb1, gub1 , 1, num_procsO, i) 
return block[ who Hi, j] 

end 

proc assign(i,j: Int, v: T) 
if lb1 $ i and i $ ub1 -+ 

block[@Hi,j] := v 
o else -+ 

who: Int := owner(glb1, gub1 ,1, num_procsO, i) 
block[whoHi,j] := v 

fi 
end 

Figure 3.7: The operations index and assign 
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(block[@]). If not, the owner of the element is calculated using the owner function (see 

Appendix A) and the operation is executed on the remote block. In the current example

matrix addition-the remote operations are never used since all access is local. However, 

other users of StripMatrix might use nonlocal access. 

Since StripMatrix supports only one mapping, the data layout is constant and so the 

operation strip is trivial: 

procedure stripO skip end 

When a resource exports more than one mapping the mapping operations are more inter

esting since they generally involve data movement between processors. In Section 3.4 we 

expand StripMatrix to support another mapping. 

3.1.6 Summary 

This section has demonstrated how a clear, machine-independent algorithm can be anno

tated to yield an efficient program for MIMD computers: 

• Section 3.1.1 began with a simple algorithm for matrix addition. The concurrency 

was expressed in terms of chores: units of parallelism natural to the algorithm. The 

chores make use of shared objects; no partitioning of the data is specified at this 

stage. 

• In Section 3.1.2 we added scheduling annotations to the concurrent statements. 

Scheduling annotations combine chores into tasks, which are units of parallelism 

that can be implemented efficiently on a target computer. Since matrix addition is 

a regular problem, a static scheduler was used. 

• In Section 3.1.3 we added mapping annotations to shared objects to ensure that 

access to shared objects was local. Locality of access is a prerequisite for efficient 

implementation on NUMA computers and multicomputers. (If this program were 

intended only for UMA computers, mapping and implementation annotations could 

be omitted in this example.) 

• In Section 3.1.4 we annotated the declarations of shared objects (in this case matri

ces) with implementation annotations to specify a concrete implementation, Strip

Matrix. 
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• Finally, in Section 3.1.5, we gave an implementation of StripMatrix. 

The final program retains the clarity of the original, unannotated version, while also 

specifying an efficient computation. The architecture-dependent details have been kept 

separate from the original algorithm; hence they can easily be changed without affecting 

the correctness of the algorithm. However, the architecture-dependent aspects of the 

final program are not hidden from the programmer inside a compiler or run-time system, 

but rather are implemented in Par itself. Hence they can be examined, reused in other 

programs, or modified if necessary. 

3.2 Trapezoidal Integration 

This section provides another simple example of the Par method. It also introduces 

accumulators, which provide an efficient parallel implementation of reduction operations 

(as found in APL [65]) such as summing, or finding the minimum of, a distributed collection 

of numbers. 

Problem. Given a real valued function I of a real parameter, estimate the integral of 

lover the interval [a, b] by the trapezoidal rule using n sub-intervals: 

lb I(x)dx ~ h (l(a)/2 + %: I(a + ih) + l(b)/2) 

where 

h = (b- a)/n 

In this chapter we assume that the time required to evaluate I is constant. If the time 

required to evaluate I is unpredictable, this algorithm is irregular and requires a dynamic 

scheduler; this case is discussed in chapter 4. 

3.2.1 The algorithm 

Figure 3.8 contains a parallel program for trapezoidal integration. First the constants a, 

b, n, and h are declared and the real variable result is created with initial value 0.0. Then 

the sum is calculated. Since the elements of the sum are independent of one another, they 

are calculated in parallel. Finally, the result is printed. 



program trapezoidal 
io: Stdio 

end 

a, b: Real; n: Int 
io.print("Enter a,b, and n:II); io.read(a,b,n) 

h: (b-a)/(n) 

result: Real(O.O) 
co i := 0 to n --t 

oc 

if i = 0 --t result +:= I( a )/2.0 
U i = n --t result +:= I( b )/2.0 
U else --t result + := I(a + i * h) 
fi 

result *:= h 

print("the result is ", result) 

# sample function to integrate 
proc I( x: Real) return sine x) end 

Figure 3.8: Par program for trapezoidal rule. 

3.2.2 Adding Scheduling Annotations 
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Since the time required to evaluate I is assumed to be constant, load balancing can be 

achieved by partitioning the chores into equal-sized tasks and assigning one task to each 

processor. This could be done in many ways. We choose to reuse the scheduler block, 

which was introduced in Chapter 1 (page 22). This provides an opportunity to show the 

implementation of block and also illustrates the fact that schedulers are amenable to reuse. 

The implementation of the scheduler block is shown in Figure 3.9. Each processor 

calculates the bounds on the block of chores for which it is responsible and then it iterates 

through that block, executing each chore in turn. 

3.2.3 Adding Implementation Annotations 

In this program the shared objects are the numbers a, b, n, h, and result. The first four 

are calculated once and never modified thereafter; hence they will be replicated on all 

processors. (See section 5.1.2 for how this is accomplished.) However, the real number 

result presents a problem. If it were implemented as a single memory cell, it would have 



scheduler block(p, 11, u1 ,sl: Int) 
my_lb, my_ub: Int := 

partition(11 , u1, sl, num_procsO, p - min_procO) 

fa i := my_lb to my_ub by sl ~ 
chore( i) 

af 
end 

Figure 3.9: Scheduler Block. 
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to reside in a single memory module. On NUMA computers and multicomputers, access 

to result would be remote from all processors except one. Moreover, since only one task at 

a time could access the cell, a bottleneck would result. (This kind of memory bottleneck 

on UMA and NUMA computers is often called a hot spot.) Clearly this situation is not 

acceptable. 

However, a distributed implementation is suggested by the rather specialized way in 

which result is used. First result is initialized to 0.0, the identity element of the sum 

operation. Thereafter, the only operation applied to result is sUrrLassign (+:=). Objects 

that are used in this way are termed accumulators. What is needed is a resource that 

provides a parallel implementation of a real-valued accumulator. We call this resource 

AccRealSum and annotate the declaration of result as follows: 

result: Real(O.O) {use AccRealSum} 

The implementation of AccRealSum, and accumulators in general, is discussed in the 

following section. 

3.2.4 Implementing Accumulators 

A common programming task is to accumulate a number of values by a commutative, 

associative operation. In the current example, the operation is sum. Other operations 

that are commonly used this way include and, or, product, min, and max. For example, 

the code fragment 

bres: Bool(false) 
co i := 1 to n ~ bres or:= v[ i] ac 
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processor 0 

processor 1 

processor 2 result 

processor 3 

rep IdVector<Real> 

Figure 3.10: Implementation of the accumulator AccRealSum 

accumulates the conjunction of the elements of the boolean vector v into bres. The boolean 

variable bres is initialized to false-the identity element of the or operation-and the only 

operation applied to it is or_assign, which is commutative and associative. 

Accumulators have an efficient parallel implementation because commutativity and 

associativity of the operator allow the elements to be combined in any order. Thus we 

can take advantage of locality of reference to minimize the number of remote operations. 

Figure 3.10 illustrates the idea. The actual value of the variable is not "known" by any 

one processor; instead it is distributed across the processors. The sUrTLassign operation 

accumulates the values into the local element of piece. When the final result is needed, 

the rep operation combines the partial results and reports the answer. 

The implementation of AccRealSum is shown in Figure 3.11. In the initial operation, 

all the processors set their element of piece to the initial value. The sUrTLassign operation 

adds its parameter to the current processor's element of piece. This operation is local. The 

rep operation accumulates the results from all the processors into an ordinary real number 

and returns the representation of that real number. (For simplicity, this version does not 

implement the "tree of sums" strategy shown in Figure 3.10; instead it simply adds all the 

partial results to result.) Finally, procedure Real implements the remaining operations of 

Real by issuing an error message and aborting the computation. The same technique can 

be used to program accumulators for other commutative, associative operations. 



resource AccRealSum 
extends Real 

body 
piece: IdVector(Real) 

proc initial( r: Real) 
co p := processors -t 

piece[p] := r 
oc 

end 

proc sum_assign( r: Real) 
piece[@] +:= r 

end 

proc repO 
result: Real 
co p := processors -t 

result +:= piece[p] 
oc 
return result. repO 

end 

proc Real 
abort("Operation not supported on accumulator") 

end 

end AccRealSum 

Figure 3.11: An accumulator for real sums. 

3.3 Matrix Multiplication 
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This example illustrates the use of data replication to decrease access time. It introduces 

the use of virtual architectures, which are used to isolate architecture-dependent details 

from the main program. 

Problem: Given two n X n matrices a and b, find their matrix product c: 

n 

Cij = E aikbkj, 
k=l 

1 ::; i ::; n, 1::; j ::; n 

Figure 3.12 shows the basic algorithm for matrix multiplication in its most obvious 

form. The program closely follows the problem statement. Each element of the result 



a, b, c: Matrix (Real}(1, n, 1, n) 

# initialize a and b 

co i := 1 to n, j := 1 to n -4 

c[ i,j] := 0.0 
co k : = 1 to n -4 

c[i,j] +:= a[i, k] * b[k,j] 
oc 

oc 

Figure 3.12: Matrix Multiplication 
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is the dot product of two vectors-one a row of a, the other a column of b. The dot 

products are independent and can be computed in parallel. There is also potential for 

parallelism within the calculation of each dot product. The goal at this stage is to express 

the maximum amount of parallelism; it can always be removed later by adding schedulers. 

3.3.1 Virtual Architectures 

In the following sections we will find it convenient to think of the processors on a parallel 

computer as arranged in a rectangular grid. For example, Figure 3.13 shows one way 

a sixteen-processor multicomputer could be arranged as a 4 x 4 grid. The natural way 

to name processors in a grid is by grid coordinates rather than processor number. For 

example, grid(2, 3) is the natural way to name processor 14 in Figure 3.13. Thus it is useful 

to be able to translate back and forth between processor numbers and grid coordinates. 

A virtual architecture is a resource that encapsulates the translation between a virtual 

arrangement of processors-such as the grid above-and the physical processor numbers. 

Figure 3.14 contains an implementation of the virtual architecture Grid for a sixteen

processor parallel computer. It provides the operations width and height, which return the 

width and height of the grid; the operation grid, which translates from processor number 

to grid coordinates; and processor, which translates from grid coordinates to processor 

numbers. 

Note that the implementation of Grid is not portable; indeed, it is highly dependent 

on details of the computer architecture. However, using virtual architectures increases the 

portability of programs since all the details that depend on the architecture are confined 
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Figure 3.13: Sixteen processors arranged as a 4 x 4 grid 

resource Grid 
op widthO returns Int; 
op heightO return Int; 
op grid(Int) returns Int,Int 
op processor(Int, Int) returns Int 

body 

end 

proc widthO return 4 end 
proc heightO return 4 end 

proc grid(p: Int) return (p mod 4, p div 4) 
proc processor( i, j) return i + 4 * j 

Figure 3.14: The virtual architecture Grid 
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scheduler block(p, 11, u1 , sl, 12, u2, s2: Int) 
# calculate my block boundaries 
x,y: Int := g.grid(p) 
my_xmin, my_xmax: Int := partition(11, u1, sl, g.widthO, x) 
my_ymin, my_ymax: Int := partition(l2, u2, s2, g.heightO, y) 

# iterate over chores in my block 
fa i := my_xmin to my_xmax, j .- my_ymin to my_xmax ~ 

chore(i,j) 
af 

end 

Figure 3.15: The scheduler block. 
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to the implementation of the virtual architecture. Programs that use a virtual architecture 

can be ported to new computers by merely reimplementing the virtual architecture; there 

is no need to change the program itself. 

To use a virtual architecture, a program creates an instance of it and uses the exported 

operations. In this example, the declaration 

{g: Grid} 

is added to the beginning of the program in Figure 3.12. The declaration of 9 is enclosed 

in braces because the use of 9 is confined to other annotations. 

3.3.2 Adding Scheduling Annotations 

The concurrent statement in Figure 3.12 represents an n X n matrix of chores. One simple 

way to assign chores to processes is to partition the matrix of chores into blocks and assign 

each block to a processor. 

Figure 3.15 contains an implementation of the scheduler block. Each processor cal

culates its block boundaries and executes the chores in its block sequentially. The block 

boundaries are calculated using the virtual architecture and the partition function. 1 The 

outer concurrent statement provides a high degree of parallelism. Furthermore, the chores 

of the inner concurrent statement are very small. Thus we annotate the inner concurrent 

statement to combine all the chores into one task using the built-in scheduler f07'all: 

1 Recall that we used the name block to refer to a different scheduler in Chapter 1. The two uses of the 
name do not conflict, however, because the two schedulers are parameterized differently. 



co k := 1 to n {scheduler forall} -I

c[i,j] +:= a[i, k] * b[k,j] 
oc 
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As described in Section 2.10.2, the scheduler forall has the effect of implementing the 

concurrent statement as a for-all statement. Thus the dot product is implemented as if it 

had been written as follows: 

fa k := 1 to n -I-

c[i,j] +:= a[i, k] * b[k,j] 
af 

Although the decision made here-to combine all the chores of the inner concurrent state

ment into one task-is a reasonable one, it is not the only possibility. For example, on 

computers that can execute fine-grained computations efficiently, a different scheduler 

could be used. 

3.3.3 Adding Mapping and Implementation Annotations 

With the scheduling strategy shown above, each processor is responsible for a block of 

chores and thus for a block of elements of the result matrix. Also, neither a nor b is 

modified during the calculation. In general, mapping read-only objects is easy because 

pieces can be duplicated. 

These considerations lead naturally to mappings for c, a and b. The matrix c is 

partitioned into blocks in the same way that the chores are. Since chore (i,j) modifies 

only c[i,j], access to c will be local. Each block ofthe result matrix depends on a horizontal 

strip of a and a vertical strip of b. Thus elements in a horizontal strip of a and a vertical 

strip of b are replicated on each processor that requires them. The mapping for matrix a 

is called row_dup and the mapping for matrix b is called coLdup. 

Figure 3.16 contains the fully-annotated version of the matrix multiplication algo

rithm. We have chosen to call the concrete resotirce BlockMatrix. The implementation of 

BlockMatrix is described in the following section. 

3.3.4 Implementing Concrete Resources 

The resource BlockMatrix extends Matrix with the three mapping operations block, 

row_dup, and coLdup. Figure 3.17 contains an outline of the implementation of Block-



{g: Grid} 
c, a, b : Matrix (Real) {use BlockM atrix } 

{mapa: row_dup, b: co Ldup , c: block} 
co i := 1 to n, j := 1 to n {scheduler block} --t 

c[i,j] := 0.0 

oc 

co k := 1 to n {scheduler forall} --t 

c[i,j] +:= a[i, k] * b[k,j] 
oc 

Figure 3.16: Fully annotated code for matrix multiplication 

resource BlockMatrix( T) 
extends Matrix(T) 
op blockO 
op row_dupO 
op coLdupO 

body 
# current mapping 
enum(block_map, row_map, coLmap) 
mapping: Private (Int) 

# global matrix bounds 
glbi, gubi, glb2, gub3: Private(Int) 

# storage and bounds for the local block 
bl: IdVector(ref(Matrix(T))) 
lbi, Ib2, ubi, ub2: Private(Int) 

# storage for replicated rows and columns 
row, col: IdVector(ref(Matrix( T))) 

# Matrix operations 
proc initial .. end 
proc index ... end 
proc assign .. end 

# mapping operations 
proc block ... en 
proc row_dup ... end 
proc coLdup ... en 

end BlockMatrix 

Figure 3.17: Resource BlockMatrix 
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proc initial(l1, u1, 12, u2: Int) 
co p := processors -+ 

oc 
end 

glb1 := 11; gub1 := u1; g1b2 := 12; gub2 .- u2 

x, y: Int := g.grid(p) 
Ib1, ub1 := partition( 11, u1, 1, g.widthO, x) 
Ib2, ub2 := partition( 12, u2, 1, g.heightO, y) 
bl ~ Vector{T}(lb1, ub1, Ib2, ub2) 

Figure 3.18: The initial operation 
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Matrix. The internal representation is an IdVector of matrix blocks, two instances of 

IdVector to store the replicated rows and columns, and some private variables to store 

block bounds. 

Figure 3.18 contains the initial operation. Each processor first saves the global bounds 

of the matrix. Then each processor calculates the bounds on its local block and allocates 

that block. The bounds are calculated in terms of the virtual architecture. As explained 

below, memory for replicated rows and columns is allocated in the appropriate mapping 

operations when it is needed. 

Figure 3.19 contains the assign and index operations. The assign operation modifies 

the appropriate element in the local block. If the index is nonlocal, or if the mapping 

is not block, the computation is aborted. The index operation retrieves a value from the 

appropriate place, depending on which mapping is in effect. 

Our algorithm never modifies an element of a matrix that is in the row_dup or coLdup 

mappings, and it never attempts to access nonlocal matrix elements. Thus we have chosen 

to implement assign and index so that they simply abort with a warning message if nonlocal 

access is attempted. Nonlocal access could be implemented, but it would add considerably 

to the complexity of these two procedures. In general, it is permissible for a concrete 

resource to restrict the semantics of the abstract data type it implements. This may be 

desirable either for simplicity or efficiency. However, a concrete resource should never 

produce an erroneous result; it should either faithfully implement the semantics of the 

abstract data type or else issue an error message. 

Figure 3.20 contains the mappings block and row_dup. The mapping block merely 



proc assign(i,j: Int, value: T) 
if mapping = block_map -t 

bl[i,j] := value 
n else -t 

abort(lIassignment in shared mappingll) 
fi 

end 

proc index(i,j: Int) 
if mapping = block_map -t return bl[ i, j] 
n mapping = row_map -t return row[i,j] 
n mapping = coLmap -t return col[ i, j] 
fi 

end 

Figure 3.19: The assign and index operations 

proc blockO 
co p := processors -t 

mapping .- block_map 
oc 

end 

proc row_dupO 
co p := processors -t 

oc 
end 

# if rows have not yet been allocated, allocate them 
if null( row) -t 

row +- Matrix ( T)(glb1 ,gub1 , Ib2, ub2) 
fi 

barrier 

# copy my block to all processors in my row (x) 
x,y: Int := g.grid(p) 
fa i := 0 to g.widthO - 1 -t 

af 

who: Int := g.processor(x, i) 
row[ who][ [b1 : ub1 , [b2 : ub2] := bl 

Figure 3.20: The mapping operations 
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records the fact that the current mapping is block. The mapping row_dup first allocates 

space for replicated rows if this has not already been done. Then a barrier is executed 

to ensure that all the processors have allocated memory for replicated rows before the 

assignments take place. Finally, each processor copies its local block to each of the pro

cessors in its row of the virtual grid. (Chapter 5 describes how remote assignment can 

be implemented on various kinds of MIMD computers.) The mapping coLdup is entirely 

analogous to row_duPi for the sake of brevity it has been omitted. 

3.4 Region Labeling 

The example of this section combines several features from earlier examples and also 

illustrates the use of remapping. 

Problem: We are given an n X n array of pixels. Each pixel has a color, represented by 

an integer. The neighbors of a pixel are the eight pixels that surround it. (Pixels on the 

edge of the image have fewer than eight neighbors, of course.) A set of pixels is connected 

if, for any two pixels P and q in the set, a chain of pixels (p = Po, PI, ... Pk = q) exists such 

that the entire chain lies in the set, and such that Pi and Pi+! are neighbors for 0 ~ i < k. 

A maximal connected set of identically colored pixels is called a region. The problem is 

to read an image, assign a different integer label to each region, and write the label that 

corresponds to each pixel. 

3.4.1 Algorithm 

One natural algorithm to solve this problem is iterative. The pixels are initially given 

unique labels, e.g., pixel (i, j) is labeled n x i + j. During each iteration the labels 

are propagated to neighboring pixels that have the same color but smaller labels. In 

each iteration, the new labels for all the pixels can be calculated simultaneously. The 

algorithm terminates when the labels stop changing, so each pixel is ultimately labeled 

with the largest label in its region. 

Figure 3.21 contains the main program for region labeling. First the image size is 

read and three arrays are declared. (To simplify the program, the arrays are surrounded 

by a border one pixel wide.) The label array is initialized. Then the main algorithm is 



program labeLregions 

n: inti prompt("size? "); read(n) 
image, label, new_label: Matrix(Int)(O, n + 1,0, n + 1) 
read_image( image) 

# assign unique labels to label. 
initialize_IabelsO 

# main algorithm: iterate until labels don't change 
changed: Bool( true) 
do changed --l-

calculate() 
changed := differentO 
if changed --l- copyO fi 

od 

end 

# print results 
write_Iabels( label) 

Figure 3.21: Main program for region labeling 
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executed, as described above. It follows a common model: calculate, check for termination, 

and prepare for the next iteration. Finally, the values of the labels are printed. 

Figure 3.22 contains the procedures initialize...labels, calculate, different, and copy, each 

implemented in a natural parallel style. The procedure initialize..labels assigns unique 

labels to all pixels. Since these are independent calculations, they are specified as con

current chores. Procedure calculate computes, for each pixel, a new label based on the 

current label and the labels of surrounding pixels with the same value. Again, the pixel 

labels can be updated in parallel so a concurrent statement is used. In similar parallel 

fashion, different compares the new and old labels of all pixels and copy prepares for the 

next iteration by copying new_label to label. 

3.4.2 Adding Scheduler Annotations 

For each procedure in Figure 3.22, a natural way to partition the chores is into contiguous 

blocks or strips. Since a scheduler strip has already been implemented (Section 3.1.2) 

we will reuse it here. Figure 3.23 shows how initialize..labels can be annotated; the other 

procedures are annotated similarly and are omitted for the sake of brevity. 



# assign distinct labels to pixels; set border to zero 
proc initialize_labelsO 

co i := 0 to n + 1, j := 0 to n + 1 ---+ 

if i = 0 or j = 0 ---+ label[i,j] = 0 

oc 
end 

o i = n + 1 or j = n + 1 ---+ label[ i, j] = 0 
o else ---+ label[i,j] := i * n + j 
fi 

# calculate new value for each pixel 
proc calculateO 

co i := 1 to n, j := 1 to n ---+ 

new_label[i,j] := label[i,j] 

oc 
end 

fax:= i-I to i + 1, y := j - 1 to j + 1 ---+ 

if image[i,j] = image[x, y] ---+ 

new_label[i,j] := max(label[i,j], label[x, y]) 
fi 

af 

# return true iff label and new_label differ 
proc differentO 

result: Bool(false) 
co i := 1 to n, j := 1 to n ---+ 

result or:= label[ i, j] ::f:. new_label[ i, j] 
oc 
return result 

end 

# copy new_label into label 
proc copyO 

co i := 1 to n, j := 1 to n ---+ 

label[ i, j] .- new_label[ i, j] 
oc 

end 

Figure 3.22: Parallel implementation of labeling procedures. 
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# assign distinct labels to pixels; set border to zero 
proc initialize_labelsO 

co i := 0 to n + 1, j := 0 to n + 1 {scheduler strip} -l-

oc 
end 

if i mod n + 1 = 0 or j mod n + 1 = 0 -l- label[ i, j] = 0 
o else -l- label[i,j] := i * n + j 
fi 

Figure 3.23: Adding a scheduling annotation to initialize...labels. 

proc initialize_labelsO 
{map label. strip } 
co i := 0 to n + 1, j := 0 to n + 1 {scheduler strip} -l

if i mod n = 0 or j mod n = 0 -l- label[i,j] := 0 
o else -l- label[i,j] := i * n + j 

oc 
end 

fi 

proc copyO 
{map label.strip, new_label. strip } 
co i := 1 to n, j := 1 to n {scheduler strip} -l

label[i,j] .- new_Iabel[i,j] 
oc 

end 

Figure 3.24: The two easy mappings. 

3.4.3 Adding Mapping Annotations 
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The next step is to choose mappings for the shared data objects. Each procedure is 

considered separately. 

The procedures initialize....labels and copy are trivial. The only shared objects are the 

arrays label and new_label. Furthermore, chore (i,j) accesses only element [i,j] of these 

matrices. Thus element [i,j] of each array is mapped to the processor that executes 

the chore [i,j]. This is accomplished by the mapping strip introduced in Section 3.1.3. 

Figure 3.24 shows these two procedures with mapping annotations. 

The procedure calculate is somewhat more complicated because the array cannot be 



# calculate new value for each pixel based on surrounding pixels 
proc calculateO 

{map image.shared_edges, label.shared_edges, new_label. strip } 
co i := 1 to n, j := 1 to n {scheduler strip} ~ 

oc 
end 

new _label[ i, j] : = label[ i, j] 
fax:= i-I to i + 1, y := j - 1 to j + 1 ~ 

if image[i,j] = image [x, y] ~ 
new_label[i,j] := max(label[i,j], label[x, y]) 

fi 
af 

Figure 3.25: Annotated version of calculate. 
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partitioned in such a way that all tasks are completely local. This is because the label 

of each pixel depends on the eight pixels that surround it; no matter how the pixels 

are partitioned, the labels of pixels on the partition boundaries wi~ depend on pixels in 

a different partition (and thus on another processor). If the mapping strip is used the 

program will perform poorly on computers that have a high remote-access time. This 

problem can be resolved quite simply because the shared items (the array cells that lie on 

the boundary of a strip) are not modified in calculate. Thus a mapping shared....edges is 

introduced in which the cells on the edge of the strips are replicated on both the processors 

that access them. 

While the mapping of a matrix is shared..edges, reading cells on the shared border is a 

local operation-the local value is used. However, modifying such cells is nonlocal because 

both cells must be changed atomically to maintain the commonly-understood semantics of 

a matrix. (A possible protocol is to lock both cells, modify them, and then unlock them. 

This requires that several messages pass between the two processors.) 

It is important to note, however, that in this algorithm elements of a matrix are only 

read while the mapping of the matrix is shared..edges and only written while the mapping 

is strip. Indeed, this is the point of a mapping annotation-to modify the representation 

of a data structure so that certain operations are less expensive. 

Figure 3.25 shows procedure calculate annotated with the mapping shared....edges. In 

Section 3.4.5 we expand the implementation of StripMatrix to provide both strip and 
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sharecLedges. 

Finally, consider the procedure different. The matrices label and new_label are mapped 

using strip since cross-partition access is not needed. The boolean variable result is used 

as a boolean accumulator; this is discussed further in the next two sections. 

3.4.4 Annotating Declarations of Shared Objects 

Again, we need to annotate declarations of shared abstract data types with concrete 

resource names. In this case that means picking an implementation for the matrices and 

the boolean variable result in the procedure different. For purposes of illustration, we will 

assume that no implementation of Matrix that provides both strip and sharecLedges is 

available in a library. Thus we will rewrite the resource StripMatrix to implement both 

mappings. The matrix declaration is annotated as follows: 

image, label, new_label: Matrix(Int}(O, n + 1,0, n + 1) 
{use StripM atrix } 

We further assume that no parallel implementation of a boolean accumulator is yet avail

able; this concrete resource will be called AccOr and the declaration of result is annotated 

as follows: 

result: Bool(false) {use AccOr} 

3.4.5 Implementing Concrete Resources 

This section discusses the implementation of StripMatrix. The resource AccOr is almost 

identical to AccRealSum, which was explained in Section 3.2.4. 

Figure 3.26 illustrates the implementation of StripMatrix in the case of an 8 x 8 matrix 

and three processors. The original matrix is partitioned into strips along the first dimen

sion. Each processor "owns" a strip of the original matrix, so access to an array element 

within the local strip is always a local operation. 

Each processor keeps extra rows to store the bordering edges of the strips above and 

below, and also keeps track of whether its extra rows currently contain valid information. 

For example, processor 1 owns rows 4-6, but also allocates space for the top and bottom 

border rows 7 and 3. When shared is true, the extra rows are considered valid, and access 

to the corresponding indices is a local operation; when shared is false, the extra rows 



" .............. . · . · . · . processor 2 I L3 1 

processor 1 

111111111 ~ 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 

~SSMO , ... ~ 11111111 ~ 
Figure 3.26: Partitioning elements of StripMatrix 
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are ignored and access to indices corresponding to the extra rows is done remotely. (In 

the region labeling algorithm, remote access will never occur since all the interprocessor 

communication is accomplished by the mapping shared..edges.) Figure 3.27 contains an 

outline of the resource StripMatrix. 

In the initial operation, shown in Figure 3.28, each processor calculates the size of its 

local array, including the two extra rows described above, and initializes the local element 

of block. At the end of initial each processor sets its shared flag to false to indicate that 

the extra rows do not contain valid information since the initial mapping is strip. 

Figure 3.29 contains the procedures assign and index. Our algorithm never modifies an 

element of a matrix that is in the shared..edges mapping, and it never attempts to access 

nonlocal matrix elements. Thus we have chosen to implement assign and index so that 

they simply abort with a warning message if either is attempted. 

Figure 3.30 contains the mapping procedures. The implementation of strip is trivial: 

each processor sets shared to false so that the extra rows are ignored. The procedure 

shared..edges is implemented by exchanging edges between neighbors and then setting 

shared to true. This procedure is the only place in which the border rows are modified. The 

exchange of edges is accomplished by remote assignment. (This will be implemented by a 

block move on a computer with shared memory or by message passing on a multicomputer; 

see Chapter 5.) 



resource StripMatrix( T} 
extends Matrix ( T) 
op stripO 
op shared_edgesO 

body 
# block is a vector of sub-matrices, one per processor. 
# Each sub-matrix represents a strip of the entire matrix 
block: Private ( Matrix (T)) 

# Each processor keeps the bounds of its own block 
Ib1, ub2, Ib2, ub2: Private(Int} 

# When shared is true, the edges have been exchanged 
# and cross-border references are local. When shared 
# is false, the current edges have not been exchanged; 
# cross-border references must be done remotely. 
shared: Private(Bool} 

proc initial ... end 
proc assign ... end 
proc index ... end 
proc strip ... end 
proc shared_edges ... end 

end StripMatrix 

Figure 3.27: The internal representation of StripMatrix 

proc initial( 11 , u1 , 12, u2: Int) 
co p := processors ~ 

oc 
end 

# calculate my lb and ub 
Ib1, ubl := partition(ll, ul, 1, num_procsO, p - low_procO) 
lb2 := 12 
ub2 := u2 

# allocate storage for local matrix, including borders 
block - Matrix(T}(lbl - 1, ubl + 1, Ib2, ub2) 

# the initial mapping is strip 
shared .- false 

Figure 3.28: The initial operation 
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proc assign( i, j: Int, value: T) 

if not shared and lbl ::; i and i ::; ubl -+ 

block[i,j] := value 
D else -+ 

fi 

end 

abort(lIassignment in shared mappingll) 

proc index(i,j: Int) 

if lbl ::; i and i ::; ubl -+ return block[i,j] 
D shared and (i = Ibl - 1 or i = ubl + 1) -+ return block[i,j] 
D else -+ 

fi 

end 

abort(lInonlocal access ll ) 

Figure 3.29: The procedures assign and index 

proc stripO 
co p := processors -+ 

shared .- false 
oc 

end 

proc shared_edgesO 
co p := processors -+ 

oc 
end 

if not shared -+ 

fi 

block[p - 1] [lb, Ib2 : ub2] := block[p] [lb, Ib2 : ub2] 
block[p + 1][ub, Ib2: ub2] .- block[p][ub, lb2: ub2] 
shared := true 

Figure 3.30: The procedures strip and shared...edges 
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3.5 Gaussian Elimination 

This section illustrates the use of more interesting schedulers and mappings to achieve 

load balancing. 

Problem: Given a, an n X n matrix of real numbers, reduce it to upper-triangular form 

by Gaussian elimination using partial pivoting. 

3.5.1 Algorithm 

We first describe the standard sequential algorithm for Gaussian elimination with partial 

pivoting. Briefly, the algorithm iterates down the main diagonal of the matrix a. For each 

diagonal element add it zeros the elements in the column below the diagonal element. This 

is done in three steps: 

1. A pivot row is found. For a diagonal element add, the pivot is the element of the set 

{add, ad+1.d, ••• , and} with the maximum absolute value. For example, consider the 

matrix 
2.3 3.5 9.8 -3.4 

-3.4 5.6 -3.0 6.7 

7.0 1.2 -2.0 -1.3 

2.4 -5.6 -10.0 1.3 

The pivot element corresponding to all is 7.0. The pivot row is the row that contains 

the pivot element; in this case the pivot row is 3. 

2. The pivot row and the diagonal row are exchanged. In the example, a is transformed 

to 
7.0 1.2 -2.0 -1.3 

-3.4 5.6 -3.0 6.7 

2.3 3.5 9.8 -3.4 

2.4 -5.6 -10.0 1.3 

3. Each row Ti, d < i ~ n, is replaced by Ti - f . Td, where f = aid/add. This has the 

effect of making the elements ad+1.d, •.• , and zero. In the example, T2 is replaced by 
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r2 - (-3.4/7.0)rt. This yields the matrix 

7.0 1.2 -2.0 -1.3 

0.0 6.18 -3.97 6.07 

2.3 3.5 9.8 -3.4 

2.4 -5.6 -10.0 1.3 

Rows 3 and 4 are similarly replaced by r3 - (2.3/7.0)rt and r4 - (2.4/7.0)rt, yielding 

7.0 1.2 -2.0 -1.3 

0.0 6.18 -3.97 6.07 

0.0 3.10 10.46 -2.97 

0.0 -6.01 -9.31 1.75 

This completes the first iteration of the main loop. The second iteration repeats the 

same three steps with d = 2. The pivot row is 2, so the exchange has no effect. Rows 3 

and 4 are replaced by r3 - (3.10/6.18)r2 and r4 - (-6.01/6.18)r2' respectively, yielding 

7.0 1.2 

0.0 6.18 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

This completes the second iteration. 

-2.0 

-3.97 

12.45 

-13.18 

-1.3 

6.07 

-6.02 

7.65 

In the final iteration, the three steps are repeated with d = 3. The pivot row is 4. 

Thus rows 3 and 4 are exchanged, yielding 

7.0 1.2 -2.0 -1.3 

0.0 6.18 -3.97 6.07 

0.0 0.0 -13.18 7.65 

0.0 0.0 12.45 -6.02 

Then row 4 is replaced by r4 - (12.45/ - 13.18)r3, yielding the final result: 

7.0 1.2 

0.0 6.18 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

-2.0 

-3.97 

-13.18 

0.0 

-1.3 

6.07 

7.65 

1.20 
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A more detailed explanation of the sequential algorithm for Gaussian elimination (includ

ing some bookkeeping that is ignored here but is usually necessary in real applications) 

can be found in most numerical analysis books. An important point to note is that in 

each iteration of the main loop one column is completed and thus becomes dormant for 

the rest of the computation. 

Figure 3.31 contains a parallel algorithm for Gaussian elimination. It closely follows 

the sequential algorithm. The outer loop is sequential. However, in steps two and three 

of the sequential algorithm, independent calculations are done; these are expressed as 

concurrent statements. 

3.5.2 Adding Mapping Annotations 

The elimination step, where row r of the matrix is modified according to the formula 

a[r,1 : n] := a[r, 1 : n] - factor * a[d, 1: n] 

is the part of this program where the most parallelism is potentially available. This chore 

uses only two rows plus the real number factor. To achieve a high degree of parallelism, 

these rows must be distributed across all the processors. Thus the obvious way to map 

the matrix a is to partition it by columns. 

Figure 3.32(a) shows one way to assign columns of a matrix to processors, illustrated 

with an 8 x 8 matrix and 3 processors. However, this mapping is not quite what is needed, 

since the active part of the matrix shrinks as the computation proceeds. In the first 

iteration of the outer loop all columns are active; in the last iteration only the last column 

is active. If the matrix were partitioned as in Figure 3.32( a), the processors assigned to the 

left-hand columns would become idle soon after the calculation started. A better way to 

map the matrix is termed scattered decomposition [88] and is illustrated in Figure 3.32(b). 

Here the columns are mapped to processors in cyclic fashion so each processor owns 

columns all across the matrix. This allows the work load to remain balanced among the 

processors; all the processors continue to participate in the calculation until the final few 

iterations of the outer loop. 

The resource ScatteredColMatrix provides this mapping; the implementation will be 

given in Section 3.5.4. 



program gauss 
io: Stdio 

n: Intj io.read(n) 

a: Matrix (Real}(1, n, 1, n) 
# read a 

fa d := 1 to n -+ 

# select pivot 

af 
end 

pivot: Int := a[d,d] 
pivoLrow: Int := d 
fa row := d to n -+ 

af 

if a[row, d] > pivot -+ 

pivot := a[row, d] 
pivoLrow := row 

fi 

if pivot = 0.0 -+ error(IIMatrix is singular ll
) fi 

# swap rows 
co col := d to n -+ 

oc 

temp: Real := a[pivoLrow, co~ 
a[pivoLrow, col] := a[d, co~ 
a[d, col] := temp 

# calculate factor and do elimination 
co row := d + 1 to n -+ 

factor: Real := a[row, d]/pivot 

# elimination 
co col := d + 1 to n -+ 

a[row, co~ - := factor * a[row, d] 
oc 

oc 

Figure 3.31: Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting 
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Figure 3.32: Two ways to assign matrix columns to processors 

3.5.3 Adding Scheduling Annotations 
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Figure 3.31 contains three concurrent statements to be scheduled. Consider first the 

statement that swaps rows: 

co i : = d to n -t 

oc 

temp: Real := a[d, i] 
a[d, i] := a[pivoLrow, i] 
a[pivoLrow, i] .- temp 

The chores can be made local to the data they use by scheduling chore i on the processor 

that owns column i. This scheduler is called coLsched, since it is used to iterate across 

columns. Figure 3.33 contains an implementation of coLsched. Each processor iterates 

through the quantifier range and executes those chores that are local. 

Next consider the nested concurrent statments: 

co row := d + 1 to n -t 

factor: Real := arrow, d]/pivot 

# elimination 
co col : = d + 1 to n -t 

arrow, col] -:= factor * arrow, d] 
oc 

oc 



scheduler coLsched(p, 1, u, s: Int) 
fa c := 1 to u by s ~ 

af 
end 

if (c - Ibl) mod num_procsO = p ~ 
chore(c) 

fi 

Figure 3.33: The schedulers coLsched 
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The outer concurrent statement contains one chore for each row d + 1 ... n, while the 

inner concurrent statement contains one chore for each column d + 1 ... n. The inner 

concurrent statement can conveniently be scheduled using coLsched, saving the trouble of 

writing another scheduler. If n is large compared to the number of processors, the inner 

concurrent statement will exhibit enough parallelism for most parallel computers. Thus 

the outer concurrent statement is annotated with the scheduler forall, which has the effect 

of implementing it as a for-all statement: 

It may seem counterintuitive that the outer concurrent statement is executed sequen

tially while the inner one is executed in parallel. The advantage to scheduling the inner 

statement in parallel is that its chores access matrix elements that are conveniently dis

tributed across the processors so that coLsched makes all the chores local. 

3.5.4 Implementing Concrete Resources 

An implementation of ScatteredColMatrix is shown in Figure 3.34. The implementation 

is similar to previous examples. In the initial operation, each processor stores the array 

bounds and allocates a sub-matrix to store its columns. The index procedure first checks 

to see if the requested element is local. If so, it returns a local element; if not, it computes 

the owner and returns a remote element. The assign operation is similar. 

3.6 Sorting 

Problem: Given a vector of integers, permute them so they appear in non-decreasing 

order. 



resource ScatteredColMatrix( T) 
extends Matrix ( T) 

body 
piece: IdVector(ref(Matrix ( T))) 
lbl, ubl, lb2, ub2: Private(Int) 

proc initial( 11 , ul ,12, u2: Int) 
co p := processors ~ 

# save matrix bounds 
lbl := 11; ubl := ul 
lb2 := 12; ub2 := u2 

# allocate storage for my columns 
num_cols: Int := (u2 - 12) div num_procsO 
piece[p] +- Matrix ( T)( 11, ul, 0, num_cols) 

oc 
end 

proc index( i, j: Int) 
if (j - lb2) mod num_procsO = @ ~ 

return piece[@][i, (j - Ib2) div num_procsO] 
o else ~ 

owner: (j - lb2) mod num_procsO 
return piece[owner][i, (j - lb2) div num_procsO] 

fi 
end 

proc assign( i, j: Int, value: T) 
if (j - lb2) mod num_procsO = @ ~ 

piece[@][i, (j - Ib2) div num_procsO] .- value 
o else ~ 

owner: (j - lb2) mod num_procsO 
piece[owner][i, (j - Ib2) div num_procsO] .- value 

fi 
end 

end 

Figure 3.34: The implementation of ScatteredColMatrix 
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3.6.1 Algorithm 

There are many parallel algorithms for sorting; in this section we consider a class of 

algorithms based on compare-exchange sorting. Compare-exchange algorithms sort by 

engaging in a series of compare-exchange steps, each of which compares two element and 

perhaps exchanges them based on the comparison. Shellsort, merge-exchange sort, and 

bitonic sort are examples of compare-exchange sorts. N one of these algorithms makes 

a good MIMD sorting algorithm because none exhibits good locality of reference. As a 

consequence, it impossible to take advantage of the fact that MIMD computers can sort 

local elements very efficiently using standard sequential algorithms. 

However any compare-exchange sorting algorithm can be adapted to provide more 

locality of reference by the following trick [48]. The array to be sorted is divided into 

blocks. Each block is sorted using any sequential algorithm. Then the compare-exchange 

algorithm is executed, but the units of sorting are array blocks instead of individual array 

elements. Also, instead of comparing and exchanging the two blocks, they are merged and 

then split; the higher elements going to one block, the lower to the other. 

To clarify this algorithm transformation, consider the odd-even transposition sort. This 

algorithm performs compare-exchange steps only on adjacent elements; in odd-numbered 

steps element 1 is compared and perhaps exchanged with element 2, element 3 with 4, 

etc. In even numbered steps elements 2 and 3, 4 and 5, etc. are compared and perhaps 

exchanged. This algorithm is guaranteed to sort n elements in n steps. For example, 

consider the vector 

[4231] 
The first step (being odd-numbered) compares and exchanges the first and second elements 

and also the third and fourth, yielding 

The second step compares the second and third elements and exchanges them: 

(The first and last elements have no partners and are therefore not affected.) The third 

step again compares and exchanges the first and second elements and the third and fourth 
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elements: 

In this example the array becomes sorted after three steps so the fourth step compares 

the second and third elements but leaves them in place. 

This algorithm can be adapted to MIMD computers by dividing the vector to be sorted 

into blocks and performing what might be called an odd-even merge sort. For example, 

consider the array 

[87654321] 

This can be divided into blocks of size two: 

[87165143 121] 

First the blocks are sorted individually: 

[78 I 56134112] 

Then, following the same steps as the odd-even transposition sort, the first and second 

blocks are merged and split, as are the third and fourth blocks. Merging the first and 

second blocks yields 

[5678] 

Similarly, merging the third and fourth blocks yields 

Then the two blocks are split into blocks of two again, yielding 

[56 I 781 1 2 I 34] 

This completes the first step. The second step splits and then merges the second and third 

blocks, resulting in 

[56112178134] 

The third step again splits and merges the first and second block and the third and fourth 

block: 

[12 I 56134 I 78] 
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Finally, the second and third block are merged and split, completing the sort. Note that 

the pattern of merge-split steps follows exactly the pattern of compare-exchange steps in 

the odd-even transposition sort. 

Both sequential sorting and merging exhibit considerable locality of reference since 

they are done block-wise. This yields an efficient implementation on MIMD computers. 

Each block is assigned to a processor. In the initial step, each block is sorted. This step 

is entirely local and the blocks can be sorted in parallel. Then the processors engage in 

a series of merge-split steps; each corresponds to a compare-exchange step in the original 

algorithm. Each merge-split step takes place between two processors. If the original 

compare-exchange steps were independent, the corresponding merge-split steps can be 

executed in parallel. 

There are several ways to accomplish the merge-split step between two processors. 

The simplest is for the two processors to exchange their blocks. Each then performs a 

merge of the two blocks; one processor keeps the high elements and discards the low, 

the other keeps the low elements and discards the high. Figure 3.35 contains an outline 

of the procedure mergl!-high, which exchanges blocks with processor partner and merges 

the two blocks, keeping the high elements. First the local block is sent to partner and 

partner's block is received. This is done by means of a vector of operations exch. Then 

the two blocks are merged, discarding the low values. (We use send and receive, instead 

of assignment, for illustrative purposes; it shows how distributed programming constructs 

can be used in parallel programs.) The code for mergl!-low is similar. 

Figure 3.36 contains code for the merge-split version of odd-even transposition sort. 

It follows the algorithm described above. First, the blocks are each sorted using a se

quential sorting algorithm. Then n merge-split steps are executed. In alternate steps, the 

processors merge their blocks with the next higher- or lower-numbered processor. When 

merging with a higher-numbered processor, they take the smaller elements by executing 

mergl!-lowj when merging with a lower-numbered processor they take the larger elements 

by executing mergl!-high. 

Figure 3.37 contains the merge-split version of Batcher's merge-exchange sort. (A good 

explanation of this algorithm can be found in [70, pages 111-114].) Batcher's algorithm 

is completely regular and requires! flg n 1 (fIg n 1 + 1) parallel compare-exchange steps to 

sort n integers. 



proc merge_high (partner : Int) 
# send my block to partner 
send exch[partner]( my_block) 

end 

# wait until he has sent his block 
receive exch( his_block) 

# copy my block into temporary 
temp: Vector(Int) (lb, ub) 
temp := my_block 

# merge temp and his_block into my_block, 
# keeping higher elements 
tptr := ubj hptr := ub 
fa i := ub downto lb ~ 

af 

if tptr ~ lb and temp[tptr] ~ his_block[hptr] ~ 
my_block[i] := temp[tptr]j tptr - -

D else my_block[i] := his_block[hptr]j hptr - -

Figure 3.35: The procedure merge..high 

3.6.2 Scheduling and Mapping 
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Scheduling and mapping are trivial. The shared array is mapped by block to processors, 

using the resource BlockVector (introduced in Section 1.4). 

a: Vector(Int)(O, n - 1) {use BlockVector} 
{map a: block} 

Scheduling annotations are unnecessary since the concurrent statement is Figure 3.37 

implicitly specifies id..scheduler. 

3.6.3 Implementing the Concrete Resource 

Figure 3.38 contains the implementation of Block Vector, which is similar to previous im

plementations of matrices. The internal representation is an IdVector of blocks, along 

with some private variables to store array bounds. The initial operation, in parallel, saves 

the bounds of the vector, calculates the size of the local block, and allocateis storage for 

local blocks. The index operation checks to see if the access is localj if so it returns the 

local value, if not it calculates the owner and returns the remote value. Similarly, the 



program odd_even 
n: 10000 
a: Vector(Int)(O, n -1) {use BlockVector} 

# operations to exchange blocks, used in 
# merge-high and merge..low. 
exch: Private (op( Vector(Int)) 

# initialize a 
fa i := 0 to n - 1 -+ a[i] := randomO fa 

# sort individual blocks using sequential sort 

fa step := 1 to n -+ 

end 

af 

co p := processors -+ 

oc 

if (p mod 2 = 0) = (step mod 2 = 0) -+ 

if p < max_procO -+ merge_low(p + 1) fi 
U else -+ 

if p > min_procO -+ merge_high(p - 1) fi 
fi 

proc exchange_high .. , end 
proc exchange_low ... end 

Figure 3.36: Merge-split version of the odd-even transposition sort. 
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assign operation checks to see if the access is local. If so, it assigns the specified value to 

an element of the local block; if not, it performs a remote assignment. 

3.7 Summary 

This chapter showed how regular algorithms can be programmed in a portable, efficient, 

and clear way. Several examples were given. Each began with a clear, architecture

independent algorithm, which was annotated to yield an efficient program for MIMD 

computers: 

• We first added scheduling annotations. Since the algorithms in this chapter were 

regular, we partitioned the chores among the processors statically, assigning roughly 

an equal number of chores to each processor. 



program merge_exchange 
n: 10000 

end 

a: Vector(Int)(O, n - 1) {use BlockVector} 

# operations to exchange blocks, used in 
# merge-high and merge-low. 
exch: Private (op( Vector(Int) 

# initialize a 
fa i := 0 to n - 1 -t a[i] := randomO fa 

# sort individual blocks using sequential sort 

# tt = largest power of 2 less than n 
tt: Int(1) 
do tt < n -t tt *:= 2 od 
tt div:= 2 

p = tt 
do p > 0 -t 

q .- tt 
r := 0 
d := p 
do q ~ P -t 

od 

co p := processors -t 

oc 

i: Int := p - min_procO 
if i xor p = r -t merge_Iow(p + d) 
n i xor p - d = r -t merge_high(p - d) 
fi 

d := q - p 
q div:= 2 
r := p 

p div:= 2 
od 

proc exchange_high ... end 
proc exchange_low ... end 

Figure 3.37: Merge-split adaptation of Batcher's sorting algorithm 
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resource Block Vector( T) 
extends Vector( T) 

body 
# storage for blocks 
block: IdVector(ref(Matrix( T))) 

# bounds of vector 
glb, gub: Private(Int) 

# bounds of local block 
lb, ub: Private(Int) 

proc initial( 1, u) 
co p := processors -+ 

glb := 1; gub := u 
lb, ub := partition(l, u, 1, num_procsO, p - low_procO) 
block[p] ~ Vector( T)(lb, ub) 

oc 
end 

proc index ( i: Int) 
if Ib ~ i and i ~ ub -+ 

retu rn bIock[@][i] 
U else -+ 

who: Int := owner(glb, gub, 1, num_procsO, i) 
return block[ who][ i] 

fi 
end 

proc assign( i: Int, v: T) 
if Ib ~ i and i ~ ub -+ 

block[@][i] := v 
U else -+ 

who: Int := owner(gIb, gub, 1, num_procsO, i) 
block[ who][ i] : = v 

fi 
end 

end 

Figure 3.38: The implementation of Block Vector 
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Scheduling by static partitioning of chores is applicable whenever chore sizes are 

predictable. This method of scheduling incurs much less overhead than the more 

general methods described in the next chapter. 

• We added mapping annotations to specify data layout. In each example, we specified 

mappings that make each datum local to the task that uses it. In some cases, such 

as matrix addition (Section 3.1), the mappings were partitions that mirrored the 

scheduler. In the matrix multiplication and region labeling examples (Sections 3.3 

and 3.4), the mappings were more complex; some elements of data structures were 

replicated to improve performance. 

The Gaussian elimination example illustrated the interplay between scheduling and 

mapping. The scheduler used scattered decomposition to achieve load balancing. 

The requirement that each datum be local to the task that used it dictated the way 

the data is mapped to processors. 

• We annotated declarations of shared objects to specify concrete implementations of 

the mappings. 

• We gave implementations of each concrete resource. The concrete resources were 

written generically to make them more reusable. The mappings illustrated in this 

chapter-blocks, strips, columns, etc.- are widely used in programming regular 

problems on parallel computers [5, 23, 48, 75]. 

In each example, the architecture-dependent details were separated from the statement 

of the algorithm; in each example the final program retained the clarity of the original 

algorithm while also specifying an efficient computation. 



CHAPTER 4 

IRREGULAR PROBLEMS 
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This chapter shows how irregular algorithms can be programmed in a portable, ef

ficient, and clear way. By an irregular algorithm we mean an algorithm whose flow of 

control and patterns of access are not predictable. As with regular problems, we begin 

with a clear, explicitly parallel statement of the algorithm and add annotations for effi

ciency. The difference is in the design of schedulers and mappings. Since it is impossible 

to predict the best assignment of chores to processors for an irregular algorithm, sched

ulers do not specify a particular assignment of chores to processors but instead specify an 

algorithm to perform the assignment at execution time. 

In contrast with Chapter 3, in this chapter there is little emphasis on specifying specific 

mappings for data structures. In annotating irregular algorithms, instead of specifying a 

specific storage pattern for a data structure, we instead specify data management policies. 

These policies adapt to the calculation, often using replication and caching techniques to 

reduce remote data access. 

The rest of this chapter is a series of examples illustrating the Par method applied to 

irregular problems: 

Trapezoidal Integration introduces dynamic schedulers. We relax the restriction of 

Section 3.2 that the time required to evaluate the function be constant. 

Primality Testing I illustrates the use of caching as a strategy for managing distributed 

data. 

Primality Testing II introduces the use of generative communication [50] to build data 

structures that provide implicit synchronization. 

A Parallel Spreadsheet illustrates the use of generative communication to implement 

distributed data structures. 
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Adaptive Quadrature illustrates the use of recursive concurrent statements, which of

ten arise in divide-and-conquer algorithms. 

4.1 Trapezoidal Integration 

Problem: Given a real valued function f of a real parameter, estimate the integral of 

f over the interval [a, b] by the trapezoidal rule using n sub-intervals: 

lb f(x)dx ~ h (f(a)/2 + ~ f(a + ih) + f(b)/2) 

where 

h = (b- a)/n 

In Section 3.2 we developed a program for this problem under the assumption that the 

execution time of f was constant. In this section we drop that restriction; the execution 

time of f is allowed to vary unpredictably. (For example, the function f could be a Tailor

series polynomial with the number of terms required for convergence varying depending 

on the value of x.) 

The algorithm, repeated from Chapter 3, is shown in Figure 4.1. 

4.1.1 Adding Scheduling Annotations 

Recall that in Chapter 3 the chores of the concurrent statement were partitioned statically 

among the available processors so that each processor was responsible for approximately 

the same number of chores. This strategy works well if all the chores require the same 

amount of work. However, if the execution time of chores varies widely, this can result a 

load imbalance between processors and thus an inefficient program. For example, suppose 

that the function f can be calculated quickly for arguments near a, but that argument 

values near b result in lengthy computations. (Consider, for example, computing the sine 

of an angle by summing the Tailor series: 

. x 3 x 5 

szn( x) = 1 - 3f + 5! - ... 

The larger the absolute value of x, the more terms must be summed to achieve a given 

accuracy.) Then if the static partitioning strategy of Chapter 3 is used, the processor 



program trapezoidal 
io: Stdio 

a, b: Real; n: Int 
io.print("Enter a,b. and n:II); io.read(a,b,n) 

h: (b-a)/n 

result: Real(O.O) 
co i : = 0 to n -jo 

oc 

if i = 0 -jo result +:= f(a)/2.0 
U i = n -jo result +:= f(b)/2.0 
U else -jo result +:= f(a + i * h) 
fi 

result *:= h 

end 

io.print("the result is ", result) 

# sample function to integrate 
proc f( x: Real) return sine x) end 

Figure 4.1: Par program for trapezoidal rule. 
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numbered miTLproe will finish long before max...proe and the computation will take longer 

than necessary. 

Since chore execution time cannot be predicted, what is needed is a method of schedul

ing chores that adapts dynamically to the computation. One such method is based on 

the administrator-worker paradigm [52]. One processor acts an administrator; it supplies 

tasks to the other processors on a first-come, first-served basis. The other processors act 

as workers; they repeatedly acquire a task from the administrator and execute it. 

The scheduler fefs, which implements this strategy, is shown in Figure 4.2. The oper

ation geLtask is used for communication between the administrator and workers. It takes 

no parameters and returns an integer that represents a single chore. Processor miTLproc 

acts as the administrator. It iterates through the chore numbers, returning each chore 

number to the first worker that requests it. After all the chores have been distributed, the 

administrator signals the workers to stop by returning an invalid chore number, ub + 1. 

The administrator terminates after a stop signal has been returned to each worker. 

The processors other than miTLproe act as workers. Each repeatedly requests a chore 



scheduler fefs(p, lb, ub, s: Int) 

if p = min_proeO ~ # I am the administrator 

# distribute chores 
fa eh := Ib to ub by s ~ 

in geLtaskO ~ return eh nJ 

af 

# distribute stop signals 
fa i := min_proeO + 1 to max_proeO ~ 

In geLtaskO ~ return ub + 1 ni 
af 

o else ~ # I am a worker 
t := geLtaskO 
do t ::; ub ~ 

od 
fi 

end fefs 

chore( t) 
t := geLtaskO 

Figure 4.2: The fefs scheduler. 
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number from the administrator by invoking geUask. If the chore number is ub + 1 the 

worker terminates; otherwise the worker executes the chore and requests another. 

The administrator-worker strategy avoids the problem of load imbalance between pro

cessors because if a processor acquires a chore that requires a long time to execute, it 

simply executes fewer chores. However, if the chores are small, the overhead of acquiring 

chores one at a time may be excessive, especially on multicomputers, where acquiring a 

chore requires a remote invocation. The fefs scheduler can easily be modified so that 

workers acquire multiple chores per request. As before, the administrator waits for re

quests and returns chore numbers. Now, however, each chore number a represents the 

set of chores {a, a + s, a + 2s, .. . , a + (e - 1)s}, where e is the number of chores per task. 

The workers therefore acquire ranges of chores and execute the chores in that range before 

requesting more work. 

Figure 4.3 contains the enhanced version of fefs. The optional parameter ehunk is 

the number of chores per task. If it not provided it defaults to one, which duplicates the 

functionality of the original version of fefs. 



scheduler fcfs(p, lb, ub, s: Int, optional chunk: Int(l)) 

if p = min_procO ~ # I am the administrator 

# distribute chores 
fa eh := lb to ub by s * chunk ~ 

in geLtaskO ~ return ch nI 

af 

# distribute stop signals 
fa i := min_procO + 1 to max_procO ~ 

in geLtaskO ~ return ub + 1 ni 
af 

U else ~ # I am a worker 

t := geLtaskO 

fi 
end 

do t $ ub ~ 

od 

fa ch := t to min(ub, t + s * (chunk - 1)) by s ~ 
chore(eh) 

af 
t .- geLtaskO 

Figure 4.3: Enhanced version of the fcfs scheduler. 
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Using the enhanced version of fefs, the concurrent statement of Figure 4.1 can anno

tated as follows: 

{op geLtaskO returns Int} 
co i := 0 to n {scheduler fcfs( ehunk := 1O)} ~ 

if i = 0 ~ result +:= f(a)/2.0 

oc 

U i = n ~ result +:= f(b)/2.0 
U else ~ result +:= f(a + i * h) 
fi 

This has the effect of creating tasks of ten chores each and scheduling these tasks on a 

first come, first served basis. The chunk size can easily be modified to tailor the program 

to a different computer. 
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4.1.2 Adding Implementation Annotations 

The only shared data structure in this program is result, which is used as an accumulator. 

Thus, as in Section 3.2, the declaration of result is annotated to use the concrete resource 

AeeRealSum: 

result: Real {use AeeRealSum} 

4.2 Primality Testing I 

This section illustrates the use of caching, which is a valuable technique for limiting the 

number of non-local references. It is especially useful in cases such as the following, where 

items are written once (or only a few times) and read many times. 

Problem: Given an integer n, test the integers 1 ... n for primality. Each integer i is 

tested for primality by checking for divisibility by primes less than or equal to .J1,. 

4.2.1 Algorithm 

This problem was suggested in [34] as a good example for exploring parallel programming 

techniques. The issue that makes this problem interesting is that primality of an integer 

i is defined in terms of smaller primes; the primality of i cannot be computed before the 

primality of all the integers 2, ... , .fi has been determined. This suggests the algorithm 

shown in Figure 4.4. First the upper limit, n, is read and a vector of the proper size is 

declared. To start the process, prime[2] is set to true. The variable top records the largest 

number that has been checked for primality; thus it also is initially set to 2. The algorithm 

then iteratively calculates the primality of increasing ranges of integers; in each iteration 

the maximum number to be checked for primality is squared. First 3 and 4 are checked 

(concurrently) for primality, then 5 ... 16, 17 ... 256,257 ... 2562 , and so forth until n is 

reached. This algorithm guarantees that the primality of each integer i is computed only 

after the primality of all the integers 2 ~ i ~ .J1, have been computed. Notice that after 

the first few iterations this algorithm exhibits a high degree of parallelism. 

4.2.2 Adding Scheduling Annotations 

The amount of calculation needed to determine primality is highly variable; thus an adap

tive scheduler such as the scheduler fefs described in section 4.2.2 is appropriate. Anno-



program prime 
io: Stdio 

n: Int := read_int(IIEnter maximum: ") 
prime: Vector{Bool)(2, n) 

prime[2] := true 
top: Int := 2 

do top < n -t 

new_top := mine top * top, n) 
co i := top + 1 to new_top -t 

prime[i] := is_prime(i) 
oc 
top := new_top 

od 

fa i := 2 to n -t 

if prime[ i] -t io.print( i) 
af 

proc is_prime(i: Int) 
fa t := 2 to floor( sqrt( i)) -t 

if prime[t] and (i mod t = 0) -t return false fi 
af 
return true 

end 
end 

Figure 4.4: Primality testing 
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tated, the concurrent statement in Figure 4.4 would appear as follows for a chunk size of 

1000: 

{op geLtaskO returns Int} 
co i := top + 1 to new_top {scheduler fcfs(chunk:= lOOO)} -t 

prime[ i] := is_prime ( i) 
oc 

Of course, the optimal size for chunk depends on n, the number of processors, and other 

factors. 

4.2.3 Adding Implementation Annotations 

The only shared data structure used in this program is the vector prime. On NUMA and 

distributed computers, a naive implementation of Vector would perform poorly since many 
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remote references would be necessary. However, prime is used in a rather specialized way 

that allows a more efficient implementation. Each element of prime is written exactly 

once. Some elements, the lower numbered ones, are read by all the processors. However, 

most elements-those greater than y'n-are read only once (when they are printed). Also, 

with the scheduler specified in the previous section, access to prime exhibits a high locality 

of referencej if a processor accesses prime[i] it is likely to access prime[i + 1], prime[i + 2], 

and so forth. 

One way to take advantage of these facts is to partition the vector into blocks and use 

a caching strategy to manage each block. When a processor attempts to read or write a 

vector element, the entire block that contains that element is transferred to the proces

sor. Until another processor requests the same block for writing, the original processor 

can use other elements from the same block without remote access. We call this vector 

implementation CachedVectorj the declaration of prime is thus annotated as follows: 

prime: Vector(Bool}(2, n) {use Cached Vector } 

The next section contains an implementation of CachedVector. 

4.2.4 Implementing the Concrete Resource 

In this section we give an implementation of CachedVector based on a central server. The 

central server manages each block of the vector as a separate instance of the readers/writers 

problem [41]: writers have exclusive access to blocks while readers can share a block with 

any number of other readers. 

The outline of the resource Cached Vector is shown in Figure 4.5. The req_read and 

req_write operations are used to request read-only or writable blocks from the central 

server. The operation vectors inv_read and in v_write are used by the central server to 

invalidate cached copies of blocks. We first describe the processes centraLserver and 

invalidate..server, which implement the cache-management strategy. (The on clause in the 

heading of centraLserver causes it to be executed on min...procj similarly, the on clause in 

the heading of invalidate..server causes an instance of that server to be executed on each 

processor min...proc ... max....proc.) Then we describe the implementation of the standard 

vector operations index, assign, and initial. 



resource CachedVector( T) 
extends Vector( T) 

end 

end 

# operations to request blocks 
op req_read(bl, reader: Int) 
op req_write( bl, writer: Int) 

# operations to invalidate blocks 
inv_read: IdVector(op( bl: Int)) 
inv_write: IdVector(op( bl : Int) returns Vector( T)) 

process centraLserver( {on min_proc()}) ... 

process invalidate_server(p:= min_procO to max_procO {on p}) ... 

proc index( i: Int) ... 

proc assign( i: Int, v: T) ... 

proc initial(l, u: Int, chunk: Int .- 100) ... 

Figure 4.5: Outline of the resource Cached Vector. 
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The central server. The centraLserver process manages the blocks of the vector. Its 

purpose it to provide clients with access to blocks while maintaining the normal semantics 

of a vector. To accomplish this, the server ensures that the number of writable copies of 

a block never exceeds one and that if a writable copy of a block is extant there are no 

read-only copies. 

The central server keeps information about the blocks in a vector of records declared 

as follows: 

record Block 
reader: List(Int) 
writer: Int 
data: ref ( Vector( T)) 

end 

block: ref ( Vector( Block( T))) 

For each block, the server maintains a li:Jt of readers, a writer (if there is one) and the 

master copy of the data in the block. The master copy may temporarily contain invalid 

data if a writable copy of the block exists. The vector block contains one element for each 

block in the vector. 
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Figure 4.6 contains code for the central server. 

This process consists of a single infinite loop containing an input statement. The input 

statement services two operations: req_read and req_write. The operation req_read handles 

requests for read-only copies of a specified block. The code for req..read first checks to 

see if any processor has a writable copy of the block. If so, the writable copy is retrieved 

and assigned to the master copy. This is done by invoking the inv_write operation of the 

current writer. Then the identity of the client is recorded in the readers list of the block 

and a copy of the block is returned to the reader. (The list manipulation operations are 

explained in Section 2.6.) 

The operation req_write is similar. If there is a writer, the block is retrieved and 

assigned to the master copy. This is done by invoking the inv_write operation of the 

current writer. If there are read-only copies of blocks, they are invalidated by invoking 

the inv_read operation of each reader. Finally, the identity of the writer is recorded and a 

copy of the master block is returned to the client. 

Invalidation servers. Each processor keeps a list of blocks of which it currently has 

copies. It also keeps track of whether each block is read-only or writable. The data 

structures required for this are as follows: 

record LocalBlock 
bn: Int 
writable: Bool 
data: ref ( Vector( T)) 

end 

myblocks: Private (List (LocalBlock) ) 

The field bn is the block number, writable indicates whether the block is writable, and 

data contains the actual contents of the block. One each processor, the list myblocks is a 

list of cached blocks. 

Recall that the central server invalidates read-only blocks when a writable copy is 

requested, and invalidates writable blocks when any copy is requested. Each processor has 

a special process that handles requests from the server to invalidate blocks. Invalidating a 

read-only block is done by simply eliminating it from the local list. Invalidating a writable 

block requires sending it back to the server. 

Figure 4.7 contains code for the invalidation server that runs on each processor. The 



process centraLserverO 
record Block ... end 
block: ref( Vector(Block( T}}} 

do true -+ 

In req-read( bl, id: Int) -+ 

# if there is a writer, get the block back 
if bIock[bl].writer ~ min_procO -+ 

fi 

bIock[ bl]. data := in v _write [block[ bl]. writer] ( bl) 
block[bl].writer := min_procO - 1 

# record reader and return copy of block 
block[ bI]. readers.put( id) 
return block[ bl]. data 

n req_write( bI, id: Int) -+ 

nI 

od 

# if there is a writer, get the block back 
if block[bl].writer ~ min_procO -+ 

block[bl].data := inv_write[block[bl].writer]( bl) 

# if there are readers, invalidate their blocks 
n not bIock[bl].readers.emptyO -+ 

fi 

block[ bl]. readers. to_left 0 
do block[ bl].readers.rightO -+ 

od 

inv_read[ bIock[ bl].readers. valueO]( bl) 
block[ bI]. readers. de/ete() 

# record writer and return copy of block 
bIock[ bl]. writer := id 
return block[ bl]. data 

end centraLserver 

Figure 4.6: Central server for Cached Vector 
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lock: Private{Semaphore) # lock for cached block list 

process invalidate_server(p:= min_procO to max_procO {on p}) 
do true -t 

in inv_read[p] ( bl: Int) -t 

lock.pO # lock local list 

# find block and delete it 
myblocks.to_leftO 
do myblocks.rightO -t 

od 

if myblocks.valueO.bn = bl -t 

myblocks. dele teO 
exit 

fi 

lock.vO # unlock local list 

n inv_write[p]( bl: Int) -t 

lock.pO # lock local list 

nI 

od 

# find block and delete it 
myblocks. to_left 0 
do myblocks. right 0 -t 

od 

if myblocks.valueO.bn = bl -t 

fi 

temp: LocalBlock := myblocks.valueO 
myblocks.deleteO 
lock. vO # unlock local list 
return temp.data 

end invalidate_server 

Figure 4.7: Invalidation server for Cached Vector 
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operation inv_read invalidates read-only blocks. It does this by searching the block list 

for bl and deleting that block. The operation inv_write invalidates writable blocks. It is 

similar to inv_read except that the invalidated block is returned to the central server after 

being removed from the local block list. 

Access functions. Access to vector elements is through the procedures index and as

sign. To decrease overhead in the typical case, each processor keeps track of the most

recently used block separately from the other cached blocks. The declarations required 

are as follows: 

mru: Private (ref( Vector( T))) 
mru_Ib, mru_ub: Private(Int) 
mru_writable: Private(Bool) 

The variable mru is a reference to the data, mr'lLlb and mr'lL ub are the bounds of that 

vector, and mr'lLwritable indicates whether the most-recently-used block is writable. 

Figure 4.8 contains code for the index procedure. The procedure index first checks 

to see if the index falls in the most-recently used block. If it does, the value is returned 

immediately. Note that in this case-the typical case if the application displays good 

locality of reference-vector access requires two operations on a local semaphore and a 

bounds check. 

If the index does not fall in the most-recently-used block, the procedure to_front is 

invoked. Figure 4.9 contains code for this procedure. The first parameter is a block 

number, the second parameter indicates whether a writable copy is needed. (In the index 

procedure, a writable block is not necessary.) The procedure to_front searches the local 

block list for the required block. If the block is found, it is moved to the front of the 

list. If the block is not cached locally, it is obtained from the central server by invoking 

req_read and is then prep ended to the list. In either case, mru is updated to point to the 

new block. 

Figure 4.10 contains the assign operation. The logic of procedure assign is almost 

identical to that of index. Since the assign operation modifies an element of the vector, 

a writable block is required. Again, access to the most-recently-used block requires two 

local semaphore operations and a bounds check. 

Finally, Figure 4.11 contains the initial procedure, which calculates the block size 



proc index( i: Int) 
lock.pO # lock the local list 

# if it's in mru, return immediatly 
if mru_Ib ~ i and i ~ mru_ub ~ 

val: T := mru[i] 
lock.vO 
return val 

# otherwise, locate block and set mru, then return it 
U else ~ 

fi 

# compute block that i resides in 
b: Int := (i - lb) div blocksize 

# move block b to front of list 
to_iront( b, false) 

# return value after unlocking list 
val: T := mru[i] 
lock.vO 
return val 

end index 

Figure 4.8: The index procedure for Cached Vector 
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and allocates space for the block list and the master copies of the blocks. Note that 

CachedVector has an optional parameter chunk which specifies the block size. This can be 

adjusted to match the block size of the scheduler so that the scheduler and vector work 

well together. 

4.2.5 Summary 

With the use of Cached Vector, most data access in the program jindprimes is local. The 

resource Cached Vector is conceptually simple, although bookkeeping details make it fairly 

large. The implementation of Cached Vector is generic, so it can be used in any application 

where vectors are used in ways that provide good locality of reference. 



proc to_Iront( b: Int, writeable: Bool) 
# search local list for b 
found: Bool := false 
myblocks. to_leftO 
do myblocks.rightO -t 

od 

if myblocks.valueO.bn = band 

fi 

(not writable or myblocks. valueO. writable) -t 

temp: LocalBlock := myblocks. valueO 
myblocks. delete () 
myblocks. to_leftj myblocks.put( temp) 
found .- truej 
exit 

# if not in local list, get it from central server 
if not found -t 

new: ref{LocalBlock} +- LocalBlock( b, false, req_read( b, @)) 
myblocks.to_leftOj myblocks.put( new) 

fi 

end 

# set mru to point to first block on list 
myblocks.rightO # move to the first item 
mru +- myblocks.valueO.data 
mru_lb := myblocks.valueO.data.lbO 
mru_ub := myblocks.valueO.data.ubO 
mru_writable .- myblocks.valueO.writable 

Figure 4.9: The procedure to_front 

4.3 Another Algorithm for Primality Testing 
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In this section we describe another algorithm for primality testing, based on generative 

communication [50]. In Section 4.2, the order in which the primality of integers is com

puted is explicitly specified in the control flow of the program. However, the algorithm 

imposes an order that is stricter than necessary. For example, the computation of the 

primality of the integers 5 ... 15 could be started as soon as the primality of 3 has been 

determined since computing the primality of these integers depends only on the primality 

of 2 and 3. The algorithm of Section 4.2, however, does not begin to compute the primality 

of these integers until the primality of 4 has been determined. In the case of primality 



proc assign( i: Int, v: T) 
lock.pO # lock the local list 

if mru_Ib ~ i and i ~ mru_ub and mru_writable --t 

mru[i] := v 
lock.vO 

n else --t 

fi 

# compute block that i resides in 
b: Int := (i - Ib) div blocksize 

# move block b to front of list 
to _Iront( b , true) 

mru[i] := v 
lock.vO 

end assign 

Figure 4.10: The assign procedure for Cached Vector 

proc initial(l, u: Int, optional chunk: Int(100)) 
# calculate the number of blocks and allocate block 
nblocks := (u - I + chunk) div chunk 
block ~ Vector(Block)(O, nblocks - 1) 

# allocate space for master copies of blocks 
fa i := 1 to riblocks --t 

af 

block[i] ~ Vector(T)(l + i * chunk, I + (i + 1) * chunk - 1) 
block[i].writer := min_procO - 1 

# set mru bounds to a null range to indicate no mru block 
co p := processors --t 

mru_lb := 1 
mru_ub .- 0 

oc 

end 

Figure 4.11: The initial procedure for Cached Vector 
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program jindprimes 
prime: SynchBag(Int, Bool) 

co i := 2 to n ~ prime.put(i, is_prime(i)) oc 

proc is _prime( k) 
lim := floor( sqrt( k)) 
fa td := 2 to lim ~ 

if prime.read(td) and (k mod td = 0) ~ return false fi 
af 
return true 

end 
end jindprimes 

Figure 4.12: Calculating prime numbers. 
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testing, this does not much matter-there is ample parallelism available anyway. However, 

in other applications it may be important to utilize every opportunity for parallelism. 

A more flexible way to handle complicated synchronization constraints is to use "live 

data structures" [34] that provide synchronization automatically. A synchronized bag is 

one such data structure. 

A synchronized bag has the following specification: 

resource SynchBag(J(ey, Value) 
op put(J(ey, Value) 
op get( J(ey) returns Value 
op read(J(ey) returns Value 

end 

The put operation inserts a (Key, Value) pair in the bag. It is non-blocking. The read 

operation finds a (Key, Value) pair with a specified key and returns the corresponding 

value. If no such pair is currently in the bag, the read operation blocks until one is 

inserted. The get operation is similar to read, but the pair is deleted from the bag before 

the value is returned. 

Figure 4.12 contains a primality testing program that uses a synchronized bag. (This 

algorithm is adapted from [34].) The main program simply attempts to calculate the 

primality of all the integers 2 ... n simultaneously by invoking is_prime on each. After the 

primality of an integer i has been determined, the pair (i, isp rime( i)) is inserted in the 

bag. The procedure is..prime determines the primality of k by trial division; each integer 
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td in 2 ... v'k such that td is prime is used as a trial divisor. In the procedure is_prime, 

the invocation prime.read( td) blocks until the primality of the potential trial divisor td 

has been inserted in the bag by some other chore. Thus the required synchronization is 

provided implicitly by a data structure instead of being expressed explicitly in the control 

flow of the program. 

4.3.1 Scheduling Annotations 

Again, a dynamic scheduler such as those in Section 4.2.2 is appropriate for this problem 

since the calculation required to test for primality is unpredictable. Thus we annotate the 

concurrent statement as follows: 

{op geLtaskO returns Int} 
co i := 2 to n {scheduler fcfs( chunk := 1000)} -l

prime.put(i, is_prime(i)) 
oc 

Notice that the schedulers of Section 4.2.2 schedule lower-numbered chores first; thus the 

primality of small integers is checked before larger. This is necessary in this algorithm 

because scheduling the chores in some other order could result in deadlock. 

In general, we insist that schedulers be partially correct. That is, we insist that a 

correct scheduler terminate only when each chore has been executed exactly once. For 

efficiency, it is often useful to design schedulers that cannot be guaranteed to terminate in 

every program. For example, to reduce overhead, it is often useful to execute a collection 

of chores in some fixed order; sequential execution incurs less overhead than context 

switching. However, for any fixed execution order, chores can be written that cause 

deadlock. For example, if a scheduler executes chore(1) before chore(2), deadlock occurs 

if chore(1) waits for a message from chore(2). Since scheduling each chore as a separate 

thread is not an efficient alternative, we must allow schedulers that may cause deadlock 

in some programs. 

4.3.2 Implementing a Synchronized Bag 

The best way to implement a synchronized bag depends on the architecture of the com

puter; here we consider implementing a synchronized bag on a multicomputer. Our general 

strategy is to store each (key, value) pair on one processor, determined by a hash function 
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on the key. The put operation will compute the hash function of key and send a message 

to the appropriate processor, which will insert the (key, value) pair in a local table. The 

get and read operations will compute the hash value of key and send a request to the 

appropriate processor for the corresponding value. If a processor receives a get or read re

quest for a nonexistent key, it delays servicing the request until it receives a put invocation 

with that key. 

The implementation of DistSynchBag uses the resource Table. The specification of 

Table is as follows: 

resource Table(Key, Value) 
op contains( Key) returns Bool 
op put(I(ey, Value) 
op get(Key) returns Value 
op read( Key) returns Value 

end 

# test 
# insert 
# retrieve and delete 
# retrieve 

The contains operation returns true if the specified key is in the table. The get, put, and 

read operations are similar to that of a synchronized bag except that they are all non

blocking. We do not discuss in detail the implementation of Table since it is a standard 

sequential data structure; it could, for example, be implemented as a hash table or a 

binary tree. 

Figure 4.13 contains an outline of DistSynchBag. Each processor executes one server 

process that services remote get, put, and read operations. Figure 4.14 contains code for 

the server. Each server stores (key, value) pairs in a local table. Requests for keys that are 

not in the table are delayed by the use of a synchronization expression (Section 2.7.2.2, 

page 49). The remote-put operation simply inserts the (key, value) pair in the local table. 

The remote-get and remote-read operations delay until a pair with the appropriate key 

has been inserted and then retrieve the associated value. 

Figure 4.15 contains the access functions get, put, and read. Each procedure simply 

calculates the hash function of the key and invokes the corresponding remote operation 

on the correct processor. 

The use of SynchBag in Figure 4.12 is specialized since the get operation is never 

invoked. This means that once a key enters the bag it is never removed, which permits 

an important optimization to be made. When a key is requested by read, the value 

can be cached in a table cached.values on the processor that makes the request. This 



resource DistSynchBag(Key, Value) 
op put(Key, Value) 
op read( Key) returns Value 
op get( Key) returns Value 

body 
# declare arrays of server ops 
remote_put: IdVector(Op(Key, Value)) 
remote_read: IdVector( Ope Key) returns Value) 
remote_get: IdVector( Op(Key) returns Value) 

proc get(k: Key) ... 

proc put( k: Key, v: Value) ... 

proc read(k: Key) 

process server(p .- min_procO to max_procO {on p}) ... 

end DistSynchBag 

Figure 4.13: Outline of an implementation of DistSynchBag 

# service remote requests 
process server(p := min_procO to max_procO on p) 

t: Table(Key, Value) # table to hold local values 

do true -l-

in remote_put[p](k, v) -l

t.insert(k, v) 
o remote_read[p](k) and t.contains(k) -l

return t.value(k) 
o remote_get[p](k, reply) and t.contains(k) -l

return t.remove(k) 
ni 

od 
end 

Figure 4.14: The server process 
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# remove a pair with key k and return the corresponding value 
proc get(k: Key) 

return remote_get[ hash( k )]( k) 
end 

# insert the pair (k,v) in the bag 
proc put(k: Key, v: Value) 

send remote_put[hash(k)](k,v) 
end 

# return some v such that (k,v) is in the bag 
proc read( k: Key) 

return remote_get[hash(k )]( k) 
end 

Figure 4.15: Implementation of a synchronized bag: access functions 
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improvement means that each processor makes only one remote access for each distinct key. 

Figure 4.16 contains modified versions of the procedures access functions to implement this 

improvement. Each processor maintains a private table cached..values. The put operation 

is the same as before. The read operation checks the local table for key before making a 

remote request; if a remote request is necessary it stores the returned value in the local 

table. Finally, the get operation issues an error message and aborts the computation. 

Thus, in the final version of jindprimes, the declaration of primes is annotated as 

follows: 

prime: SynchBag(Int, Bool} {use CachedDistSynchBag} 

The result is that the primality of each integer is copied exactly once to each processor 

that needs it. 

4.4 A Parallel Spreadsheet 

The use of the bag abstraction in the previous example uses a style of communication 

termed generative communication [50]. It is said to be generative because messages, 

until they are withdrawn, have an independent existence. They are not bound to any 

particular process or channel; any process can read or remove them. In fact, the process 

that generates a message may be long extinct before the recipient process is created. 

(See Section 6.7 for more about generative communication.) The generality of generative 



cached_values: Private ( Table(Key, Value)) 

proc put(k: Key, v: Value) 
# insert the pair (k,v) in the bag ... 
send remote_put[hash(k)](k, v) 

end 

proc read(k: Key) 
if cached_values.contains( k) -jo 

return cached_values.value(k) 
o else -jo 

fi 
end 

v: Value := remote_get[hash(k)](k) 
cached_ values. put ( k, v) 
return v 

# get is not allowed for cached bags 
proc get(k: Key) 

abort(lIget operation is not supported by CachedSynchBag") 
end 

Figure 4.16: A version of read with caching. 
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communication makes it useful for algorithms that are extremely irregular. In the previous 

section we used generative communication for purposes of synchronization; in this section 

we show how generative communication can to implement distributed data structures. 

Problem: A spreadsheet is a collection of cells, each of which contains a function that 

may depend on an arbitrary collection of other cells. The dependence can be very irreg

ular, and the amount of computation required to evaluate the function is unpredictable. 

Complicated functions, such as 

cell[floor(100 * cos( cell[self + 10]))] 

can be used so it is impossible to obtain precise dependence information by static analysis. 

(Functions are represented by strings, which are executed by an interpreter. We will not 

discuss the implementation of the interpreter.) 

A user acts upon the data structure described above. The user can modify cell func

tions in an arbitrary fashion. Each modification of a cell can result in changes to the values 

of other cells. Given this model, the problem is to attempt to display up-to-date values for 



program spreadsheet 
size: Int := 10000 # for example 

record Cell 
function: String 
value: Real 

end 

sc: SynchBag(Int, Cell) {use DistSynchBag} 
calculate, display: Semaphore 

# perform initial display 
display.vO 

co ~ # update spreadsheet; see Figure 4.18 
II ~ # handle user input; see Figure 4.19 
I I ~ # display spreadsheet; see Figure 4.20 
oc 

proc evaluate( todo: Cell) 
# interpret todo.function, accessing other 
# cells as necessary by invoking sc.read(n) 

end 

end spreadsheet 

Figure 4.17: A spreadsheet evaluator. 
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each cell in the spreadsheet. After the user modifies a cell, other cells are updated repeat

edly until a fixed point is reached (that is, until the values of all the cells become stable). 

It is, of course, possible to program non terminating spreadsheet calculations, which never 

reach a fixed point. The order in which cells are updated is not specified. 

4.4.1 Algorithm 

One way to implement a spreadsheet is as a synchronized bag of cells. Figure 4.17 is the 

skeleton of a spreadsheet program. The cells of the spreadsheet are represented by (index, 

contents) pairs in a bag. The contents of each cell is a structure containing the fields 

function and value. The function field is a string to be interpreted; value is the current 

value of the field. There are three main tasks to accomplish: updating the spreadsheet, 

handling user input, and displaying the spreadsheet. A separate processes is devoted to 

each of these activities. Semaphores are used to synchronize the three processes. 



# update spreadsheet; see Figure 4.18 
do true --t 

od 

calculate·pO # wait for signal to recalculate 

# update each cell once 
changed: Bool( false) {use AccOr} 

{op geLtaskO returns Int} 
co c := 1 to size {scheduler fcfs} --t 

cur: Cell := sc. read( c) 

oc 

new_val: Real := evaluate(cur.function) 

if new_val f= cur. value --t 

fi 

changed or:= true 
sc.get( c) 
sc.put( c, CeU( cur .function, new_val)) 

# either recalculate or display results 
if changed --t calculate.vO 
U else --t display.vO 
fi 

Figure 4.18: Updating the spreadsheet 
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Figure 4.18 contains code to update the spreadsheet. The update process is an infinite 

loop. Each iteration calculates a new value for each cell in the spreadsheet. This is 

done in parallel. Each cell is read, recalculated, and replaced by a new cell if its value 

changes. If the value of any cell changes during an iteration, a fixed point has not yet 

been reached and the calculate semaphore is used to signal another recalculation. When a 

fixed point is reached, the display semaphore is used to signal that the spreadsheet should 

be redisplayed. 

The boolean variable changed is used as an accumulator; therefore its declaration has 

been annotated to use AccOr. The concurrent statement is annotated to use the fefs 

scheduler since the chore size is unpredictable. (Recall that the fcfs scheduler, given in 

Section 4.2.2, provides dynamic load balancing.) 

Figure 4.19 contains an outline of the code to handle user input. After a cell has been 



# handle user input; see Figure 4.19 
do true -jo 

od 

# get a cell number en from the user 

e: Cell := se.get( en) # take the cell out of the bag 

# edit e 

se.put( en, e) # put the cell back 

ealeulate.vO # signal a recalculation 

Figure 4.19: Handling user input 

# display spreadsheet; see Figure 4.20 
do true -jo 

od 

display.pO # await a change 

fa e := 0 to size - 1 -jo 

af 

val: Value := sc.read(c) 
show ( e, val. value) 

Figure 4.20: Displaying the spreadsheet 
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edited by the user, the need for a recalculation is signaled. Handling user input is done by 

getting a cell number from the user (by key-stroke or mouse), removing that cell, editing 

it, and replacing it. Notice that editing a cell removes the cell from the bag. The effect 

is that any recalculation that is in progress will block until the editing is complete. This 

is a useful feature if the user has inadvertently introduced a circular dependency and is 

trying to remove it. 

Figure 4.20 contains code to display the spreadsheet. The code waits for a signal to 

redisplay and then iterates through the cells, reading and displaying each one. The display 

loop will block if a cell is being edited by the user. 
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4.5 Adaptive Quadrature 

This section illustrates the use of recursive concurrent statements, which arise naturally in 

divide-and-conquer algorithms. The use of recursive parallelism requires a different kind 

of scheduler than those that have been seen thus far. 

Problem: Given a real-valued function f on an interval [a, b], find an approximate value 

for the definite integral 

lb f(x) dx 

using adaptive quadrature. 

In previous examples, integrals were estimated using the trapezoidal rule, which par

titions the interval of integration into n subintervals and evaluates the function at the 

endpoints of the subintervals. The problem with this approach is that it is difficult to 

predict how large n must be for a given function f. Functions that vary rapidly require 

a much finer partition than relatively smooth functions. Moreover, a function may vary 

rapidly on some parts of [a, b] and be relatively smooth on others; if sub-intervals of equal 

size are used throughout the interval, this will result in many more function evaluations 

than are necessary for a given degree of precision. 

The technique of adaptive quadrature avoids this problem by partitioning the interval 

more intelligently. The idea, in its simplest form, is to calculate an approximation to the 

entire interval using one method; then re-approximate with a more accurate method. If 

the two approximations match to a specified tolerance, the latter approximation is taken 

to be the answer. If not, each of two subintervals of the original interval is recursively 

approximated using the same method. The areas of the two subintervals can calculated 

concurrently. (Often the initial number of intervals is chosen to be larger than one, but the 

principle remains the same.) The partition induced by such a strategy might be similar to 

that shown in Figure 4.21. Notice that the interval is finely partitioned in regions where 

f is jagged and coarsely partitioned where f is smooth. 

4.5.1 Algorithm 

Figure 4.22 contains an unannotated procedure for adaptive quadrature. In this case the 

area of each segment is approximated by the trapezoidal rule and then by Simpson's rule. 



y 
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Figure 4.21: Approximating an integral by adaptive quadrature. 

proc area(J: ref(op(Real) returns Real), a, b: Real) 
estl : Real := trapezoidal(J, a, b) 
est2: Real := simpsons(J, a, b) 

if close( estl ,est2) -7 

return est2 
o else -7 

fi 

end 

left, right: Real 
co -7 

left := area(J, a, (a + b)/2.0) 
II -7 

right := area(J,(a + b)/2.0, b) 
oc 
return left + right 

Figure 4.22: Adaptive Quadrature 
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(For smooth functions, Simpson's rule provides a more accurate estimate of the integral 

than the trapezoidal rule.) The concurrency arises because the two recursive calls to area 

can be executed simultaneously. (For simplicity, this procedure has been written in a way 

that may cause f( x) to be recalculated many times for a given x. This can easily be 

avoided by passing f(a) and feb) as parameters, along with a and b, but for our purposes 

this needlessly complicates the program.) 

4.5.2 Scheduling 

This problem has features that require a quite different kind of scheduling strategy than 

previous problems. In previous examples in this chapter, all the chores to be scheduled 

arose from the execution of a single concurrent statement. Although chores had unpre

dictable execution times, the flow of control was predictable; all chores-and thus all 

schedulers-were created simultaneously. This made it possible for schedulers (such as 

fefs) to cooperate directly in assigning tasks to processors. On the other hand, with 

nested concurrent statements the situation is more unpredictable. There will be a large 

and unpredictable collection of tasks that will arise from different invocations of the con

current statement. At the top level of recursion, the tasks must be scheduled based on 

imperfect knowledge; there is no way to predict which tasks will generate many sub-tasks 

and which will terminate quickly. Deeper in the recursion, tasks must be assigned to 

balance the load across processors. 

What is needed is a way to allow instances of a scheduler to cooperate in assigning 

chores to processors in spite of the fact that the instances are created and destroyed at 

unpredictable times. One way to accomplish this is to provide an intermediary between 

instances of scheduler. The intermediary can be represented by an operation which takes 

no parameters and returns a processor number; for example: 

op piekO returns Int 

The intermediary could use any of several strategies. For example, it could return pro

cessor numbers in round-robin order or return a random processor number. Given a large 

number of tasks, either strategy would tend to balance the load among processors. (For 

arbitrary distributions of task execution times, the expected speedup of random scheduling 

tends to the expected speedup of an optimal schedule as the number of tasks approaches 
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infinity. [44].) A more elaborate version of pick could keep track of the number of tasks on 

each processor and return the number of the most lightly loaded processor. This idea is 

especially attractive if the operating system already provides a system call to determine 

processor load averages; the pick procedure then becomes a wrapper for this system call. 

Using pick, the concurrent statement of Figure 4.22 can be annotated as follows: 

co {on pickO} -t 

left := area(J, a, (a + b )/2.0) 
II {on pickO} -t 

right .- area(J, (a + b)/2.0, b) 
oc 

Since this kind of scheduling is so simple, one might be tempted to use it for all schedul

ing problems. Indeed, many languages that provide automatic scheduling use schedulers 

akin to those described above. For completely irregular problems, such schedulers work 

well. However, such schedulers cannot take advantage of the regularity exhibited by many 

algorithms; thus they incur more multiprogramming and communication overhead than 

more specialized schedulers. 

In general, the techniques used for irregular problems are simpler and more general 

(and hence more reusable) than techniques used for regular problems. This outcome is 

somewhat counterintuitive; we might expect that more complicated and problem-specific 

techniques would be required to program irregular algorithms efficiently. However, the 

unpredictability of irregular algorithms makes problem-specific scheduling and mapping 

techniques difficult to devise. Complex schedulers are needed to take advantage of special 

properties of an algorithm; an irregular algorithm is, by definition, unpredictable and thus 

has no special properties-at least, none that can be predicted and taken advantage of. 

4.6 Summary 

This chapter showed how irregular algorithms can be programmed in a portable, efficient, 

and clear way. As in chapter 3, we presented several examples, each of which began with a 

clear, architecture-independent algorithm, which was then annotated to yield an efficient 

program for MIMD computers: 

• We first added scheduling annotations. The examples in this chapter were irregular, 

making a static assignment of chores to processors inappropriate. Thus dynamic 
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schedulers were specified. In the first four examples, the chores had unpredictable 

execution times but the flow of control was predictable. In such cases the instances 

of a scheduler could cooperate directly in assigning chores to processors. We gave 

two implementations of the scheduler fefs, which schedules chores dynamically by 

direct cooperation between instances of the scheduler. 

In the last example (Section 4.5), even the flow of control was unpredictable; thus 

we used an intermediary to facilitate cooperation between instances ofthe scheduler. 

We discussed several techniques for programming such schedulers . 

• We annotated declarations of shared objects to specify concrete implementations of 

abstract resources. Section 4.2 illustrated the use of caching to reduce the amount 

of remote data access. A generic implementation of a cached vector (Section 4.2.4) 

was given. 

In Section 4.3, we illustrated how generative communication can be used to deal with 

complicated synchronization constraints. A reusable implementation of a cached, 

synchronized bag was given. In Section 4.4, generative communication was again 

used, this time to implement a distributed data structure . 

• We gave implementations of each concrete resource. The concrete resources were 

written generically to make them more widely reusable. 

In each example, the architecture-dependent details were separated from the statement 

of the algorithm; in each example the final program retained the clarity of the original 

algorithm while also specifying an efficient computation. 
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CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Par has not yet been implemented, but it has been designed to permit a straightforward 

implementation. This chapter describes the design of a Par compiler that would generate 

code for various kinds of MIMD computers: UMA, NUMA, and multicomputers. 

This chapter is organized as follows. First we present an overview of the way Par 

programs are executed. The emphasis is on the structure of calculations rather than the 

compilation process. Then we present, in detail, a design for a Par compiler. Each phase 

of the compiler is described. Finally, we present an example illustrating the compilation 

process. 

5.1 Overview 

Par's compilation units are the program and the resource. Except for a few syntactic 

differences, programs are treated as resources that export no operations; thus, in this 

chapter, when we say "resource" we mean "program or resource." The compiler produces 

a sequential program for each processor in the computer. The sequential programs invoke 

run-time support routines to communicate and synchronize. 

Generic resources are compiled separately for each set of actual generic parameters. 

For example, if a program sample uses a List of integers and a list of reals, the following 

steps would be necessary to compile the program: 

par List<Int> 
par List<Real> 
par sample 

(Here we assume that par is the name of the Par compiler.) This may seem to be a 

large burden to place on the programmer, but we anticipate constructing tools to build 

configuration-control files for tools such as make [46]. This can be done by automatically 

extracting resource names and generic parameters from compilation units. The srm util

ity [91], which performs a similar role for the SR compiler, demonstrates the practicality 

of this approach. 
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program blocks 

n: 100 

i: Int:= 0 

fa j:= 1 to n-> 

co k := processors -> 

z: Real := f(k) 

i :=i+ z 
oc 

af 

proc fl (m: Int) .. ] end 

end 

Figure 5.1: Block structure of a simple program. 

5.1.1 Structure of Programs 

Viewed statically, a Par program consists of a collection of blocks. Each block can con

tain declarations, code, and sub-blocks. Figure 5.1 shows the block structure of a short 

program. Compound statements, procedures, and processes each form their own block. 

Blocks are lexically scopedj code in a block can reference data in surrounding blocks. For 

example, in the body of the concurrent statement in Figure 5.1, the identifiers z, k, j, i, 

and n are all visible. 

5.1. 2 Structure of Calculations 

The block structure of a program is static. However, the run-time structure of a calcu

lation is dynamic. During a calculation, instances of a block are created and destroyed. 

Moreover, multiple instances of a block can exist simultaneously. In the example above, 

nU71Lprocs copies of the body of the concurrent statement will be created and then de

stroyed. These instances can share code, because code is immutable, but each must store 

its data separately. The data that represents a run-time instance of a block is called an 

environment. 

Execution of a Par program begins with a single thread executing on some processor, 

which we call the main processor. This thread begins by allocating an environment for 
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Figure 5.2: Environment structure of the hello program. 

the outermost block. Then it begins to execute the sequential code at the outermost 

level of the program. Other threads are created by allocating memory for the thread's 

environment, initializing the environment, and calling a run-time support routine to make 

the thread runnable. 

During the calculation, each processor keeps a reference to the current environment in 

a well known place such as a processor register. Data in the local block are accessed by ap

plying fixed offsets to the current environment pointer. However, variables in surrounding 

blocks must also be accessible. This is accomplished by storing in each environment a ref

erence to its lexically containing environment. This is called the parent pointer. Figure 5.2 

shows a snapshot of the environment structure of program blocks after the declaration of 

z in the concurrent statement. All instances of the concurrent statement share the same 

instance of the variables n, i, and j but keep separate instances of the variables k and z. 

Arrows represent parent pointers. 



process mem_serverO 
do true -t 

In read( addr, size: Int) -t 

return memory [addr : addr + size - 1] 
U write( addr, size: Int, value: Vector(Byte)) 

memory[ addr, addr + size - 1] := value 
o read_ide offset, size: Int) -t 

return id_block[ offset: offset + size - 1] 
o write_ide offset, size: Int, value: Vector(Byte)) -t 

id_block[offset: offset + size - 1] := value 
nr 

od 
end 

Figure 5.3: Structure of the memory server on multicomputers. 
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Threads access nonlocal variables by following some chain of parent pointers to the 

variable's environment. (However, much of this indirection can be avoided; see below.) 

On shared-memory computers, the parent pointer is an address; accessing objects in outer 

environments is accomplished by one or more levels of indirect addressing. On multicom

puters, the parent environment can be on another processor; thus the parent pointer is 

implemented as a pair (processor, address) where processor is the owner of the parent 

environment and address is the address of the environment on that processor. In this 

case, access to an object in the parent environment is accomplished by sending a request 

to the owner of the parent environment, passing the address of the object and its size. 

The address is obtained by adding the address of the parent environment to the object's 

offset within that environment. 

On multicomputers, each processor executes a memory server process to provide re

mote data access. (The use of mapping annotations can reduce or eliminate the need 

for this server, but Par must be able to execute programs that access nonlocal data.) 

The general structure of the server is shown in Figure 5.3. The array memory is an 

array of bytes that represents all local memory. The read operation returns a copy of a 

block of memory; the write operation modifies a block of memory. The operations reacLid 

and write....id are used to access IdVector elements; their use is explained in Section 5.1.3. 

(This implementation of mem..server assumes that the computer is homogeneous-that all 
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processors have identical data formats. If the computer is not homogeneous, mem..server 

must also translate data into the proper format.) 

Access to nonlocal environments is more expensive than access to the local environ

ment. On shared-memory computers, one or more levels of indirect addressing is required; 

on multicomputers, message passing may be necessary. Thus it is important to minimize 

access to nonlocal environments. Several optimizations help in this regard. First, envi

ronments can often be merged. For example, in Figure 5.2, the environment that contains 

j can be merged with the environment that contains nand i. This is possible because (a) 

they are on the same processor and (b) at most one copy of j exists for each copy of nand 

i. The environments that contain k and z on each processor can be similarly merged. In 

general, a collection of environments that corresponds to nested blocks of sequential code 

satisfies conditions (a) and (b) above, and can always be merged into a single environment. 

Another way to reduce access to nonlocal environments is to replicate immutable data 

in sub-environments. This is especially useful if the sub-environment is on a different pro

cessor. In Figure 5.2, for example, the integer n and all the parent pointers are immutable; 

each could be replicated in all sub-environments. As mentioned earlier (Section 2.10.1), 

constants do not require mapping because they are replicated wherever they are needed; 

this is the mechanism by which replication is accomplished. 

When a procedure is invoked, synchronously or asynchronously, a new environment is 

built. The parent pointer for this environment refers to the procedure's lexically enclosing 

environment. With one exception (explained below), procedures are defined at the out

ermost level of a program or resource so the parent pointer for a procedure environment 

refers to environment of the resource or program in which the procedure is defined. 

When a concurrent statement with a scheduler is compiled, the body of the concurrent 

statement is encapsulated in a procedure. (This procedure is invoked when a chore state

ment is executed.) The parent pointer for this procedure refers to the environment of the 

concurrent statement, not the resource or program environment. Section 5.2.2 describes 

in more detail how concurrent statements are implemented. 

5.1.3 Representing Data 

Representations. A representation is a low-level object that is directly supported by 

the processor architecture. Thus representations are implemented as memory cells in some 
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environment. A representation is allocated on the processor on which the declaration is 

executed. 

Records. A record is implemented by concatenating the data that represents its fields. 

Recall that the only operations allowed on records are field extraction and element-wise 

initialization, assignment, and comparison. Since field sizes are fixed and determined at 

compile-time, any field in a record can be located by applying a fixed offset to the address 

of the record. 

Resources. We associate with each resource R a record type Env_R that contains the 

resource environment-the top-level declarations in the body of the resource. We use an 

instance of Env_R to store the state of each instance of R. For example, in the resource 

IntStack of Figure 2.4 (page 35), the top level declarations are as follows: 

body 

end 

data: ref( Vector(Int}} 
ptr: Int := 1 
size: Int := 100 

Thus Env_IntStack is defined as 

record Env_IntStack 
data: ref( Vector(Int}} 
ptr: Int 
size: Int 

end 

Each instance of IntStack will be represented by an instance of Env-Intstack. 

IdVectors. Each processor maintains a block of memory, called the Id-block, that is 

used to store IdVector elements. An IdVector with base-type B is represented by one 

instance of B in each Id-block. Each instance of B has the same offset within the Id-block 

on all processors. As a consequence, the offset of an IdVector serves as a unique identifier 

for the IdVector. Since the offset of an IdVector is immutable, it can be replicated in 

su b-en vironmen ts. 
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Access to the local element of an IdVector is done by applying a fixed offset to the 

local Id-block. Access to nonlocal elements is accomplished by sending a message to the 

memory server on the processor that owns the element. The offset of the nonlocal element 

(w hich is the same as the offset of the local element) is passed as a parameter. The memory 

server described in Section 5.1.2 (page 140) services these requests. 

The question remains of how offsets are assigned to instances of IdVector. Since IdVec

tors can be created and destroyed dynamically, the compiler cannot assign offsets statically; 

instead, a central server is used. The central server resides on the main processor-the 

processor that executes the initial program thread. Allocating an IdVector offset is accom

plished by invoking the run-time support routine id...offset with the size of the base type. 

The return value is the offset. The Id-block is managed in the same way as is free store 

in traditional, imperative languages such as C or Pascal. For IdVectors that are created 

in the main thread, allocating an offset is a local operation and will be no more expensive 

than dynamic allocation in sequential languages. This is the usual case, since IdVectors 

are usually used to represent shared, distributed data structures, and thus are declared 

outside concurrent statements. (In Chapters 3 and 4, all declarations of IdVectors were in 

the main thread.) 

References. References to representations and records are implemented as pointers. On 

a shared-memory computer, a pointer is an address; on a multicomputer, a pointer is a 

(machine, address) pair. 

References to resources are somewhat more complicated. A reference to a resource 

instance is a tuple (e, 0b ... , on). The pointer e is the environment pointer-the address of 

the data associated with the resource instance. This pointer is used as the parent pointer 

for all invocations of resource operations. Each OJ, for 1 ::; i ::; n, is the information 

needed to invoke the ith exported operation. If the ith operation is implemented by a 

procedure, OJ is the address of that procedure. (Note that references to procedures are 

always local addresses, even on multicomputers. This is because identical code is loaded 

on all processors of a multicomputer; thus the address of a procedure is independent of the 

processor.) If the ith operation is implemented by an input statement, OJ is a pointer to a 

queue where that operation's messages are stored. This pointer is a (processor, address) 

pair on a multicomputer. Section 5.2.4 describes how queues are used to implement input 
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source code 

! 
Parser H.concu=nt H ..InPut . I~ Expression 
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Code Generator f4- Elaborate I--. Invocations Type 

+ object code 

Figure 5.4: Overview of the Par compiler. 

statements. 

A reference to an operation is implemented in the same way as a reference to a resource 

with one operation; that is, as a (processor, pointer) pair. 

A reference to an IdVector is represented by the offset of the IdVector within the 

Id-block. 

5.2 Compiling Par Programs 

Figure 5.4 contains a diagram of the proposed Par compiler. The phases of the compiler 

are as follows: 

• The parser accepts Par programs and resources as input and emits an abstract 

syntax tree that represents the entire program or resource. Subsequent compiler 

phases operate on this parse tree. 

• The concurrent phase rewrites concurrent statements into a canonical form. Concur

rent statements with multiple arms are translated to nested concurrent statements 

with one arm. Concurrent statements that use schedulers other than id..scheduler 

are transformed into concurrent statements that use only id..scheduler. 

• The input phase translates input statements into calls to the run-time support. 
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• The expression phase transforms operators into invocations, according to overload 

declarations. 

• The type phase assigns types to nodes in the parse tree that represent values. It 

also substitutes concrete types (as specified in implementation clauses) for abstract 

types. 

• The invocation phase expands operation invocations into simple procedure calls. 

• The elaborate phase elaborates declarations. 

• Finally, various code generators produce code for particular architectures. 

The invocation and elaborate phases invoke each other recursively. This is because expand

ing an invocation can result in additional declarations, while elaborating a declaration may 

produce additional invocations. All but the last phase are common to the various archi

tectures. 

The next section discusses how data is represented in Par calculations. Subsequent 

sections describe each phase of the compiler in turn. In the final section we present an 

example of how the phases would work in practice. 

5.2.1 Parsing Par Programs 

Lexical analysis of Par programs is straightforward. The Par language contains no con

structs that cannot be handled by standard scanner-generators such as Lex. A Lex

compatible scanner has been written for Par. 

A parser for Par has been written using the YACC parser generator. The parser 

produces an abstract syntax tree, which is used by subsequent stages of the compiler. 

Figure 5.5 contains a small example, the syntax tree for the following trivial program: 

program donothing 
foo: Int 
foo .- 3 + 4 

end 

The syntax tree is a convenient representation for program transformations. 
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3 4 

Figure 5.5: A syntax tree. 

5.2.2 Simplifying Concurrent Statements 

This section describes how concurrent statements are simplified. The goal of concurrent 

statement simplification is to reduce all concurrent statements to a canonical form. Con

current statements with multiple arms are translated to equivalent statements with only 

one arm, and all concurrent statements are rewritten to use either no scheduler or the 

built-in id..scheduler. In this form, the implementation of concurrent statements can be 

encapsulated in a single run-time support routine, which is described on page 148. 

Concurrent statments with multiple arms are translated into nested concurrent state

ments. For example, 

co i := 1 to N ~ cobodyl 
II ~ cobody2 
II j := 1 to M ~ cobody3 
oc 

is translated to 

co arm .- o to 2 ~ 
if arm = 0 ~ co t .-
D arm 1 ~ cobody2 

D arm 2 ~ coj .-
fi 

oc 

1 to N ~ cobodyl oc 

1 to N ~ cobody30c 
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(Of course, the translation is actually done on the syntax tree, not on the program text.) 

The outer concurrent statement will be executed by forking three threads on the current 

processor since a concurrent statement without a scheduler specifies multiprogramming, 

not true parallelism. Two of these threads will fork again almost immediately. 

Next, we transform concurrent statements with schedulers so that they use only 

id...scheduler. A concurrent statement annotated with the scheduler forall is simply changed 

to a for-all statement with the same quantifier and body. For example, the concurrent 

statement 

co z := a to b {scheduler forall} -t cobody oc 

is translated to 

fa i := a to b -t cobody af 

The same transformation applies if there are multiple quantifiers. 

A concurrent statement with a scheduler that is neither id...scheduler nor forall is 

translated into a scheduler that uses id...scheduler. (The id...scheduler is simple to implement 

since it specifies exactly one thread per processor.) The body of the concurrent statement 

is translated into a procedure with one parameter for each quantifier variable. For example, 

co i := a to b by c {scheduler name} -t ••• oc 

is transformed into the following: 

co p := min_procO to max_procO {scheduler id_sched'lller} -t 

name( cobody, a, b, c) 
oc 

This statement will be implemented by forking one thread on each processor. Each thread 

executes the scheduler name; when all instances of the scheduler have terminated the 

concurrent statement terminates. 

Above, cobody is a reference to a procedure that encapsulates the body of the concur

rent statement: 

proc cobody( i: Int) 

end 
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Recall (Section 2.10.2) that the instances of scheduler name are collectively responsible 

for executing a chore statement once for each value of the quantifier variable i. The chore 

statement is implemented by invoking cobody with appropriate parameters. 

A concurrent statement with both a scheduler and an on statement is translated sim

ilarly. For example, 

co Ib to ub by step {scheduler name on Ib to ub} -t ••• oc 

is translated to 

co p := Ib to ub {scheduler id_scheduler} -t 

name(cobody,a,b,c) 
oc 

This can be implemented by forking threads on processors Ib through ub. 

After the transformations described above have been performed, every concurrent 

statement can be executed by a simple fork/join. The implementation of fork/join is 

architecture dependent, but it can be encapsulated in a single run-time support routine, 

co_stmt, which is invoked by the parent thread to execute a concurrent statement. The 

arguments to co_stmt are 

• a flag to indicate whether concurrent statment is to be executed using multipro

gramming or true parallelism, 

• the address of the scheduler procedure, and 

• the arguments to the scheduler, except for the processor number: 

- a reference to the procedure that encapsulates the body of the concurrent state
ment, 

- the quantifiers of the concurrent statment, and 

- the optional parameters of the scheduler, if there are any. 

The co_stmt routine allocates space for environments, copies the arguments into the ap

propriate places and fills in the appropriate processor number in each environment. Then 

it creates threads to execute the scheduler, one per environment, and starts the threads. 

When all the threads terminate, the concurrent statement is finished and co_stmt returns. 

A typical implementation of co_stmt is as follows. Each processor executes a server 

that services requests to start concurrent statements. The co_stmt routine broadcasts a 
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request to this server, passing the necessary parameters, and then waits for the threads 

to terminate. 

Barriers are implemented by invoking the run-time support routine barrier. The im

plementation of barriers is also architecture dependent; methods of implementing barriers 

on various architectures are discussed in [27, 55, 56]. 

5.2.3 Implementing Delegation 

Delegation is implemented by simple macro expansion. A generic procedure such as 

proc T 
... delegate t ... 

end 

is translated into one procedure for each operation in T. The delegate statement trans

lates to an invocation. For example, the procedure above is translated into a series of 

procedures, one for each operation exported by the resource T. If T exports operations 

Ll through Ln, the translation of the procedure above will yield n procedures, each of 

the form 

proc Lk(arg, ... ) 
... t.Lk(arg, ... ) ... 

end 

The formal parameter lists are taken from the operation declarations of resource T. 

Generic input statements are handled similarly. For example, 

In T ~ delegate t ni 

is translated to an input statement with one arm for each operation exported by resource 

T: 

In Ll(arg, ... ) ~ t.Ll(arg, ... ) 
U L2(arg, ... ) ~ t.L2(arg, ... ) 

U Ln(arg, ... ) ~ t.Ln(arg, ... ) 
ni 

Again, the formal parameters lists are taken from the operation declarations of T. 
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5.2.4 Translating Input Statements 

Input statements are translated into invocations of run-time support routines. Par's input 

statements are essentially identical to those in SRj thus the description here is quoted 

almost verbatim from the description in [11]. 

Classes are fundamental to the implementation of input statements. They are used to 

identify and control conflicts between threads that are trying to service the same invoca

tions. Classes have a static aspect and a dynamic aspect. A static class of operations is 

an equivalence class of the transitive closure of the relation "serviced by the same input 

statement." At compile time, the compiler groups operations into static classes based on 

their appearance in input statements. At run-time, actual membership in the (dynamic) 

classes depends on which operations in the static class are extant. For example, an oper

ation declared local to a process joins its dynamic class when the process is created and 

leaves its dynamic class when the process completes execution. The run-time support 

represents each dynamic class by a class structure, which contains a list of pending invo

cations of operations in the class, a flag indicating whether or not some process has access 

to the class, and a list of threads that are waiting to access the class. Each operation table 

entry points to its operation's class structure. 

At most one process at a time is allowed to access the list of pending invocations of 

operations in a given class structure. That is, for a given class, at most one process at a 

time can be selecting an invocation to service or appending a new invocation. Processes are 

given access to both pending and new invocations in a class structure in first-come/first

served order. Thus, a process waiting to access the invocations will eventually obtain 

access as long as all functions in synchronization and scheduling expressions in input 

statements eventually terminate. 

The run-time support provides seven routines that the generated code uses for input 

statements. These routines are tailored to support common cases of input statements and 

have straightforward and efficient implementations. They are: 

access ( class). Acquire exclusive access to class, which is established as the current class 

structure for the executing process. That process is blocked if another process al

ready has access to class. The run-time support will release access when this process 

blocks in trying to get an invocation or when this process executes remove (see be-
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low). 

geLinvocationO. Return a pointer to the invocation block the executing process should 

examine next. This invocation is on the invocation list in the current class structure 

ofthe executing process; successive calls of this routine return successive invocations. 

If there is no such invocation, the run-time support releases access to the executing 

process's current class structure and blocks that process. 

geLnamecLinv( op_ref). Get the next invocation of operation op_ref in the executing pro

cess's current class; a pointer to the invocation block is returned. 

geLnamecLinv_nb( op_ref). Get an invocation of op_ref. This routine is identical to 

geLnamecLinv except that it does not block the executing process if no invocation 

is found; instead it returns a null pointer in that case. It is used when the input 

statement contains a scheduling expression. 

remove( invocation). Remove the invocation block pointed at by invocation from the in

vocation list of the executing process's current class. The run-time support also 

releases access to the executing process's current class structure. 

inpuLdone( invocation). Inform the run-time support that the generated code has finished 

executing the command body in an input statement and is therefore finished with 

the invocation block pointed at by invocation. If that invocation was called, the run

time support passes the invocation block back to the invoking process and awakens 

that process. 

recv(class). Get and then remove the next invocation in class. This routine is equivalent 

to the sequence 

access( class) 
invocation := geLinvocationO 
remove( invocation) 

Hence, it returns a pointer to an invocation block. It is used for simple input 

statements and for receive statements. 
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The ways in which these routines are used by the generated code is illustrated below by 

four examples. More complicated input statements are implemented using appropriate 

combinations of the routines. 

Consider the simple input statement: 

in q(x) --+ ... ni 

This statement delays the executing process until there is some invocation of q, then 

services the oldest such invocation. (Note that receive statements expand into this form 

of input statement.) For this statement, if q is in a class by itself, the generated code 

executes 

invocation := recv(q_class). 

If q is not in a class by itself, the generated code executes 

access( q _class), 
invocation := geLnamed_inv( q), 
remove( invocation). 

In either case, the generated code then executes the command body associated with q, 

with parameter x bound to the value for x in the invocation block, and finally executes 

inpuLdone( invocation). 

Second, consider: 

in q(x) --+ D r(y,z) --+ ... nI 

This statement services the first pending invocation of either q or r. Note that q and rare 

in the same class because they appear in the same input statement. Here, the generated 

code first uses 

access( q _class) 

and then 

invocation := geLinvocationO 

to look at each pending invocation in the class to determine if it is an invocation of q or r 

(there might be other operations in the class). If the generated code finds an invocation 

of q or r, it calls 
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remove( invocation), 

then executes the corresponding command body with the parameter values from the se

lected invocation block, and finally executes 

inpuLdone( invocation). 

If the generated code finds no pending invocation of q or r, the executing process blocks 

in geLinvocation until an invocation in the class arrives. When such an invocation arrives, 

the run-time support awakens the process, which then repeats the above steps. 

As the third example, consider an input statement with a synchronization expression: 

in q(x) and x > 3 -+ ... nI 

This statement services the first pending invocation of q for which parameter x is greater 

than three. The generated code first uses 

access( q _class) 

to obtain exclusive access to q's class. The generated code then uses 

invocation := geLinvocationO 

or 

invocation := geLnamed_inv( q) 

to obtain invocations of q one at a time; the first routine is used if q is in a class by itself, 

otherwise the second is used. For each such invocation, the generated code evaluates the 

synchronization expression using the value of the parameter in the invocation block. If 

the synchronization expression is true, the generated code notifies the run-time support 

of its success by calling 

remove( in vocation), 

executes the command body associated with q, and calls 

inpuLdone( invocation). 

If the synchronization expression is false, the generated code repeats the above steps to 

obtain the next invocation. 

Finally, consider an input statement with a scheduling expression: 
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In q(x) by x - OJ 

This statement services the (oldest) pending invocation of q that has the smallest value 

of parameter x. In this case, the generated code uses the same steps as in the previous 

example to obtain the first invocation of q. It then evaluates the scheduling expression 

using the value of the parameter in the invocation block; this value and a pointer, psave, to 

the invocation block are saved. The generated code then obtains the remaining invocations 

by repeatedly calling 

invocation := geLnamed_inv_nb( q). 

For each of these invocations, the generated code evaluates the scheduling expression and 

compares it with the saved value, updating the saved value and pointer if the new value 

is smaller. When there are no more invocations (Le., when geLnamed...inv_nb returns a 

null pointer), psave points to the invocation with the smallest scheduling expression. The 

generated code acquires that invocation by calling 

remove(psave ), 

then executes the command body associated with q, and finally calls 

inpuLdone(psave ). 

Note that synchronization and scheduling expressions are evaluated by the generated 

code, not the run-time support. We do this for two reasons. First, these expressions can 

reference objects such as local variables for which the run-time support would need to 

establish addressing if it were to execute the code that evaluates the expression. Second, 

these expressions can contain invocations; it would greatly complicate the run-time sup

port to handle such invocations in a way that does not cause the run-time support to 

block itself. A consequence of this approach to evaluating synchronization and scheduling 

expressions is that the overhead of evaluating such expressions is paid for only by threads 

that use them. 

5.2.5 Replacing Operators with Invocations 

Every Par operator except "+-" is equivalent to an invocation. This equivalence is defined 

by overload declarations. Some overload declarations are built-in; others are user specified. 
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Figure 5.6: A portion of the syntax tree with expressions replaced by invocations. 

Overload declarations are, in effect, rules for tree rewriting. A typical overload declaration 

is as follows: 

overload a + b => sum( a, b) 

The effect is that any subtree of the form a + b, where a and b are arbitrary subtrees, is 

replaced by an invocation node that invokes sum with the arguments a and b. 

A single, bottom-up pass over the tree suffices to replace all expressions by their 

corresponding invocations. Each interior node is compared with all overload patterns. 

If the node's operator name matches the operator on the left-hand side of an overload 

pattern, the subtree rooted at the node is replaced. The children of the node become part 

of the new subtree. Figure 5.6 contains a portion of the syntax tree in Figure 5.7, with 

the expression /00 := 3 + 4 rewritten as an invocation. 

The naming statement (f-) is implemented by copying references. The only compli

cation arises when a naming statement involves a subtype relationship between resource 

objects. For example, suppose that resource A has the specification 



resource A 
op xO 

end 

and that B has the specification 

resource B 
op xO 
op yO 

end 

Resource B is a subtype of resource A, so the naming statement 

a ~ b 
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is legal. It is implemented by projecting the operations of B onto the operations of A. 

A reference to an instance of A will consist of two pointers (eA' XA) and a reference to B 

will consist of three pointers (eB' XB, YB). Although both resources export an operation 

named X, the code for these operations is different; thus the address of the code is also 

different. The naming statement discards the operations in B that do not appear in A. 

The effect is that after the naming statement, a will be consist of the pair (eB, XB). 

5.2.6 Assigning Types 

The type phase assigns types to those nodes in the tree that represent values. It also 

reports type errors. This is done in two stages. First, a pre-order traversal of the parse 

tree adorns identifier and constant nodes with their types. The type of a constant is 

implicit in its textual representation. The type of an identifier is determined by the most 

recent (innermost) declaration of that identifier. If a declaration has an implementation 

clause, the concrete type is used instead of the abstract type. During this pass, undeclared 

identifiers are detected and reported. 

A second pass in the type phase assigns types to invocation nodes of the abstract 

syntax tree. During this phase, overloaded operations are resolved. This is done in a 

bottom-up fashion; the type of an invocation node depends on the name of the operation 

and the types of its arguments. (This is in contrast to languages such as Ada [9], where 

overloading resolution is much more difficult since the type of an invocation can depend 

not only on the types of the actual parameters but on the way in which the invocation is 

used.) To emphasize the fact that operation names are translated to specific procedures 

in the generated code, we use the notation 
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Figure 5.7: Syntax tree with types. 

Res!opname 

to refer to the procedure that implements operation opname exported from resource Res. 

The result of the type phase is that all nodes in the abstract syntax tree that represent 

values are adorned with their proper types. If type errors are found, the compilation 

process stops after this phase. Figure 5.7 contains the syntax tree of Figure 5.6 adorned 

with types. The types are shown in boxes next to the values to which they refer. 

5.2.7 Expanding Invocations 

The invocation phase translates each operation invocation into a simple procedure call, 

either to code that represents the operation or to a run-time support procedure. This 

involves building an invocation block and transferring control to the code that implements 

the invoked operation. 

Invocation blocks are not part of the Par language; here we will use double square 

brackets to denote them: 
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[[ declaration; ... ]] 

An invocation block consists of a series of declarations. The first declaration in every 

invocation block is a parent pointer; that is, a reference to the environment in which 

the operation will execute. We call this object pptr. The rest of the invocation block 

consists of declarations of formal parameters. If a formal parameter is a reference, then 

the actual parameter appears on the right-hand side of a renaming statement. If the 

formal parameter is a resource or record type, the actual parameter appears as the initial 

parameter. 

For example, suppose that a resource Res is declared as follows: 

resource Res 
op foo(i: Int, s: ref(Real), optional d: Real(O.O)) 

body 
m,n: Int 

end 

If r is an instance of Res, and if foo is invoked as 

r.foo(a, b) 

then the invocation block corresponding to this invocation is 

[[ pptr: ref (Res) +- r 
i: Int(a) 
s: ref{Real) +- b 
d: Real(O.O) ]] 

The reference pptr will be used in the body of foo to access resource variables m and n. 

For example, in the function that implements foo, m will translated into pptr.m. The 

other items in the invocation block are used to access the actual parameters, including the 

default parameter d, which is initialized with its default value since an actual parameter 

has not been provided. 

The way that invocation blocks are allocated and transmitted to the invoked opera

tion depends on the kind of invocation (synchronous or asynchronous) and whether the 

invocation is local. If the invocation is synchronous and local, the invocation can be im

plemented as a procedure call. The invocation block is allocated and built on the stack of 
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the invoking thread. The invoked operation then uses the invoker's stack, thus avoiding 

the overhead of allocating a new stack and copying the invocation block onto it. 

If the invocation is asynchronous and on the same processor, the invocation will result 

in a new thread that executes the operation. The invoker allocates the stack for the new 

thread and builds the invocation block on that stack. Then the invoker calls a run-time 

support procedure create..thread, passing the address of the new stack and the address of 

the procedure. The procedure create..thread creates a new thread with the specified stack 

and puts a thread descriptor on the ready list for execution. 

If the invocation is not local, the invocation block is built in a block of memory 

obtained from the run-time support. The memory block is obtained by invoking the 

run-time support routine alloc..inv_block. This allows the run-time support to allocate, in 

addition to the invocation block, space for any header information that may be necessary. 

After the invocation block has been built in the allocated block, run-time support routine 

remote..inv is called with the address of the block. This routine copies the invocation 

block to the local memory of the remote processor and performs the invocation. (If the 

computer is a UMA machine, copying the invocation block to the local memory of the 

remote processor will be a null operation since all memory is local to all processors.) 

5.2.8 Elaborating Declarations 

Par objects are either primitive or nonprimitive. Primitive types include representations, 

references, operations, the built-in resources Vector and IdVector, and records that con

tain only primitive types. All other objects are nonprimitive. The elaboration phase 

reduces each declaration of a nonprimitive object to series of primitive declarations and 

invocations. 

A resource declaration is elaborated by substituting for the resource a record containing 

the (elaborated) declarations that appear at the top level ofthe resource. This is followed 

by an invocation of the initial procedure of the resource, if one exists. 

Here is an example. Suppose that a stack resource appears as follows: 



resource Stack( T) 
op push(T) 
op popO returns T 
op initial(Int) 

body 
stk: ref ( Vector( T)) 
ptr: Int 

proc initial( size: Int) 

end 

stk ~ Vector(T)(l,N) 
ptr := 0 

proc push ... end 
proc pop ... end 

end 

Further suppose the following declaration of a stack instance: 

s: Stack(Int)(lO) 
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This declaration will be translated into the following record declaration and invocation: 

s: Env_Stack_of _Int 
s.initial(10) 

Here the type Env_Stack...of-Int is a record that contains the top-level declarations in Stack: 

record Env_Stack_of _Int 
stk: ref ( Vector( T)) 
ptr: Int 

end 

References are primitive types, so the first declaration in Env_Stack...of-Int is not elaborated 

further. However, Int is a resource, so the second element of the record is itself transformed 

to a record containing the declarations contained at the top level of the standard Int 

resource. This results in the declaration 

record Env_Stack_of _Int 
stk: ref ( Vector( T)) 
ptr: Env_Int 

end 
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The definition of the record Env_Int depends on the implementation of Int; we will assume 

that it is primitive. 

Also, an invocation of the initial operation of Int is inserted. The result is the following 

code sequence: 

s: Env_Stack_of _Int 
s.ptr. initia10 
s.initial(10) 

Notice that the objects declared inside Stack are initialized before Stack itself. 

The result of the elaboration phase is that each declaration of a resource instance is 

changed to a declaration of a record that represents the internal representation of the 

resource. This declaration is followed by an invocation of an initial operation. 

Elaborating a declaration can result in the production of additional invocations, each 

of which may, in turn, produce its own invocation block. This recursive expansion process 

terminates since every object ultimately is implemented in terms of primitive objects. 

Each step in the recursive expansion removes one layer of abstraction from the underlying 

representations. 

5.2.9 Generating Code 

The transformations described in the previous sections convert Par programs to a simple 

canonical form. The code consists of a number of sequential procedures. The main pro

cedure has the same name as the program and is invoked on the main processor when the 

program starts. The sequential program includes declarations of primitive objects, pro

cedure calls, and invocations of run-time support routines to accomplish thread creation, 

synchronization, and communication. Thus, code generation is reduced to the problem of 

generating code for sequential programs, which is a well-understood process. 

A possible strategy for a portable Par compiler is to generate, for each sequential 

procedure, a function in some sequential language such as C [69]. Then the compiler for 

the sequential language performs code generation. 

5.3 An Example 

In this section we demonstrate how the various phases of the program work by compiling 

a simple example by hand. The first two phases of the compiler are straightforward so for 



program example 
n: 1000 
v: Vector{Real)(1, n) {use BlockVector} 

s: Int(O.O) {use AccRealSum} 

co i := 1 to n {scheduler block} -+

s +:= v[i] 
oc 

end 

Figure 5.8: An example program 
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readability we will omit them and work with the program text instead of a parse tree. 

Figure 5.8 contains the original program. It is a simple program that sums the ele

ments of a vector. The identifier n is the constant 1000. The identifier v is a real-valued 

vector, implemented as a BlockVector (Section 3.6.3). The object s is an accumulator 

(Section 3.2.4). The concurrent statement is scheduled using the scheduler block (Sec

tion 3.2.2). 

5.3.1 Simplifying the Concurrent Statement 

The first transformation rewrites the concurrent statement so to use the scheduler 

id...scheduler. This transformation, described in Section 5.3.1, results in the following 

concurrent statement: 

co p := min_procO to max_procO {scheduler id_scheduler} -+

block( co body , p, 1, n) 
oc 

(Here cobody is a new identifier, unused elsewhere in the program.) Also, the procedure 

co body is defined to be the body of the concurrent statement: 

proc cobody(i: Int) 
s +:= v[i] 

end 

In the body of the scheduler block, the statement 

chore( expr ) 



program example 
n: 1000 
v: Vector(Real) (1, n) {use BlockVector} 

s: Int(O.O) {use AccRealSum} 

proc cobody( i: Int) 
s +:= v[i] 

end 
co..stmt(true, block, cobody, 1, n, 1) 

end 

Figure 5.9: Program example after translation of concurrent statements. 

will be translated into an invocation of co body. 
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In this form, the concurrent statement can be implemented by invoking the run-time 

support routine co_stmt. In this case, the parameters to co_stmt are as follows: 

• a flag that indicates that the concurrent statement is to be executed using true 

parallelism, 

• the address of the scheduler block, 

• the arguments to the scheduler, except the processor number: 

- a reference to co body, and 

- the quantifier of the concurrent statement, in this case (l,n,I). 

Thus the concurrent statement is replaced by the definition of co body followed by an 

invocation of co_stmt. Figure 5.9 contains the resulting program. 

5.3.2 Rewriting Expressions 

In this phase, expressions involving operators are rewritten into equivalent invocations. 

The only operator expression in this example is 

s +:= v[i] 

The first step is to use the built-in overload declaration 

vec[ i] => vec. index( i) 



to rewrite the index expression. After this transformation the expression becomes 

s +:= v.index( i) 

N ow the overload expression 

a +:= b => a.sum_assign( b) 

comes into play and the expression is rewritten as follows: 

s.sum_assign( v.index( i)) 

5.3.3 Assigning Types 
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In this phase types are assigned to each value in the parse tree and also resolves over

loaded operations. This has the effect of replacing operation invocations with appropriate 

procedure calls. The first argument of such a procedure call is the parent pointer for that 

invocation. For example, the expression 

s.sum_assign( v.index( i)) 

is translated to 

AccRealsum!sum_assign( s, Block Vector! index( v, i)) 

Here AccRealSum!sum..assign is the procedure that implements the operation sum..assign 

of resource AccRealSum. These are implemented as traditional procedure calls. (Built-in 

resources export predefined functions, which are not translated to procedure calls, but 

instead substituted in-line.) 

5.3.4 Expanding Invocations 

The next step is to translate operation invocations into simple procedure calls. The first 

invocation is to the initial operation of Block Vector: 

Block Vector! initial( v, 1, n) 

The first item in an invocation block is a reference to the object in which the invoked 

operation resides. In the case of an operation declared in a resource, this is a reference 

to the resource instance. In this case the first item in the invocation block is a reference 

to the representation of v. The other two items are the parameters 1 and n. Thus the 

invocation block is as follows: declarations: 



program example 
n: 1000 

end 

v: Vector( Real) {use Block Vector} 
call Block Vector! initial 

[[ pptr: ref (Block Vector _of _Real) ~ v 
lb: Int(l) 
ub: Int(n)]] 

s: Real {use AccRealSum} 
call AccRealSum! initial 

[[ pptr: ref(AccRealSum) ~ s 
r: Int(O) ]] 

call co_stmt 
[[ parallel: Bool(true) 

sched_name: ref(op( ... )) ~ block 
cb: ref(op( ... )) ~ co body 
lb: Int(1) 
ub: Int(n) 
step: Int( 1) ]] 

Figure 5.10: Program example with operation invocations simplified 

[[ pptr_ref: ref(Stack(Int)) ~ v 
lb: Int(l) 
ub: Int( n) ]] 
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The actual parameters-the constants 1 and n-are used as initial parameters to the 

declarations of the formal parameters lb and ub. Thus the invocation is translated to 

call Block Vector! initial 
[[ pptr: ref(Block Vector_of _Real) ~ v 

lb: Int(l) 
ub: Int(n) ]] 

The other invocations are translated similarly; the resulting program is shown in Fig

ure 5.10. 

5.3.5 Elaborating Declarations 

Now declarations are elaborated to yield primitive declarations. The first declaration is 

a constant declaration of type InLrep. (Integer literals have type InLrep.) Thus the 
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declaration is already in primitive form. 

The declaration of v is first translated to 

v: BlockVector(Real)(l, n) 

by substituting the concrete resource for the abstract resource. Then, using the imple

mentation of BlockVector in Section 3.6.3, we translate the declaration to 

v: Env_Block Vector _of _Real 
Block Vector _of _Real! initial( 1, n) 

where the record Env_Block Vector_of-Real contains the top-level declarations of the re

source Block Vector: 

record Env_Block Vector _of _Real 
block: IdVector(ref(Matrix( T))) 
glb, gub, lb, ub: Private(Int) 

end 

The first field is primitive, but the others are further elaborated, using the definition of 

Private (Section 2.9). The result is as follows: 

record Env_Block Vector _of _Real 
block: IdVector(ref(Matrix( T))) 
glb, gub, lb, ub: Env_Private_of _Int 

end 

where Env_Privakof-Int is the record 

record Private_of 3nt 
rep: IdVector(Int) 

end 

The resource IdVector is primitive, so the expansion ends. 

The other declarations, including those in the invocation blocks, are expanded simi

larly; for the sake of brevity, we omit the details. The final result of all this expansion is 

shown in Figure 5.11. Notice that the integers in the invocation blocks have been reduced 

to representations. Since initialization of representations is built in, the expansion process 

stops there. 

The calculation specified by the program contained in Figure 5.11 can be described as 

follows. 



program example 
n: 1000 

end 

v: Env_Block Vector _of _Real 
call Block Vector!initial 

[[ pptr: ref (Block Vector _of _Real) ~ v 
Ib: Env_Int(l) 
ub: Env_Int( n) ]] 

s: Env_AccRealSum 
call AccRealSum!initial 

[[ pptr: ref(AccRealSum) ~ s 
r: Env3nt(0) ]] 

call co_stmt 
[[ parallel: Env_Bool( true) 

sched_name: ref(op( ... )) ~ block 
cb: ref(op( ... )) ~ co body 
lb: Env_Int(l) 
ub: Env_Int( n) 
step: Env_Int(l) ]] 

Figure 5.11: Program example after elaboration of declarations 
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1. First, the initial thread allocates an initial environment that will contain n, v, and 

s. 

2. The constant InLrep 1000 is copied into the initial environment. 

3. An invocation block for the procedure that implements the initial operation of Block

Vector is allocated. Since this is a synchronous invocation on the same processor, 

the invocation block will be allocated and built on the stack of the main thread. 

4. The procedure that implements the initial operation of Block Vector is invoked. The 

execution of the body of this procedure is not discussed here. 

5. Steps 3 and 4 are repeated for the initial operation of AccRealSum. Again, we do 

not describe the execution of the body of the initial procedure. 

6. Steps 3 and 4 are repeated again for the run-time support routine co_stmt: 
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• The co_stmt routine allocates one environment on each processor and copies 

into each environment the processor number, a pointer to cobody, and the 

quantifiers. Also, as an optimization, it copies into each environment the im

mutable objects in the parent environment, including n and the offset of several 

IdVectors. 

• The co_stmt creates a thread for each environment and makes them runnable. 

The threads each execute the scheduler block. 

• During the execution of block, the threads execute chore statements by invoking 

the procedure referred to by co body. This procedure accesses the local element 

of several IdVectors. 

• When all the threads have terminated, the co_stmt routine terminates. 

7. Since the call to co_stmt is the last statement in the program, the program termi

nates. 

Notice that, due to replication of immutable objects in sub-environments, the only non

local activity in this calculation is the fork/join executed by co_stmt. 

5.4 Summary 

We have described how Par programs can be translated into sequential code. To execute 

a program, this sequential code is loaded on each processor of the computer. Then the 

run-time support is initialized. On multicomputers, a mem.server is started on each 

processor to provide data access to other processors. Finally, execution of the program 

begins by executing a single thread on one processor. The computation spreads to the 

other processors when the main processor executes run-time support routines that create 

new threads. 

The programmer controls where data is stored and how it is accessed; the model of 

computation does not hide the location of data from the programmer. In particular, the 

programmer can control, by means of annotations, where and when remote data access is 

required. 

Par's low-level tasking, interprocess communication, and synchronization mechanisms 

are nearly identical to those in SR [10, 11]. As in SR, operations are invoked by call or 
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Vax Sun 
Effect Invocation + Service 8600 785 780 3 2 
Procedure call call+proc 0.0084 0.038 0.046 0.0086 0.024 
Rendezvous call+in 0.342 1.03 1.54 0.89 2.27 
Dynamic 
process creation send+proc 0.477 1.33 1.95 1.15 2.96 
Asynchronous 
message passing send+in 0.200 0.573 0.814 0.680 1.73 
Semaphore P+V 0.024 0.076 0.100 0.03 0.08 

Figure 5.12: Time (in milliseconds) required to generate and service invocations using 
SR's run-time support. Adapted from [13], Table II, page 887. 

send and are serviced by procedure or input statements. The SR run-time support mech

anisms have been implemented on many computer architectures, including both shared

and distributed-memory computers. Atkins and Olsson [13] studied the performance of 

the SR run-time support. Figure 5.12, adapted from [13, Table II, page 887], summarizes 

some of their results. The times in Figure 5.12 include the cost of initializing the run- time 

support, creating instances of the programs resources, and executing loop control. (Each 

program generates and services 100,000 invocations.) The times to not include the cost of 

context switching, except for rendezvous, where two context switches are necessary. 

For comparison, a parameterless procedure call in C requires about 0.005 ms on a Vax 

8600. Thus we expect a Par procedure call to require about 1.6 times as long as a C 

procedure call. The overhead is due to the implicit parent pointer that is passed with 

every procedure call. 
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As we pointed out in Chapter 1, any language for parallel computation on MIMD 

computers must accomplish several objectives: 

• parallelism must be found, 

• the available parallelism must be tailored to fit the target computer, 

• tasks must be assigned to processors, either statically or dynamically, and 

• since tasks usually are not entirely independent, management of shared data must 

be arranged. 

This chapter describes a variety of approaches to parallel programming on MIMD com

puters and compares them to the Par approach. First, we discuss parallelizing compilers 

for sequential programming languages. Such compilers attempt to automate all the steps 

mentioned above; thus we use the discussion of parallelizing compilers as a basis for point

ing out the difficulties inherent in automating each of these steps. 

Second, we discuss the use of declarative programming languages for parallel pro

gramming. We point out that, although these languages avoid some of the difficulties 

encountered in parallelizing compilers, many of the same problems arise in slightly differ

ent guises. 

Third, we discuss several explicitly parallel approaches to programming. These ap

proaches give the programmer more control over the calculation than do parallelizing 

compilers or declarative languages, but they also place a greater burden on the program

mer since more details must be specified. 

Finally, we discuss several languages that, like Par, use annotations to tailor programs 

to computers. 
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6.1 Parallelizing Compilers 

One way to write architecture-independent programs is to write sequential programs and 

let the compiler deal with the architecture. Besides avoiding the need for designing and 

learning new languages, this approach offers the possibility of executing existing programs 

on parallel computers. Thus much research has gone into producing parallelizing compilers 

for traditional languages, notably FORTRAN. 

Certainly there is a place for parallelizing compilers. There exists a large amount of 

working, debugged software that can be made to run faster on parallel machines with 

the aid of such systems. However, we feel that in the long run the "right" way to code 

parallel algorithms is in a parallel language. We have several reasons for this belief, some 

aesthetic, some practical. 

First, parallelizing compilers are of little use to designers of parallel algorithms. No 

parallelizing compiler can infer parallelism that does not exist; it is not sufficient to write a 

sequential program and hope that the compiler can find a good parallel algorithm hidden 

inside. Instead, the programmer must conceive of a parallel algorithm, impose some 

order on the steps of the algorithm to form a sequential program, and then ask that a 

compiler "un-sequentialize" the program-i.e., derive the original parallel algorithm from 

the sequential program. Writing programs in a parallel language avoids the latter two 

steps. This results not only in simpler compilers, but also in programs that are clearer 

since they more directly express the underlying algorithm. 

Another problem is that current parallelizing compilers are often ineffective at produc

ing efficient parallel programs.! We discuss the reasons for this in some detail since many 

of the problems encountered by parallelizing compilers also arise in other approaches. 

6.1.1 Exposing Parallelism 

Exposing parallelism, or "parallelizing", is the process of producing an explicitly parallel 

program from a sequential program. Most research in this area has been done with 

FORTRAN as the target language. For example, Callahan [31] presents an algorithm 

for translating sequential FORTRAN programs into fork-join (co ... oc) parallel programs. 

1 However, for computers that support limited forms of parallelism such as vector (pipelined) proces
sors, automatic compilation techniques are quite successful. For example, PFC [8], is a source-to-source 
translator that restructures FORTRAN code for vector computers. 
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The PTRAN system [6, 42] has similar goals. The use of FORTRAN in these projects 

is due to the importance of FORTRAN to the scientific and engineering computation 

community; however, most of the research is also applicable to other imperative, sequential 

languages. 

The backbone of parallelizing compilers is dependence analysis. This is used to de

termine constraints on the order of execution of statements in a program. If there are 

no constraints between two statements, they can be executed in parallel. One form of 

dependency is data dependency. Data dependencies arise when two statements access the 

same memory location. For example, consider the following two statements: 

a := b; 
c := a; 

The second assignment cannot be executed before, or concurrently with, the first because 

the first modifies a, which is then used by the second. Thus there is a data. dependency 

between the two statements. 

The crux of dependence analysis is detecting aliasing between array references. For 

example, the two statements 

a[f(i)] := 7; 
a[g(i)] := a[g(i)] + 1 

can be executed simultaneously if it is known that f( i) f; g( i). Detecting whether there 

is a data dependency between two statements that contain array references is, in general, 

undecidable [22]. Much research has been done to detect aliasing between array references 

in special cases [76,19,20,116,68,7,29,18,78]. While this has proven useful in programs 

where array indices are restricted to simple expressions, it is not a general solution. 

Even when it is theoretically possible to determine precise data-dependence informa

tion, actually calculating such information is often intractable. Meyers [89] showed that 

several data flow problems are theoretically intractable (NP-complete) in the presence 

of common programming mechanisms such as recursion, procedure nesting, and pass-by

reference aliasing. A common source of parallelism in sequential programs is loops. If 

the iterations of a loop access disjoint data sets, a loop can be transformed into fork-join 

style parallel code. However, Kennedy has noted [32] that conventional techniques for 

interprocedural analysis are "too coarse to allow effective detection of parallelism in loops 

that contain call sites." 
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Due to these problems, parallelizing compilers do not derive precise dependence infor

mation; instead, they use approximation techniques. The result is that opportunities for 

parallelism are often missed, which results in poor performance. In such cases the pro

grammer must restructure the program to make it easier to parallelize. This tends to lead 

to unclear programs. Also, it is difficult to know what to change to improve performance 

because the programmer is not describing a parallel algorithm, but rather is describing a 

sequential algorithm from which (hopefully) a parallel one can be derived. 

In contrast, parallelism is expressed explicitly in Par. Not only does this simplify 

the compiler, but it makes programs clearer since they more closely resemble the parallel 

algorithm on which they are based. 

6.1.2 Controlling Granularity 

It is often the case that the natural parallelism exhibited by a program is in the form of a 

very large number of very small chores. The number of chores can be orders of magnitude 

larger than the number of processors, and the execution time for a chore can be on the 

order of a few instructions. Such calculations are termed fine-grained. The matrix addition 

example (Section 3.1) is a typical fine-grained program. Most parallel computers cannot 

efficiently execute fine-grained calculations; the multiprogramming overhead overwhelms 

the speedup due to parallelism. Thus, for efficiency, it is necessary to prune back the 

available parallelism to fit the computer by combining chores into larger tasks. 

Parallelizing compilers must control granularity automatically. However, since deter

mining the execution time of an arbitrary chore is impossible, automatic chore combination 

is problematic. Even if chore size could be determined or estimated, it is difficult to know 

which chores should be combined; the best choice can depend on communication patterns 

or data layout, for example. 

In contrast with parallelizing compilers, Par allows the programmer to control granu

larity explicitly. Chore combination can take into account communication patterns, data 

layout, and any other special aspects of the algorithm. For example, in the matrix multi

plication example (Section 3.3), we partitioned the chores into blocks to match a grid of 

processors. Then we mapped the data onto the same processor grid. The result was that 

each processor executed as single task and all data access was local. 
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6.1.3 Scheduling Tasks 

Even after a parallel program of the correct granularity has been found, the problem 

remains of deciding on a scheduling policy. Again, there are both theoretical and practical 

difficulties in doing this automatically. 

In a distributed system, tasks can be assigned to separate processors or to the same 

processor. Assigning tasks to different processors allows the tasks to be executed in par

allel. However, other considerations favor putting several tasks on the same processor. 

Tasks typically need to communicate; assigning two tasks that communicate to different 

processors incurs an overhead due to communication protocols and transmission delays. 

In addition, if only a single task is assigned to a processor, the processor may be idle 

for a significant portion of the computation because a task can be blocked because of 

communication delays, synchronization with other tasks, or I/O delays. 

The optimal assignment problem is the problem of assigning tasks to processors so as 

to minimize the total execution time, which is the sum of execution time of the program 

and the intertask communication times. In this problem, perfect knowledge of both ex

ecution time and communication costs is assumed. The optimal assignment problem is 

NP-complete for three or more processors [114, 115] except in special cases such as tree

connected networks [24]; thus, in the worst case the problem is intractable. This is not 

as serious as it sounds, because practical techniques have been found that either approxi

mate a solution in polynomial time [28, 45, 106] or that find an optimal solution usually 

in polynomial time [105]. 

However, compilers do not have perfect knowledge about either execution times or 

communication costs. Furthermore, the optimal strategy is not necessarily a static assign

ment of tasks to processors; it may involve dynamic task migration. The result is that, in 

practice, parallelizing compilers use heuristic approaches to scheduling. Typically, all task 

scheduling is done by general-purpose schedulers that perform fairly well in typical cases 

and poorly in few cases. For many programs, a carefully chosen, hand-crafted scheduler 

can do better than the general-purpose one, but parallelizing compilers do not allow such 

schedulers to be written or used. 

In contrast, Par gives the programmer control over the scheduling strategy. This 

approach allows both general-purpose and specialized schedulers. A possible strategy is to 
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specify, initially, a general-purpose scheduler such as fefs of section 4.2.2. Then, if profiling 

the code reveals that a particular concurrent statement is being executed inefficiently, that 

statement can be annotated to use a more specialized scheduler. 

6.1.4 Data Management 

As Karp says in [67]: 

"The importance of data management is also a problem for people writing 

automatic parallelization compilers. To date, our compiler technology has been 

directed toward optimizing control flow. Such features as common expression 

elimination, code movement, and dependence analysis for vectorization have 

been used for many years. Even today, when hierarchical memories make pro

gram performance a function of data organization, no compiler in existence 

changes the data addresses specified by the programmer to improve perfor

mance. If such compilers are to be successful, particularly on message passing 

and hybrid systems, a new kind of analysis will have to be developed. This 

analysis will have to match the data structures to the executable code in order 

to minimize memory traffic." 

Some progress has now been made in automatic data management. However, like paral

lelization and scheduling, data management appears to be a difficult problem to automate; 

progress has been made only on restricted models of computation. We examine two ap

proaches to automatic data management that illustrate some of the difficulties. 

Mace [82] considers the problem of choosing static mappings for data structures in 

parallel programs. Her model is based on the idea of a shape, which is a memory storage 

pattern for a data structure. For example, partitioning the rows of a matrix among 

memory elements would be one shape, while partitioning by columns would be another. 

Thus shapes correspond to Par mappings. In Mace's model, a program is represented 

by a directed program graph. Each node is labeled with an operation, which represents 

a calculation based on the values of its children. Edges are labeled with shapes, which 

represent the storage pattern chosen for that datum. The cost of executing a node can 

depend on the operation and also on the shapes assigned to the incoming edges. The 

total cost of a shape assignment is the sum of the costs of the nodes. Given this model of 
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parallel programs, the problem is to find an optimal shape assignment-an assignment of 

shapes to edges that minimizes the total cost. Finding such an assignment corresponds to 

picking a storage pattern for each datum in the program. 

This formulation of the memory-management problem is quite restricted. It assumes 

a collection of pre-existing, static shapes for data, such as storing matrices by row or 

column. In reality, there are many ways to store data on parallel machines; it may be 

useful to design a new shape for a data structure for a particular program. In the image

labeling problem of Section 3.4, for example, we invented the shared..edges mapping to 

solve a specific data-sharing problem. In Chapter 4, instead of specifying static mappings 

for data, we designed data structures that adapt themselves to the calculation. Such data 

structures do not fit into Mace's model. 

Mace's model also assumes perfect knowledge of both the program graph and the costs 

associated with nodes. This is unrealistic except in the case of very regular programs. Yet 

even in this restricted model, Mace shows that finding an optimal shape assignment is 

NP-complete except for certain restricted kinds of graphs such as trees [82]. 

An even more restricted form of the data management problem is examined in [90]. 

The authors discuss the problem of scheduling delay points in mUlti-stage programs. A 

mUlti-stage program is a program that consists of a linear sequence of stages. Each stage 

can contain parallelism, but the stages are executed one at a time in a fixed sequence. More 

complicated program graphs such as trees, and DAGs are excluded from consideration. A 

delay point is an optional calculation that can be inserted between stages of a program. 

A delay point could, for example, remap data so that subsequent stages execute more 

quickly. (This model does not accommodate self-adapting data structures such as those 

we developed in Chapter 4, which adapt to usage patterns continuously instead of at 

discrete intervals.) In this model, the execution time of a stage depends on the position 

of the most recent delay point. 

In [90], the authors show that, assuming perfect knowledge about stage performance 

as a function of delay points, optimal delay point scheduling can be solved in polynomial 

time by dynamic programming. In real programs perfect knowledge is rarely available; 

thus the authors also present a heuristic algorithm for scheduling delay points that seems 

to produce nearly optimal results in test cases. For this result to be generally useful the 

technique will have to be extended to more general graphs. 
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In contrast with automatic data management, Par allows the programmer to specify 

mappings and remappings. Par also allows dynamic and self-organizing data structures, 

which mutate in response to usage patterns. In the examples of Chapter 3, data man

agement was for the most part static, with occasional "phase changes" in which data 

movement occurred. This reflected the regular nature of the algorithms. In Chapter 4, 

data management was usually dynamic because the irregular algorithms presented there 

had unpredictable data usage patterns. 

6.1.5 Summary 

Obtaining an optimal solution to any of the four subproblems discussed above is theoreti

cally intractable. Even obtaining a "good" solution is in many cases very difficult; each of 

these problems is the subject of current research. Since parallelizing sequential programs 

involves obtaining solutions to all of these problems, we do not believe that automatic 

translation of sequential programs to parallel form is currently a practical approach to 

parallel programming. 

Also, we also feel that the first problem-exposing parallelism-is best solved by the 

programmer. Although automatic detection of parallelism has some uses, we feel that 

parallel algorithms should be written in a parallel language. Writing a parallel algorithm 

in a sequential language ensures that the program will not clearly reflect the algorithm. 

6.2 Declarative Programming Languages 

Imperative languages have an implicit state which is modified by programming commands 

(hence the term imperative). John Backus, in his Turing Award Lecture [14], pointed out 

that imperative languages suffer from the "von Neumann bottleneck"-the single, narrow 

"tube" that connects the processor, which executes commands, to the memory, which 

represents the state. The bandwidth of this channel imposes a fundamental limitation on 

the rate at which information can be produced and stored. In contrast with imperative 

languages, declarative languages have no implicit state; they are instead based on pro

gramming with expressions or terms. To some extent, declarative languages specify what 

is being computed rather than how it is computed. 

There are many models of declarative programming. Applicative programming is 

based on the lambda calculus [21] and is the basis for languages such as Miranda [113], 
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ALFL [62,59,60] and Haskell [63]. Prolog [74,58] is based on first order logic. Consul [17] 

and the distributed constraint (dc) family of languages defined in [102] are based on 

constraint-based programming. Sisal [84] and VAL [2, 85] are based on the dataflow 

model of computation. Crystal [101, 37, 39, 38] is based on recursion equations. FP [14] is 

based on functional programming, which is variable-free programming based on functional 

forms-higher order functions that combine existing functions to give new ones.2 

All these languages have the desirable property of referential transparency: an ex

pression can always be replaced by its value !egardless of the surrounding context. For 

example, in the expression 

the product sUbexpressions can be replaced by their values without regard for the rest of 

the program. Referential transparency has the effect of making parallelism easy to expose. 

In the example above, the two products can be calculated concurrently. Things are more 

complicated in imperative languages. For example, in the C expression 

sum(product(a.b). product(c.d)) 

it is not necessarily the case that the two products can be evaluated in parallel. The 

function product could change the values of variables other than the parameters; e.g., 

product(int a. int b) 
{ c = c+1; return a*b; } 

This definition of product not only returns the product of its arguments, but also modifies 

the global variable c. Executing two instances of product simultaneously could lead to 

interference and erroneous results. 

As a result of referential transparency, declarative programs typically exhibit a large 

amount of natural parallelism; unlike imperative programs, parallelism is the rule instead 

of the exception. However, as we have pointed out, exposing parallelism only the first step 

in creating an efficient parallel program. The problems of granularity control, scheduling, 

and data management are also important. Referential transparency does not solve these 

2The term functional has several meanings. This definition is a paraphrase of the one given by John 
Backus, who coined the term for his language FP [14]. However, many people use functional as a synonym 
for declarativej i.e., lacking side effects. Others take it to mean "providing first-class functionsj" for 
example, Scheme and ML are often called functional languages even though they are also imperative 
languages. 
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problems. In fact, maintaining referential transparency makes efficient data management 

even more difficult than in imperative languages. 

Consider, for example, the problem of building a histogram from a list of numbers. 

Given a list of numbers and a function that maps each element of the list to an integer in 

a range 1 ... N, we want to count the number of elements of the list that map to each i, 

1 ~ i ~ N. In an imperative language such as C this is easy: 

for (i=l; i<=length(sequence); ++i) { 
slot = f(sequence[i]) 
histogram[slot] += 1 

} 

In a language without assignment, however, this strategy is impossible since modifying 

histogram is not allowed. Thus a naive applicative implementation of this algorithm 

creates a new copy of the vector histogram each time it is modified; the result will be a 

very inefficient program. 

One way around this problem is to attempt to derive efficient imperative code from 

assignment-free programs. The Crystal project [37, 101,38] takes this approach. However, 

this requires data-dependency analysis, which-as we pointed out in Section 6.1.1-is 

difficult to do in general. To date, this approach has proven successful only on very 

regular problems. 

Another approach to the problem of data management is to make declarative languages 

more expressive by adding novel data structures that allow efficient data management yet 

preserve referential transparency. Id Nouveau [12] has a type constructor called an 1-

structure that allows arrays to be created incrementally. Elements of I-structures can 

be created without copying the entire array. However, I-structures do not permit array 

elements to be redefined once they have been given values; thus I-structures cannot be 

used to solve the histogram problem. 

In summary, declarative languages exhibit natural parallelism, which makes them more 

amenable to parallel implementation than imperative, sequential languages. However, 

exposing parallelism is only one of four difficult problems. Controlling granularity and 

scheduling tasks are just as difficult with declarative languages as they are with sequential, 

imperative languages. Data management is even more difficult, since the implementation 

is constrained by the semantics of referential transparency. A promising hybrid approach, 

which allows user-specified data management and scheduling for declarative programs, is 
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discussed in Section 6.9.2. 

6.3 Distributed Programming Languages 

Distributed languages can be used for parallel programming. By a distributed language we 

mean a language with logically distributed address spaces. In such languages, processes 

interact by by some form of message passing instead of by sharing data. For example, 

CSP [57] uses synchronous message passing, NIL [109, 92] uses asynchronous message 

passing, Ada [9] uses rendezvous, Cedar [112] uses remote procedure call, and Argus [81] 

uses atomic transactions. Some distributed languages, such as SR [11, 10], provide several 

forms of message passing. The family of distributed languages is very large; the reader is 

referred to [16] for a survey. 

Distributed languages are at the opposite end of the spectrum from parallelizing com

pilers. Where parallelizing compilers attempt to automatically produce efficient parallel 

code, distributed languages instead provide features that allow the programmer to explic

itly specify parallel computations. 

Distributed languages work well for programming inherently distributed applications 

such as distributed operating systems. The primitives of distributed languages have a 

direct mapping onto the machine primitives of multicomputers. For example, message 

passing often translates directly to interprocessor (or interprocess) communication. In 

some ways, distributed languages are the assembly languages of distributed computers: 

the language primitives directly model the underlying hardware. 

However, distributed languages are not ideal for writing portable parallel programs. 

To implement a parallel algorithm in a distributed language, the algorithm must be ex

plicitly broken into processes of the proper granularity, the processes must be assigned to 

processors, and the data must be partitioned among the processes. Breaking an algorithm 

into processes and assigning them to processors is inherently architecture dependent; it 

depends strongly on aspects of the architecture such as the number of processors, the 

communication network topology, and communication speed. This is why Par encapsu

lates such decisions in scheduler annotations, which can be reimplemented or modified for 

various architectures. 

Partitioning data among processes is often burdensome. Sharing data between pro

cesses is natural for many problems, but awkward to express in distributed languages; the 
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shared data must be encapsulated in a server process and accessed by message passing. In 

contrast, Par allows data to be shared naturally. Mapping annotations allow the physical 

position of the data (Le., the processor on which it is stored) to be treated orthogonally 

from the way the data is used. 

Distributed languages can be ported to computers with shared memory. However, 

programs written in distributed languages are not necessarily portable. For, example, 

some distributed languages allow programmers to assign processes to particular processors. 

Programs that use such features are not portable since they rely on a particular collection 

of processors. Also, distributed languages make it difficult to take advantage of physical 

shared memory on computers where it is available. For example, on shared memory 

computers a natural programming technique is to store large arrays or data in global 

memory and have processors work on different parts of the array at different times. In a 

distributed language this is difficult to express since each datum must reside in a process. 

Distributed object-based languages are a variant of distributed languages in which 

each datum is encapsulated in a separate manager process, usually called an object. The 

objects interact by invoking the exported methods (operations) of other objects. A calcu

lation consists of a dynamic network of active, communicating objects. Parallelism arises 

because many of the objects can be active simultaneously. This model is a generalization 

of sequential object-oriented languages such as Smalltalk [53], where each datum is encap

sulated in a passive object. Many recent languages are based on this idea; for example, 

Emerald [64], ConcurrentSmalltalk [117, 118], and Actor-based languages [3]. 

Distributed object-oriented languages avoid, for the most part, the problem of how 

to partition an algorithm into processes-each datum is, in essence, a separate process. 

This makes it easy for a large amount of parallelism to be expressed in the program; since 

objects are active unless waiting for other objects, parallelism is the default instead of the 

exception. 

However, as we have pointed out, exposing parallelism is only part of the problem. 

Controlling granularity, scheduling, and data management are important to performance. 

Several approaches to scheduling are possible in distributed object-oriented languages. 

Emerald allows object migration under programmer control. This is very flexible but 

entails a large runtime system and a certain amount of overhead. The other alternative, 

which most distributed object-oriented languages take, is to place and schedule objects 
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automatically. This approach, of course, encounters the problems outlined in Section 6.1: 

controlling granularity, scheduling, and data management. 

6.4 Simulating Shared Memory 

On computers with uniform-access shared memory, data management is much simpler 

than on NUMA computers and multicomputers. This is because placement of data is not 

an issue on UMA computers. Thus one approach to achieving architecture-independence 

is to provide the illusion of a shared, uniform access memory. This section discusses ways 

in which a uniform shared-memory abstraction can be provided on NUMA and distributed 

computers. 

6.4.1 Distributed Virtual Memory 

One attractive possibility is to have the operating system of a distributed or NUMA 

computer simulate a uniform-access shared memory. The seminal work on this apprC':tch 

was the IVY project [77], which introduced the idea of distributed virtual memory. Ivy 

implements a shared virtual address space on a collection of Apollo workstations connected 

by an Ethernet. Performance measurements showed that the system produced almost 

linear speedups for programs that displayed a high degree of locality of reference. 

The IVY system uses demand paging to simulate shared memory. If a processor 

attempts to access a page of memory that does not reside on the current processor, a 

page fault occurs. To service the page fault, the operating system locates the page, 

moves it to the current processor, and then allows the program to proceed. To provide 

parallelism while maintaining the semantics of shared memory, IVY simultaneously allows 

many processors to have a read-only copy of a page, but only one processor to have a copy 

that can be written. This means that the first time a page is written all other copies of 

the page must be located and invalidated. 

The idea of using demand paging to implement uniform-access shared memory has 

also been applied to NUMA computers, including the IBM ACE multiprocessor [26] and 

the BBN Butterfly Plus [47]. Some of the issues involved in implementing uniform-access 

memory on NUMA computers are discussed in [103]. 

Using distributed virtual memory as a basis for parallel computation has several prob

lems. First, it relies heavily on locality of reference for its efficiency. Algorithms that do 
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not exhibit good locality of reference will not run efficiently since a large fraction of mem

ory references will result in page faults. But the notion oflocality of reference is foreign to 

the uniform-access memory model. Thus the UMA model of computation ignores certain 

important aspects of real multicomputers, and can mislead the programmer into writing 

inefficient programs. This issue is discussed in [108]. 

In contrast, Par's model of computation makes data locality explicit. Par without 

annotations can be thought of as providing a UMA model of computation, while the 

annotations allow locality of objects to be specified by the programmer for efficiency. 

Another problem with using paging to simulate uniform-access memory is "false shar

ing" [26]. False sharing occurs when a single page contains two classes of data that should 

be put in different memory segments. For example, in a grid computation the best way 

to schedule the computation is often to partition the grid among the processors and have 

each processor work on a different piece of the grid. It is unlikely (without special pro

gramming tricks) that the grid partitions will fall evenly on page boundaries, nor is there 

a way to specify this within the UMA model. The result is that some pages will contain 

portions of the grid that should be mapped to different processors and the page will be 

repeatedly swapped back and forth between two (or more) processors. 

So far this problem has been addressed in ad hoc ways, for example, by adjusting 

array sizes so that page boundaries and partition boundaries coincide. In [26, page 30] the 

authors say "We found that false sharing could be reduced, often dramatically, by tuning 

application code." Of course, this requires that the programmer step outside the UMA 

model and deal explicitly with the NUMA or distributed nature of the computer. Work 

is in progress to attempt to detect and correct false sharing [25]. 

The false-sharing problem arises because the unit of communication, the page, is un

related to the logical objects of the program. Par does not suffer from false sharing since 

communication is specified in terms of the logical objects in the program. 

6.4.2 Weak Shared Memory 

The difficulty of providing coherent shared memory on distributed computers has led to 

several forms of shared memory that have a "weaker" semantics and thus allow a more 

efficient implementation. Many applications do not require full consistency in shared data. 

For example, a time-of-day clock can be considered a variable that is shared between the 
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clock interrupt handler and clients of the clock. It is often the case that clients would 

rather get an approximate time quickly than a more precise time slowly. More generally, 

weak shared memory allows tasks to get stale copies of shared variables. 

Ada [9] has special rules for shared variables that specify that between synchronization 

points tasks cannot make any assumptions about the order in which other tasks access 

the data. This has the effect of allowing the implementation to replicate shared variables 

and only update copies at synchronization points. The means that shared variables must 

be treated quite differently from other variables. In particular, it is difficult for two tasks 

to communicate reliably through a shared variable. The fact that shared variables look 

the same as other variables but have markedly different semantics makes it easy to write 

erroneous and implementation-dependent code in Ada. 

The languages Blaze [73,86] and Kali [72], discussed further in section 6.9.3, also treat 

shared variables specially. These languages allow tasks to be spawned in fork-join style 

by the use of the forall statement. The semantics of shared variables in a for all statement 

are copy-in, copy-out. For example, 

forallp i in 1 .. N-1 do 
A[i] := A[i+1] 

end; 

has the effect of "left-shifting" the array A. The array reference on the right-hand side 

accesses the original array, while reference on the left-hand side is to a copy. In effect, the 

entire array is replicated before the forall statement begins execution; all read access is to 

the old copy of the array. When the forall statement terminates, the old copy of the array 

is replaced by the new copy. In reality, of course, compiler analysis can often detect cases 

where replication is unnecessary. 

In [40], Cheriton describes a concept called problem-oriented shared memory. A 

problem-oriented shared memory is an abstraction that provides fetch and store oper

ations that are specialized to the particular application it is supporting. These operations 

provide relaxed forms of consistency that are good enough for the application and cheap 

to provide. Examples include relaxing cache coherency or maintaining a "sufficiently ac

curate" value for the time-of-day. 

Various forms of weak or problem-oriented shared memory can be implemented in Par, 

since they are really a form of caching that does not require strict coherence. However, 

we feel that it is important to distinguish such problem oriented abstractions from more 
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standard ones. It would be a confusing, for example, to implement a "weak array" in 

which the index operation might return stale data; it is better to use a name other than 

index to avoid potential confusion. 

6.5 Paralations 

The paralation model [99] is a collection of constructs that are added to a sequential 

language to give a parallel language. The paralation model explicitly addresses object 

locality-objects can be put "close to" one another in the sense of the communication 

metric. Although the syntax of Paralation Lisp is used in this section, most of the de

scription applies to any paralation language. (It is assumed that basic Lisp syntax is 

familiar to the reader.) 

A paralation is a vector-like collection of paralation sites. Each paralation site is a 

collection of fields. Each field has a value at each site in its paralation. 

Programmers never manipulate paralations directly; instead they manipulate fields. 

Every paralation has a special index field, which contains, at each site, the index of that 

site. The make-paralation primitive creates a paralation of the specified size and returns 

its index field. For example, 

(make-paralation 10) 

creates a paralation with ten sites and returns the index field: 

#F(O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9) 

(Fields are denoted like Lisp lists, but with #F prepended.) 

New fields can be created from old ones by means of the elwise primitive. For example, 

consider the following Paralation Lisp fragment: 

(setq pi (make-paralation 10)) 
(setq p2 (elwise (pi) (+ pi 1))) 

The first line creates a paralation and assigns the index field to pi. The second line 

operates on the index field pi element-wise, creating a new field in the same paralation. 

The new field is obtained by adding one to each element in the field pi; hence, after the 

second line p2 will have the value 

#F(1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10) 
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To create a third field that is the sum of the p1 and p2, the following would suffice: 

(setq p3 (elwise (p1 p2) (+ p1 p2))) 

The fields to be operated upon element-wise are enclosed in parentheses after elwise. 

The function specified in an elwise is arbitrary; in particular, it can have side effects. 

However, the order in which sites are computed is not specified. It is an error for side 

effects to conflict. Implementations of Paralation Lisp are not required to detect such an 

error, however. 

The other basic structure in the paralation model is the mapping. A mapping can be 

thought of as a bundle of arrows between two paralations. Mappings are created by the 

match primitive, which takes as parameters two fields: 

(match dest-field src-field) 

and produces a mapping with an arrow from the source site to the destination site if 

dest-field and src-field are equal. (Note that, although the arguments are fields, the 

arrows connect paralation sites, not fields.) For example, consider the Paralation Lisp 

fragment 

(setq f1 (make-paralation 6)) 
(setq f2 (make-paralation 6)) 
(setq f3 (elwise (f2) (mod (+ f2 3) 6))) 
(setq map (match f1 f3) 

The effect is shown in Figure 6.1. The first line creates a new paralation with six sites and 

names it f1. The second line creates a second paralation, also with six sites, and names it 

f2. The third line creates a new field, f3 in the second paralation by an elwise operation. 

Finally, the mapping map is created. The mapping is the bundle of arrows connecting the 

two paralations. The arrows link a paralation site of the second paralation to a paralation 

site of the first if f3 and f1 have the same value at those sites. (The src and dest fields 

of a mapping can be members of the same paralation.) 

Mappings are used as paths to move data. The move primitive, written <-, "pushes" a 

field through a mapping, creating a new field in the paralation that is the destination of the 

mapping. Thus, if the arrows form a one-to-one mapping between source and destination 

sites, move models parallel point-to-point communication. For example, if the situation is 

as pictured in Figure 6.1, then 
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f1 f2 f3 

0 0 3 

1 1 4 

2 2 5 

3 3 0 

4 4 1 

5 5 2 

map 

Figure 6.1: A paralation mapping. 

«- f3 :by map) 

creates a new field in the first paralation which is a copy of the field f3 in the second 

paralation. The mapping map is used to move the data. 

The move primitive is more powerful than this, however. If two arrows leave a source 

site, the data from the source site is duplicated and sent along each arrow. (This models 

multicast.) If no arrow enters a destination site, a default value can be provided, which 

will be assigned to the destination. Finally, if multiple arrows enter a destination site, 

values are combined pairwise by a user-specified, dyadic function. The order in which 

pairs of arrows are combined on the way to the destination is not specified so combining 

functions are usually associative. Figure 6.2 contains an illustration of the use of a more 

general mapping. The mapping was created by the following match: 

(setq map (match fl f2)) 

Then map was used to create the field f4 from f3: 

(setq f4 «- f3 
:by map2 
:vith #'+ 
:default 0)) 
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f2 f3 

n f4 1 2 

1 13 2 3 

6 0 1 4 

2 3 5 5 

2 3 3 6 

1 7 

4 8 

Figure 6.2: A more complicated move 

The + function is specified as the combiner and the default value is specified as zero. Thus 

element 0 off4 is 2+4+7, element 1 is 0 since there are no incoming arrows, and elements 

2 and 3 are both 3 since the incoming arrows have the same source. 

Unlike many other parallel models, the paralation model deals explicitly with local

ity of communication. It has a three level locality hierarchy: intrasite, intersite, and 

inter-paralation. Intrasite communication-communication within a paralation site-is 

the cheapest; communication between sites of a paralation is intermediate in cost; and 

communication between different paralations is the most expensive. The programmer can 

also refine the hierarchy somewhat by building shaped paralations. A shaped paralation is 

specified by providing not only a size for a paralation, but a collection of mappings from 

the paralation to itself. The compiler attempts to layout the paralation so that these 

mappings are inexpensive. 

Although the concept of locality in paralation languages is explicit, the use of the 

locality information is left to the compiler. This is both good and bad. It tends to make 

programs more portable since programs never mention architectural details. On the other 

hand, it compromises efficiency. On its "native" machine, the Connection Machine, the 

paralation model of locality has a reasonably straightforward mapping onto the machine 

(although even there some aspects of the model-such as nested paralations-make mem

ory allocation "quite difficult" [99, page 126]). On other machines the interpretation of 
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the locality information is not at all straightforward. A programmer might, for example, 

build a grid-shaped paralation to solve the image labeling problem (Section 3.4). The 

paralation compiler would be responsible for mapping the grid onto the target computer, 

which might be arranged as a ring or a tree. The best way to map a grid onto a tree is 

not at all obvious. 

The use of virtual architectures in Par allows the same sort of machine independence 

as paralations. In contrast with the paralation model, however, Par also allows (in fact 

requires) programmers to specify precisely the way virtual architectures are mapped onto 

the physical computer. This reflects Par's strategy of providing a flexible framework for 

building architecture-independent programs instead of providing high-level constructs as 

primitives. 

The paralation model does not address the issue of granularity. The designer of the 

paralation model assumes [99, page 122] that the target machine has n processors, where 

n is the size of the largest paralation. This is intended to be accomplished by use of a "vir

tual processor" facility, by which an arbitrary number of virtual processors are simulated 

on the available physical processors. On the Connection Machine, this is a reasonable 

assumption since the Connection Machine is designed to provide virtual processors. On 

MIMD computers, however, simulating virtual processors can be quite expensive. For ex

ample, imagine a paralation program that creates a 100 x 100, grid-shaped paralation on 

a computer with only 10 processors. In this situation each processor will have to simulate 

1000 virtual processors. This means that each elwise applied to the paralation will have 

a cost of at least 1000 context switches (plus whatever useful work is done). If the elwise 

operation is simple-e.g., add 1 to each element of the par alation-the cost of the context 

switches will far outweigh the actual work done. 

Par, in contrast, allows small chores to be statically combined by the use of schedulers. 

This allows the 1000 context switches required in the example above to be replaced with 

a sequential loop from 1 to 1000. Even very light-weight context switches are much more 

expensive than loop control within a thread. 

The paralation model is more general than Par because it addresses both MIMD and 

SIMD machines. It remains to be seen whether the Par method can be adapted to SIMD 

computers. 
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6.6 Futures 

Multilisp [94, 95, 96] is an extended version of Scheme [1, 111] that supports explicit 

parallelism. Multilisp's parallelism is based on the future construct. The expression 

(future E), where E is an arbitrary Multilisp expression, creates a task to execute E and 

also creates an object that will eventually hold the value of E. This object is called a 

future. It is initially in an unresolved state since it has not yet been evaluated. When the 

value of the future is known-when the task associated with the future terminates-the 

future is resolved and contains the value computed by the task. 

The effect of using a future as an operand of some operator has one of two effects, 

depending on the kind of operator. If the operator is strict-that is, if the operator needs 

the value of its operands-the operator delays until the future becomes resolved. (Of 

course, if the future has already been resolved there is no delay.) For example, in the 

expression 

(+ (future (* a b» (future (* cd») 

the operator + is strict since it requires the arithmetic values of its operands to perform 

the addition. Thus the expression is delayed until the two futures are resolved. When the 

futures are resolved the addition takes place. 

When used as an operand to a non-strict operator, a future does not cause the operator 

to delay. For example, in the expression 

(cons (future (* a b» 1st) 

the cons operator builds a pair, the first element of which is a pointer to the future value 

of (* a b). The cons operator is not strict since it does not need to know the value of (* 

a b), merely its location. Thus the cons operation is not delayed; it proceeds in parallel 

with the evaluation of the future. Later, if a strict operator uses this future by accessing 

the first element of the pair, the operator will be delayed unless the future has meanwhile 

been resolved. 

The future construct is expressive and flexible. Fork-join style parallelism can be sim

ulated by creating a vector of futures and then waiting for all of them to resolve. Other 

paradigms, such as the producer-consumer model, speculative parallelism (computing val

ues that might be needed later), and "live data structures" [34, pp.345-346] are also easy 
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to express. The use of Scheme-a highly expressive language-as the base language for 

Multilisp makes it easy to encapsulate the use of futures in higher level constructs. 

Multilisp has been implemented on the Concert multiprocessor [95], which is an ex

perimental NUMA multiprocessor with eight processors. The results so far indicate that 

Multilisp programs run almost n times as fast on n processors as the same program run

ning on one processor. However, this is partly due to the fact that Multilisp runs quite 

slowly on a single processor; it is not nearly as fast as traditional imperative languages. 

Also, the creation of a future is a fairly expensive operation; this makes it impractical to 

use futures to express fine-grained parallelism. 

Thus far, Multilisp has not been implemented on distributed memory multiprocessors. 

Scheduling and data mapping are much more difficult on such computers than on shared

memory computers since the cost of remote references is much higher. Multilisp provides 

no support for allowing the user to specify scheduling strategies and data mapping. As 

we have pointed out, these are very difficult problems to solve automatically. 

6.7 Generative Communication 

The Linda system [4, 35] is a collection of primitives that implement what is called gen

erative communication. The Linda model of parallelism and communication is based on 

a distinctive memory model called tuple space. The conventional memory model, upon 

which von Neumann languages are based, involves reading and writing words of memory, 

where the words are accessed by address. In contrast, Linda's memory model is based on 

adding, reading, and removing tuples of values, which are accessed by content. A process 

is created when an active (unevaluated) tuple is deposited in tuple space. Unevaluated 

tuples are similar to Multilisp's futures; they calculate their own value and then become 

ordinary passive tuples, accessible to other processes. 

A Linda tuple is a series of fields. Each field can be either a value or a formal, which is 

a name and type. Formals are usually used in templates, which are described below. Two 

fields match if they both contain identical values or if one contains a value and the other 

contains a formal of the same type. Two tuples match if they have the same number of 

fields and the fields match pairwise. 

Linda's tuple space (TS) is manipulated by four primitives-out, in, rd, and eval

and two variant forms-inp and rdp. Invoking out(t) deposits the tuple t in TS. This 
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operation is asynchronous; the invoking process continues immediately. 

Invoking in(s) delays the invoking process until TS contains some tuple t that matches 

the tuple s (called the template). When a matching tuple is found, any formals in the 

template s are assigned the values of the matching fields in t. (The tuple t may also have 

formals, which must match, in type, the corresponding value in the template.) If multiple 

tuples match s, one is chosen nondeterministic ally. 

Invoking rd has the same effect as invoking in except that the matching tuple is not 

removed from TS. Invoking eval(t) has the same effect as invoking out(t) except that 

t is evaluated after, rather than before, it enters TS; executing eval implicitly creates a 

new process to evaluate the tuple. When evaluation of t is complete it becomes a passive 

tuple and can be retrieved by in or rd. The variants inp and rdp are like in and rd 

except that they are non-blocking. If a matching tuple can be found, they return 1 and 

make formal assignments; if not, they return o. 
Linda has some advantages over Par. Since it is grafted onto (or "injected into") other 

programming languages, the programmer can program in a familiar language with only 

a few added primitives. Existing subroutine libraries can be used with Linda programs. 

In contrast, Par requires the adoption of a new language. (However, see Section 7.3 for 

a discussion of how the Par method could be adapted to existing languages.) For many 

algorithms, Linda primitives allow very elegant solutions. For examples of various styles 

of Linda programs, see [34]. 

However, Linda also has drawbacks. Linda programs explicitly specify granularity; 

this tends to make programs architecture dependent. In Linda, the programmer has no 

control over scheduling and data management. As we have pointed out, these are difficult 

to do well automatically. 

In addition to these problems, which are common to many other approaches, Linda's 

tuple space has some problems of its own. The single, global tuple space is a marked 

violation of the principle of information hiding. Any process can withdraw any tuple from 

TS, regardless of the intended recipient. A possible solution to this problem is multiple 

tuple spaces [51]. In contrast, Par provides good information hiding, as do most object 

oriented languages. (It has also been proposed to add the Linda primitives to object 

oriented languages [35, 83], but this does not improve the information hiding properties 

of tuple space, which are independent of the base language.) 
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For many problems, Linda's notation seems awkward. Consider adding two distributed 

vectors element-wise. In C-Linda, this might be written as follows: 

for (i=l; i<= n; i++) { 
rd(lIall , i,? a...value) ; 
rd(lIb ll , i,? b_value); 
eval ("V", i, a..value + b_value); 

} 

The Par equivalent, 

co i := 1 to n -+ v[i] := a[i] + b[i] oc 

seems much more natural. Moreover, the C-Linda program above would be quite inefficient 

since the tasks are very small. A more practical program, in which the vector is stored 

as blocks to make the program more efficient, would be even less clear. In contrast, the 

granularity ofthe Par program can be modified by merely adding a scheduler. 

The implementors of Linda are currently working on remedies for the efficiency prob

lems of naive Linda implementations. Some of these ideas are discussed in [50]. It remains 

to be seen if Linda can be made efficient enough to compete with approaches that offer 

the programmer low-level control over data placement and communication. 

6.8 Shared Data Objects 

The Orca [15] language is based on the shared data-object model of computing. It is 

designed for, and has been implemented on, both shared-memory and distributed com

puters. 

Parallelism in Orca is explicit and is specified by the fork construct. The statement 

fork pname(parameters) on pnumber; 

has the effect of starting a process from a template named pname on the processor num

bered pnumber. Both processes proceed independently. Parameters to processes can be 

value parameters or shared parameters. Value parameters are passed by value in the stan

dard fashion. Shared parameters are similar to Par's reference parameters; the invoked 

process shares the object with the invoker. The only wayan object can be shared between 

processes is by specifying it as a shared parameter. 
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An Orca object consists of some private internal data and a collection of externally 

visible operations. The operations of an object execute indivisibly; thus mutual exclusion 

is taken care of automatically. An operation consists of a set of boolean guards, each 

with associated statements. An operation blocks until a guards is true and then executes 

the associated statements. Since operation guards are required to be side-effect free, 

operations block only before they begin execution. (This is important since operations 

must execute atomically.) 

Object management is automatic and is performed by the run-time system. Three run

time systems are described in [15]. The first, for shared memory computers, puts shared 

objects in shared memory and protects each with a lock. Before executing an invocation 

on a shared object, the invoking process must acquire the object's lock. Then, if a guard 

is found to be true, the operation proceeds; upon completion the lock is released. If no 

guard is true, the invoking process is put on a waiting list for that object and the lock 

is released. Whenever an object is modified, the processes on the waiting list become 

runnable again and attempt to re-acquire the lock. 

The second run-time system runs on distributed computers with a reliable broadcast 

mechanism; for example, several computers connected to an Ethernet. This system repli

cates all shared objects on all processors. Read operations lock and use the local copy. 

Write operations employ a reliable broadcast mechanism to lock and update all copies 

atomically. 

The final version of the run-time system is for the Amoeba operating system. This 

run-time system uses a more elaborate object-management system. Shared objects are 

originally placed on the same processor as the process that creates them. When a shared 

object is passed as a parameter, what is actually sent is a remote reference to the object. 

The remote processor can execute operations on the object by remote procedure call. If 

a processor makes frequent read-access to an object, the run-time system may replicate 

the object on that machine. Thereafter, the object must be modified using a two-phase 

update protocol. If an object is frequently modified by a processor other than the one on 

which it resides, the run-time system may move the object to the other processor. 

In brief, the Orca approach to parallel programming is to give the programmer control 

over process placement and interaction while automating data management. Thus Orca 

allows explicit control over granularity and scheduling, while providing automatic data 
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management. 

From the language-design point of view, Orca is a considerably higher-level language 

than Par. Par is based on the idea that high-level constructs such as atomic operations 

and data migration should be built using the abstraction mechanisms in the language. 

Thus Par provides a combination of low-level primitives and facilities for building higher 

level abstractions. The higher level approach makes Orca simpler to use if it provides 

what is needed. However, Orca is considerably less flexible than Par. For example, the 

three strategies for data management mentioned above can all be used to manage Par 

resources. It is also easy to implement resources that have atomic operations. Par can 

also be used to implement many data-mana6ement policies that Orca does not provide, 

including objects with non-atomic operations. 

Some Orca constructs require interprocedural analysis for efficient implementation. 

One example is the use of nested objects. Since objects can be nested, a nested operation 

invocation can cause an operation to block after it has begun execution. This is contrary 

to the semantics of Orca, which specify atomic execution of operations. The solution, 

in the general case, is to copy the outer object upon invocation and roll back to the 

initial object if a nested invocation blocks. This can often, but not always, be avoided 

by interprocedural analysis. The design of Par attempts to avoid primitive features that 

require an expensive implementation, either at compile time or execution time. 

6.9 Annotating Programs 

The section discusses approaches to architecture-independent parallel programming that, 

like Par, use annotations to achieve efficiency. These approaches differ from each other 
• both in the model provided by the base language and in the power of the annotations. 

6.9.1 Data Placement Annotations 

An interesting approach to compiling imperative programs is described by Callahan and 

Kennedy in [33]. (A very similar strategy for annotating Id-Nouveau programs for dis

tributed execution is described in [97].) They describe a method of using data placement 

annotations to guide the compilation of sequential FORTRAN for distributed computers. 

Although the paper does not address the problem of shared memory computers, it is clear 

that the technique could be adapted to those architectures, and would thus provide an 
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architecture-independent language for parallel programming. 

The language described in [33] is FORTRAN with extensions to specify data placement. 

The details of how data placement is done are not important here; the important point is 

that, for each datum in the program, the programmer assigns an "owner"-a processor on 

which it will be stored. (IT a datum is not assigned an owner, the compiler assigns one.) 

The owner of a datum is responsible for managing that datum: if the datum is the target 

of an assignment, the owner performs the modification; if the datum is needed by another 

processor, the owner sends it. 

The semantics of the language are the semantics of standard FORTRAN. In the basic 

execution scheme, each processor executes every statement. Assignment statements are 

executed cooperatively. For example, consider the following assignment: 

a := b + C 

The owners of band c send their values to the owner of a. The owner of a waits for 

the values of band c, adds them, and modifies a. The processors not involved in this 

calculation proceed immediately to the next statement. It is proceeding immediately 

to the next statement that is the basis for parallelism in this approach. For example, 

when executing a loop, each processor may be able to proceed directly to a different loop 

iteration. 

All the processors must follow exactly the same execution path through the program; 

thus variables that affect the execution path must be duplicated on all processors. Branch

ing is accomplished by having all the processors calculate the value of the boolean branch 

condition. Loop variables are duplicated on all processors, so all processors execute the 

same loops. 

The basic compilation mechanism provides correct execution of sequential code on dis

tributed processors, and thus preserves the semantics of FORTRAN. Potential parallelism 

is exposed at runtime because processors can bypass sections of code in which they do 

not participate. However, without code reorganization the actual parallelism achieved 

is rather small. In the unoptimized execution scheme, each processor must check every 

datum in every statement to determine if it is the owner. Since this check is likely to take 

as long as actually accessing a local datum, no time is saved. In addition, processors are 

delayed when they wait for other processors to send data. 
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The goal of optimization, then, is to minimize the number of ownership checks and syn

chronization points. The former is primarily a matter of constant propagation. The owner 

of each datum is fixed, so with enough analysis of the program, it can often be determined 

a compile time which processor owns which data. Array references, as usual, complicate 

the picture; aliasing between array references leads to imprecise ownership information. 

To minimize synchronization, code must be reorganized so that a relatively large amount 

of work can be done between synchronization points. The authors outline twelve standard 

optimizations that can be used to this end. (One advantage of this approach to compiling 

for distributed computerd is that most of the well-developed machinery of sequential code 

analysis is applicable.) 

Specifying data placement allows the compiler to avoid issues of data management. 

Furthermore, the scheduler is specified (albeit indirectly) since the schedule arises from the 

execution strategy. However, annotating data placement does not solve all the problems 

with parallelizing compilers. It is still necessary to begin with a program that contains 

parallelism-the compiler cannot derive parallel code from sequential algorithms. Also, 

this approach relies heavily on sequential code analysis techniques, which in general can 

produce only approximate results. Another serious problem is that the data placement, 

and thus the scheduler, are required to be static. For many problems-such as those 

described in Chapter 4-static placement and scheduling is not sufficient for good perfor-

mance. 

6.9.2 Annotating Declarative Languages 

As was noted in section 6.2, declarative languages in general, and applicative languages 

in particular, display a large potential for parallelism. However, controlling the paral

lelism is difficult to achieve automatically. Several proposals have been made to annotate 

declarative programs to provide control over the parallelism. This strategy has several 

nice properties. It is very flexible since it does not presume any particular applicative 

language or architecture. The annotations do not affect the correctness of the program, so 

changing the annotations is all that is needed for portability. Programs can be debugged 

on a uniprocessor system that ignores the annotations. 

Burton [30] suggests using annotations to control evaluation order of lambda calcu

lus. His annotations allow full control over the evaluation order of lambda calculus terms; 
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applicative order, normal-order, and mixed-order reductions can be specified using his 

notation. He also discusses scheduling considerations for evaluating such annotated pro

grams. Burton does not, however, consider explicitly annotating programs to specify on 

which processor a sub expression should be evaluated. 

Hudak [59,61] advocates para-functional programming, which refers to the strategy of 

annotating sub expressions of pure applicative languages to specify both evaluation order 

and assignment of sub expressions to processors. He has designed the para-functional 

language ParAlfl [59, 60], which embodies these ideas. Goldberg describes Alfalfa [54], an 

implementation of ParAlfl. The target architecture was a 128-node iPSC-386 hypercube. 

The author found that programs ran almost n times as fast on n processors as they did 

on one processor. However, the overall performance was poor compared with imperative 

implementations of the same algorithms because the programs ran very slowly on a single 

processor. This reflects the fact we do not yet know how to implement non-strict languages 

efficiently. 

Annotating declarative programs is a promising area of research. It seems likely 

that annotations will permit good introspective speedups on both shared-memory and 

distributed-memory computers. However, much improvement will have to be made be

fore declarative languages are competitive with imperative languages for general-purpose 

computing. Data management, especially a solution to the problem of updating large 

aggregate data structures such as arrays, is particularly important. 

6.9.3 Kali 

Kali [72] is a set of extensions that can be added to imperative languages to allow com

pilation on distributed memory computers. The language described here is Kali applied 

to Blaze [73,86]. (Work is in progress on a Kali Fortran [71].) The result is an explicitly 

parallel, imperative programming language that supports shared objects on distributed 

processors. It is similar to Par in that it provides placement and scheduling annotations 

that allow the programmer to tailor programs to various architectures. 

The execution environment for a Kali program is specified by a processor array. For 

example, 

processors Procs: array[1 .. P] with P in 1 .. max-procs; 
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allocates a one-dimensional array of physical processors numbered 1 .. . P. The number 

ma,cproes is the maximum number of processors that is acceptable; the number P is cho

sen at runtime to be in the range 1 ... max_proes, depending on the number of processors 

available. Multidimensional arrays can also be declared. It is assumed that the underlying 

architecture can support multidimensional arrays of physical processors. 

Arrays are partitioned by means of a distribution clause in their declaration. The 

distribution clause specifies a distribution pattern for each dimension of the array. A dis

tribution pattern is a function from processors to sets of array elements. The distribution 

pattern is assumed to partition the array; each element of a distributed array is stored only 

once. Kali provides notation for several common distribution patterns such as block and 

block-cyclic; it also provides a mechanism for user-defined distributions. Scalar variables 

and arrays without distribution clauses are replicated on all the processors. 

Parallelism is provided by a forall statement, which is a variant of the "parallel for 

loop." Scheduling of a forall statement is specified by an on clause; which assigns chores 

to processors. For example, the forallioop 

forall i in 1 to N on A[i].loe do 
A[i] := B[i] + C[i] 

end; 

sets the vector A to the sum of vectors Band C. The value of each A [i] is calculated on 

the processor that owns A [i] , which is denoted A [i] .loe. 

With regard to data placement, the primary difference between Par and Kali is the 

generality of the mechanisms provided. Since Kali is designed for numeric computation, 

it provides placement annotations only for distributed arrays. Par is intended to be 

a more general purpose language and thus allows arbitrary distributed data structures. 

Also, Kali assumes that arrays are partitioned, Par allows elements to be replicated, and 

provides mechanisms by which programmers can design protocols to handle the replicated 

data. In Kali, array mappings are static, while in Par arrays (and other objects) can be 

remapped for efficiency. (However, dynamic array distributions may be added to Kali in 

the future [71].) 

With regard to scheduling, Par and Kali provide almost equivalent power-in either 

language any chore can be specified to be executed on any processor. However, this 

information is provided differently in the two languages. Kali schedulers (on clauses) 

are mappings from chores to processors. Par schedulers are (essentially) mappings from 
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processors to sets of chores. At execution time what is needed is the latter, not the 

former; each processor must iterate through the chores that are assigned it. This means 

that, in Kali, a processor must essentially invert the mapping from chores to processors 

in order to determine which chores to execute. In the case of simple, regular schedulers, 

which are common in the problem domain for which Kali is designed, the calculation of 

the inverse chore-assignment function can be done at compile time. In general, however, 

some execution-time calculation is necessary. As the designers of Kali point out [72], 

this calculation can sometimes be amortized over more than one execution of the for all 

statement. 

6.9.4 Dino 

Dino [98] is a language for writing numerical programs on distributed memory multipro

cessors. Dino allows distributed data structures to be annotated with distributions, which 

specify how they are to be stored. 

Dino programs run on virtual parallel machines termed environment structures. An 

environment structure is an arrangement-an array or a tree, for example-of identical 

environments. Environment structures are created by environment declarations in the 

main program. Each environment can contain local data and procedures as well as com

posite procedures. Composite procedures can be invoked from the main program; this has 

the effect of simultaneously invoking the composite procedure in each environment of a 

virtual parallel machine and waiting until all the instances of the composite procedure 

terminate. Composite procedure call is the only form of parallelism in Dino. This tends 

to encourage a data-parallel style of programming. 

Shared data structures can be distributed over an environment structure. Each element 

of the data structure can be mapped to one or more environments, depending on how it 

will be used. For example, an array could be partitioned by rows, columns, or blocks, or 

it could be distributed as a collection of overlapping blocks to solve problems such as the 

image-labeling problem in Section 3.4. Distributions can be specified by the programmer 

or taken from a library of distributions. 

Communication between environments is accomplished by reading and writing dis

tributed variables. Dino provides several kinds of access to distributed variables. Local 

access-read or write-always uses the local copy of the distributed variable, which must 
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be mapped to the environment that is accessing it. Remote access performs communica

tion. Remote write to a distributed variable sends a message containing the new value 

to each environment to which the variable is mapped. A corresponding remote read on 

another environment receives the message and assigns it to the local copy. 

Both synchronous and asynchronous distributed variables can be specified. With syn

chronous distributed variables, a remote read uses the oldest unread message and blocks 

if none is available. With asynchronous distributed variables, remote read uses the most 

recent unread message if one exists, otherwise the local value is used. 

Because of the highly synchronous, data-parallel style of Dino programs, scheduling is 

not really an issue. Dino's distributions are similar in intent to Par's mappings. However, 

distributions are limited to a fixed set of protocols that are specialized for the highly regular 

communication patterns that arise in numerical computation. Dino's distributions are 

more general than those provided in Kali (section 6.9.3) because they are not constrained 

to be partitions. However, Par's mappings are much more general; a Par resource could 

be designed to emulate an arbitrary Dino distribution; the converse is not true. 

6.9.5 Unity 

UNITY [36] (Unbounded Nondeterministic Iterative Transformations) is a computational 

model and proof system for parallel programming. Although UNITY is not based on 

annotation, it shares with the other systems in this section the emphasis on incremen

tal development-of beginning with a simple, architecture-independent statement of the 

algorithm and then developing an efficient program by stepwise refinement. 

A UNITY program consists of declarations of variables, specification of their initial 

values, and a set of guarded multiple assignment statements. Program execution begins 

in a state satisfying the initial values of the variables and continues forever. In each step, 

some assignment statement is selected and executed. The selection is nondeterministic and 

fair. This simple programming model is shown to be powerful and amenable to formal 

analysis. 

In [36] the authors advocate a programming style that, like Par, " ... separates con

cerns between what on the one hand, and when, where, and how on the other." The 

authors present many examples of how UNITY programs can be mapped onto different 

architectures. The process of mapping begins with a UNITY program that is correct. By 
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a series of program transformations, the program is transformed into a program suited 

to a particular architecture. These transformations have a formal basis but they are not 

automatic. 

UNITY is similar to Par in its goal. However, UNITY takes a much different approach 

to the problem. UNITY adopts an elegant but quite unfamiliar notation, while Par adopts 

a conventional notation. Mapping a UNITY program to an architecture is done by a series 

of program transformations, each one of which preserves correctness and moves closer to 

the final architecture. Tailoring a Par program to an architecture is done by adding 

annotations that preserve correctness but change the implementation of the high level 

programming constructs. 

The method used in mapping UNITY programs to architectures is more general than 

tailoring Par programs by annotating them. For example, UNITY programs can be tai

lored to architectures such as systolic arrays, while Par addresses only MIMD computers. 

However, Par annotations are easy to apply, while mapping a UNITY program to an ar

chitecture requires significant intellectual and creative effort. In a sense, a Par annotation 

is a specific program transfolmation of the kind done in UNITY. However, Par supports 

only certain transformations, such as specifying the implementation of abstract data types 

or schedulers. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Summary 

In this dissertation we have addressed the problem of how to write parallel programs that 

are simultaneously portable, efficient, and clearly written. We have pointed out that each 

of these aspects is important. Portability is important because rewriting programs for 

different architectures is expensive and prone to error. Efficiency is important because the 

main reason for using parallel computers is speed; inefficient programs squander the expen

sive resources provided by parallel computers. Clarity is important in all programming; 

unclear programs are hard to write, hard to maintain, and often erroneous. 

We began by defining the problem. Any approach to efficient parallel computation on 

MIMD computers must accomplish several things: 

• parallelism, if not explicitly expressed, must be exposed; 

• the available parallelism must be tailored to fit the target computer; 

• tasks must be assigned to processors, either statically or dynamically; and 

• since tasks usually are not entirely independent, shared data must be managed. 

The Par approach to parallel programming accomplishes these goals without giving up 

portability and clarity. The first step is to write the most natural parallel algorithm for 

solving a given problem. The programmer can assume that there is unlimited parallelism 

and that all variables are directly accessible. At this stage messy architectural details are 

ignored. Explicit parallelism is used because a parallel program is a clearer expression of 

a parallel algorithm than is a sequential program. 

The initial program is refined by adding scheduling, mapping, and implementation 

annotations, which specialize the algorithm to the target architecture. The annotations 

are separated syntactically from the statement of the algorithm so that they do not ob-
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scure the algorithm and so that they can easily be changed, if necessary, for other target 

architectures. The original statement of the algorithm is not changed. 

Adding correctly implemented annotations to a program does not affect the correctness 

of the program. This makes it easy to experiment with different scheduling and mapping 

strategies without introducing errors. Conversely, the meaning of a program does not 

depend on the way it is annotated; this makes it easier to understand a program or prove 

it correct. 

We have illustrated how the Par method can be applied to a variety of algorithms. 

In Chapter 3 we illustrated the use of the Par method on regular algorithms. Regular 

algorithms allow the use of static schedulers and mappings, which can be implemented very 

efficiently since run-time load balancing and data management are not needed. Schedulers 

and mappings for regular algorithms tend to be closely interdependent. Schedulers are 

chosen to divide the chores evenly among the available processors. Mappings are chosen so 

that, for efficiency, data is stored where it is used. This leads to simple data partitioning in 

purely data-parallel algorithms such as matrix addition (Section 3.1), to data replication 

in algorithms such as matrix mUltiplication (Section 3.3), and to remapping in examples 

such as region labeling (Section 3.4). 

In Chapter 4 we presented examples that showed how the Par method can be applied 

to irregular algorithms. Since it is impossible to predict the best assignment of chores 

and data to processors for such algorithms, dynamic schedulers and mapping are required 

for efficiency. Schedulers and mappings for irregular algorithms tend to be less closely 

related-and more orthogonal-than for regular algorithms. We showed how schedulers 

using the administrator-worker paradigm can be used to achieve load balancing. We also 

showed how data management techniques such as caching and generative communication 

can be used to ensure that most data is stored where it is used. 

To support our approach to parallel programming, we have designed the Par lan

guage, which is an explicitly parallel language that supports scheduling, mapping, and 

implementation annotations. In Chapter 2 we introduced the Par language; in Chapter 5 

we described how it can be implemented on various kinds of MIMD computers: UMA 

computers, NUMA computers, and multicomputers. 

Finally, in Chapter 6 we contrasted the Par method with other approaches to parallel 

programming. We pointed out that most languages for parallel programming make a trade-
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off between portability, clarity, and efficiency. At one extreme, languages that are com

pletely architecture-independent-sequential and declarative languages, for example-are 

portable and clear, but current compilers for such languages cannot produce good code for 

many problems. At the other extreme, architecture-specific languages offer good efficiency 

but poor clarity and portability. The use of annotations to specify architecture-dependent 

details avoids this tradeoff; efficient programs can be specified without compromising clar

ity. And, since the annotations are separated from the rest of the program, they can be 

changed easily to tailor the program to a different architecture. 

7.2 Contributions 

The Par approach to parallel programming begins with a clear program, written in much 

the way parallel algorithms are usually described in the literature. Parallelism is specified 

in terms of chores, which are the units of parallelism natural to the algorithm. Data 

is freely shared among parallel chores; access to data is constrained only by the usual 

block-structured scope rules. 

The initial, unannotated Par program can be compiled and executed (although it will 

probably not make efficient use of the hardware). Hence it is possible to debug a parallel 

algorithm independently of the computer on which it will eventually execute. It is also 

possible to profile unannotated programs and add annotations only where they are needed 

for efficiency. 

The use of annotations makes it possible to express the original algorithm in a natural 

way and still achieve good efficiency. Annotating a Par program is a form of stepwise 

refinement in which the original program remains visible. The syntactic separation of 

the original algorithm from the annotations makes it possible to understand a program 

without regard for the annotations. The separation also simplifies the task of modifying 

the annotations to tailor the algorithm to another computer. 

The idea of using annotations to control parallelism is not original to this dissertation. 

(Section 6.9 discusses several other approaches that use annotations.) However, Par's 

annotations are considerably more powerful and flexible than those provided by other 

approaches: 

• Par's schedulers allow the programmer to specify the way that small chores are 
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combined into tasks. Except for para-functional programming (see Section 6.9.2), 

we are aware of no other approach that supports this; other approaches require that 

the program be designed from the start with a particular granularity in mind. 

• Par supports both static and dynamic schedulers. For regular algorithms, static 

schedulers can be written that take advantage of data access patterns to reduce 

overhead. In most other approaches, programmers either cannot specify how tasks 

are scheduled or are restricted to static schedulers. 

• The use of mapping and implementation annotations allows the programmer to 

separate the issues of data access and data placement. What data is accessible 

depends only on scope rules, while data placement is controlled by annotations. Both 

static data placement and dynamic data management can be specified. Most other 

languages that allow data-placement annotations allow only static data placement. 

• Par's annotations are written in Par. Other approaches that use annotation either 

provide only built-in annotations or provide a restricted language in which to im

plement annotations. Since writing a scheduler or mapping is essentially an exercise 

in distributed programming, we feel that a good distributed programming language 

should be available for that purpose. Par's facilities for distributed programming are 

based on those in SR [11, 10], a highly flexible distributed programming language. 

The design of the Par language shows how annotations can be integrated into a parallel 

programming language. The idea of separating the specification of an abstract data type 

from its implementation is essential to our approach to parallel programming, as is the 

idea of extending a type by adding additional operations. Both these concepts fit naturally 

into Par's type system. 

Par provides good support for code reuse. We feel that schedulers and mappings 

are good candidates for code reuse since they are often specialized implementations of 

standard data types such as vectors, matrices, and tables. The use of generic resources 

to implement such abstractions makes them even more amenable to reuse. Appendix B 

contains an index of the Par resources that are presented in this dissertation. 
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7.3 Future Work 

We have presented our method of architecture-independent parallel programming using 

the Par language. However, much of our method could be adapted to other languages. 

Since we feel it unlikely that most programmers will give up their current languages and 

adopt Par, we have given some thought to supporting the Par method by adapting current 

languages. In this section we describe a loose collection of features that could be added 

to any imperative language to yield a language that supports the Par method. 

The essential aspects of the Par language, except for the annotations themselves, are 

as follows: 

• some form of simple concurrent statement, 

• a way to provide alternate implementations of data types, and 

• facilities for programming schedulers and mappings. 

A concurrent statement is necessary because the Par method begins with an explicitly 

parallel program. As is evident from Chapters 3 and 4, the Par method relies heavily on 

providing alternate implementations of data types for different computers; thus the ability 

to provide these alternatives is crucial. Finally, support for implementing annotations is 

necessary because annotations are implemented in the language, rather than somewhere 

"beneath" the language. 

The second and third requirements are met by many object-oriented languages includ

ing, for example, C++ [110]. Thus one possibility is to add a concurrent statement and 

annotations to such a language. We feel that such a language would be quite workable, 

although perhaps less clear and elegant than the Par language. 

If one is willing to give up the ability to implement annotations within the language, 

the requirements on the base language become much more modest. One possibility is to 

have a fixed collection of schedulers and mappings. These would be implemented in some 

language underneath the application-level language. The names of these schedulers and 

mappings would be used in annotations, as before. Such a system could be adapted to any 

imperative language: C, FORTRAN, or Pascal, for example. All that would be required 

would be the addition of a concurrent statement. 
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Although providing a fixed collection of schedulers and mappings is perhaps a workable 

scheme in some domains, we feel that restricting the programmer in this way will not work 

well in general. Schedulers and mappings are quite reusable, but we feel it unlikely that 

any fixed set will satisfy all programmers in all situations. The main reason for using 

parallel computers is speed; thus we feel that any language that seriously compromises 

efficiency is not likely to become popular in this computational domain. 
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APPENDIX A 

PARTITIONING QUANTIFIERS 

When writing a scheduler or mapping, it is often necessary to partition a quantifier 

(which represents an arithmetic sequence) among processors so that each processor receives 

approximately the same number of elements. Also, given such a partition, it is sometimes 

necessary to determine to which processor a particular element is assigned. The partition 

and owner functions accomplish these tasks. 

For example, suppose we want to partition the quantifier 

1 to 100 by 3 

among five processors numbered 0 .. .4. We can compute the bounds on processor p by 

executing 

Ib, ub := partition(1,100,3,5,p) 

On processor 0, the bounds Ib and ub will be set to 1 and 20; on processor 1 the bounds 

will be 22 and 40, and so forth. Thus processor 0 is assigned the quantifier 

1 to 20 by 3 

and processor 1 is assigned the quantifier 

22 to 40 by 3 

Consider first the case where a < b and step = 1. This corresponds to the case where 

we are partitioning a sequence {a, a + 1, ... , b}. We first compute size, the number of 

items that will be assigned to each processor: 

. rb - a + 11 szze = 
n 

Then the lower and upper bounds for processor k are computed as 

Ib a + k * size 

ub = Ib + step - 1 



proc partition( a, b, step, n, k: Int) 
size: Int := (abs(b - a) + n) div n 
delta: Int := size * sign( step) 

m: Int := (k * size + abs(step) - 1) div abs(step) 
Ib: Int := a + m * step 
ub: Int := a + (k + 1) * delta - sign(step) 

if (step > 0 and ub > b) or (step < 0 and ub < b) -+ 

return (lb, b) 
D else -+ 

return (lb, ub) 
fi 

end 

Figure A.1: The partition function. 
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The situation becomes slightly more complicated when negative and non-unit values of 

step are allowed, but the idea is the same. Figure A.1 contains code to implement partition 

for general values of step. 

The owner function is closely related to partition. After a quantifier has been sub

divided into blocks by partition, the owner function is used to return the owner of a 

particular index within the range of the quantifier. In the example above, the quantifier 

1 to 100 by 3 

was partitioned among 5 processors. We could determine to which processor 34 was 

assigned by executing 

who := owner(l, 100,3,5,34) 

The result will be processor 1, since processor 1 was assigned the quantifier 

22 to 40 by 3 

Figure A.2 contains code for the owner function. The values of size and delta are computed 

as in Figure A.1; the value of owner is L(i - a)fdeltaJ. 



proc owner( a, b, step, n, i: Int) 
size: Int := abs(b - a) + n) div n 
delta: Int := size * sign( step) 

return (i - a) div delta 
end 

Figure A.2: The owner function 
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APPENDIX B 

INDEX OF SCHEDULERS AND MAPPINGS 

AccOr 88 

AccRealSum 73-74 

Bag 123 

block 22,72-73,78 

BlockMatrix 79-83 

BlockVector 24,102-105 

CachedDistSynchBag 127 

CachedVector 114-122 

coLsched 96-97 

DistSynchBag 125-127 

fefs 109-111 

forall 58,97 

Grid 76-78 

i<Lscheduler 58 

IdVector 53 

IntStack 33-35 

List 41-44 

od<Leven 57 

pick 134-135 

Private 53-54 

ScatteredColMatrix 94,97-98 

Semaphore 51 

Stack 36-37 

strip' 64-66,84 

StripMatrix 67-70 
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